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This is Ground Control to Major Tom 

You've really made the grade 

And the papers want to know whose shirts you wear 

Now it's time to leave the capsule if you dare 

"This is Major Tom to Ground Control 

I'm stepping through the door 

And I'm floating in a most peculiar way 

And the stars look very different today 

For here 

Am I sitting in a tin can 

Far above the world 

Planet Earth is blue 

And there's nothing I can do 

 

David Bowie - Space Oddity
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Summary 

 

Novel electronic stretchable materials for future medical 

devices 

Conventional electronics based in rigid and planar silicon wafers presents several difficulties to 

be implemented in systems where a direct contact with the soft and curved geometries of the 

tissues of the human body is required.  The future medical devices such as electronic skin, 

transdermal drug delivery systems or novel wearable biosensors requires electronic materials 

with the ability to be twisted, folded and conformably wrapped onto arbitrarily curved surfaces. 

Despite the promising results on stretchable electronic research, the applications have not yet 

been translated into commercial medical devices. The dependence of components   still only 

present in conventional silicon electronics limits the full development of the stretchable 

strategies, revealing the need for new materials in this field. 

Aiming to potentiate new electronic stretchable systems, this works proposes novel strategies to 

provide stretchability to electronic materials always having in mind the final application. Firstly, 

the study of conducting polymers to be deposited using ink jet printing have been performed. 

This kind of implementation allows the formation of conductive thin films on more complex 

flexible systems. Going further, it has been developed novel methodologies using plasma 

treatments to fabricate conducting polymeric coating on stretchable substrate with good 

electrical performance. The culmination of this part consisted in the synthesis of polypyrrole with 

a novel polyelectrolyte based on a hyaluronic acid modified with dopamine groups that allows 

stable nanosuspension able to directly form a film onto stretchable substrates. 

Focusing on metallic materials, conductive silver deposition on selective stretchable substrate 

have been developed. The electrical performance under mechanical deformation revealed 

strange gauge sensor behaviour of the silver paths with promising applicability in the medical 

device. 

Finally, the applicability of the approaches developed in this work have been studied to evaluate 

its suitability on actual and future applications in the field of medical devices such as 

physiological sensors, wearable strain gauge sensors or tracheal stent able to monitor 

deformations. 
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Resumen 

 

Novel electronic stretchable materials for future medical 

devices 

La implementación de la electrónica convencional basada en el silicio en dispositivos 

electrónicos que entren en contacto con la plasticidad y las curvas de los tejidos del cuerpo 

humano presenta serias dificultades. Futuras aplicaciones médicas como la piel electrónica, 

sistemas de liberación de fármaco transdérmico o nuevos bio-sensores requieren sistemas 

electrónicos capaces de ser doblados, retorcidos o enrollados en superficies curvas. A pesar de 

los prometedores resultados mostrados por la investigación en electrónica flexible, muy pocas 

tecnologías se han visto adaptadas en una aplicación comercial dentro del área médica. 

Problemas como la dependencia de componentes solo presentes en la electrónica 

convencional limita el completo desarrollo de estos dispositivos poniendo de manifiesto la 

necesidad de encontrar nuevos materiales en este campo.  

Con el objetivo de potenciar nuevos sistemas electrónicos flexibles, este trabajo propone 

nuevas estrategias para aportar flexibilidad a los materiales empleado para la electrónica sin 

perder de vista su aplicabilidad. Primeramente, se ha estudiado la aplicación de polímeros 

conductores usando impresión inkjet. Esta tecnología permite la obtención de films poliméricos 

muy delgados sobre sistemas flexibles más complejos. Dando un paso más allá, se han 

desarrollado nuevas metodologías para poder depositar polímeros conductores sobre 

substratos elastómericos manteniendo un buen rendimiento eléctrico. Esta parte culmina con el 

estudio de un nuevo polielectrolito para la síntesis del polipirrol basado en el ácido hyaluronico 

modificado con dopamina. Este polielectrolito aporta nuevas propiedades que mejoran la 

adaptabilidad del polipirrol obteniendo nanosuspensiones estables que pueden ser depositadas 

directamente sobre substratos elastómeros.  

Estudiando también los materiales metálicos en la electrónica, se ha desarrollado un método 

para la deposición selectiva de plata conductora sobre substratos elastómeros. Las pistas 

fabricadas con este procedimiento han mostrado un interesante comportamiento de galga 

extensométrica cuando son sometidas a una deformación.  

Finalmente, la aplicabilidad de las estrategias desarrolladas ha sido evaluada para ver cómo se 

puede aplicar en dispositivos médicos actuales y futuros tales como sensores fisiológicos, 

galgas extenso métricas portables para seguimiento o nuevos stents traqueales electrónicos.  
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Resum 

 

Novel electronic stretchable materials for future medical 

devices 

L’electrònica convencional basada en el silici te grans dificultats a l’hora de ser implementada 

en dispositius electrònics que estiguin en contacte amb les corbes i las plasticitat dels teixits  

del cos humà. Futures aplicacions mèdiques como la pell electrònica, sistemes de alliberació 

de fàrmac transdèrmic o nous bio-sensors requereixen de sistemes electrònics capaços de ser 

doblegats, retorçats o enrotllats en superfícies corbes. Tot i els prometedors resultats mostrats 

por la investigació en electrònica flexible, no hi ha aplicacions comercials directes dins de l’àrea 

mèdica. La dependència de components només presents en l’electrònica convencional limita el 

complet desenvolupament d’aquests dispositius posant de manifest la necessitat de trobar nous 

materials en aquest camp.  

Amb l’objectiu de potenciar nous sistemes electrònics flexibles, en aquest treball es proposen 

noves estratègies per proveir de flexibilitat als materials utilitzats en electrònica sense perdre de 

vista la directa aplicabilitat. Primerament, s’ha estudiat l’aplicació de polímers conductors 

mitjançant impressió inkjet. Aquesta tecnologia permet l’obtenció de films polimèrics molt fins 

sobre sistemes flexibles més complexos. Anant un pas més enllà, s’han  desenvolupat noves 

metodologies per poder depositar polímers conductors sobre substrats elastomèrics mantenint 

el bon rendiment elèctric. Aquesta part culmina amb l’estudi d’un nou polielectròlit per la 

síntesis del polipirrol basat en l’àcid hialurònic modificat amb grups dopamina. Aquest 

polielectròlit aporta noves propietats que milloren l’adaptabilitat del polipirrol obtenint 

nanosuspensions estables que poden ser depositades directament sobre substrats 

elastomèrics.  

Centrant-nos en los materials metàl·lics de la electrònica, s’ha desenvolupat un mètode per la 

deposició selectiva de plata conductora sobre substrats elastomèrics. Les pistes fabricades 

amb aquest procediment han demostrat un comportament de galga extensomètrica sota 

deformació mecànica.  

Finalment la aplicabilitat de las estratègies desenvolupades ha estat avaluada per veure como 

es poden aplicar en dispositius mèdics actuals y futurs tals como sensors fisiològics, galgas 

extensomètriques portables para seguiment o nous stents de tràquea electrònics.  
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1.1 Background 

Biological systems such as the human body are elastic, soft and curved. This is a critical 

problem if electronic technologies want to make studies involving physiological data 

measurements, use bioinspired designs or create bio – integrated devices using technologies 

based in hard, planar integrated silicon circuits that exists nowadays. In this context, stretchable 

electronics it is presented as a new emerging class of electronics that presents innovative 

solutions where conventional electronics is unable to achieve. The principal difference that 

stretchable electronics presents is the simultaneous achievement of both great mechanical 

robustness and electronic performance allowing to these electronics to be twisted, folded and 

conformally wrapped onto arbitrarily curved surfaces without mechanical fatigue or any 

significant change in electric characteristics. 1–5 

With this potential, stretchable electronics have presented since now a wide range of application 

in multiple fields and not only the once related with biology implementations. For example due 

to this stretchability it is possible to spread electronics over curved surfaces, expecting that this 

technology will open up a new class of applications in large – area lightweight electronics such 

as bendable and rollable solar cells or displays6–8. These properties of stretchable conducting 

systems makes them also especially interesting for large area fabrication of flexible thin-film 

transistors (TFTs)9–11  which depending of the material properties can be used as chemical and 

movement sensors, or organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) which are a particular solution for 

displays and light systems with unique features such as uniform flat illumination combined with 

mechanical flexibility not attainable in traditional light solutions12,13. All these implementations on 

stretchable electronics described about, even not being related with biological applications, 

shows the potential that any advance in this area can provide. This brings that the 

implementation of new technologies for stretchable electronics manufacturing or the inclusion of 

a new conducting stretchable material may generate solutions and significant advances in fields 

where a solution through stretchable electronics systems would not be evident.  

Once the importance of flexible electronics in conventional electronic applications has been 

shown, biomedical applications are exposed. Stretchable electronics in biomedical applications 

(Bioelectronics) are defined as electronic systems integrated in living tissue which are able to 

have a good electric performance at the same time that maintains biocompatibility14.  

These novel bioelectronics systems, which interface with the complex geometries and time 

dynamic tissues of human body, have recently drawn attention due to the enormous progress in 

the materials, designs and manufacturing process for flexible/stretchable systems 

subcomponents, which includes amplifiers, transistors, biosensors, integrated circuits and 

actuators among other. All these advances in nanomaterials and soft structures responded the 

need of biomedicine making possible the integration of therapeutic functional nanomaterials 

with soft bioelectronics allowing advanced medical diagnosis and therapies. 
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presents a brief summary of the different classes of stretchable electronic systems which are 

being develop at this moment by different research groups. It allows to get an idea about the 

wide range of biological signals emanating from human body that can be measured using soft 

bioelectronics. Signals such as electrophysiological (electroencephalogram (EEG), 

electrocardiogram (ECG)), physiological (pulse, temperature), thermal (thermal conductivity, 

temperature distribution), mechanical (strain, pressure) and biochemical (glucose, pH). Each 

application requires novel approaches in material designs, functionality and medical design. In 

the following, the state of art of soft bioelectronics are presented to get an idea about the 

potential of these new technologies and their applications in biomedicine systems that could 

exploit therapeutic and diagnostic capabilities in surgery and wearable use cases. 

 

Figure I-1. Bio-integrated electronic stretchable systems for biomedical applications: Includes minimal and implantable 

devices such as electrophysiological sensors, angioplasty tools, prosthetic eye and skin, and optoelectronic nerve 

stimulator, etc. Wearables bioelectronics include pressure, strain, temperature sensors integrated with transdermal drug 

delivery systems and data storage devices.15 

Starting from the less invasive application, epidermal electronics devices are the set of sensors 

that are fixed on the external layer of skin to obtain different data. Strain and/or pressure 

sensors are widely employed in skin based devices to detect motion (activity, tremor), cardiac 

signals (Heartbeat, pulse shape), blood pressure, respiration conditions and mechanical 

properties of skin. A promising strain gauge system was presented by Yang et al. where two 

vertical polymer nanoforest structures coated with platinum forms conducting arrays. Monitoring 

the resistance changes of the interlocked arrays allows to detect changes not only in pressure 

but also in force direction, torsion and shear force16. The sensibility of the developed sensor 
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allows to capture of faint signals, like pulse from the wrist, the hand movement or the pressure 

which produces the movement of a lady beetle (Figure I-2. a)16,17.  

An interesting approach to pressure changes measurement on human skin was developed by 

Bao et al. presenting a micro-structured array of organic transistors fabricated using poly- 

isoindigobithiophene-siloxane (Pil2TSi) as a semiconducting material in a classic organic thin 

film transistor scheme18. The transistors has a measurable channel conductance which can be 

modulated with an applied external pressure such a pulse wave signals measured from radial 

artery19. In order to reduce signal noise, adaptability of stretchable electronics device must be 

improved. One of the strategies presented is through reducing the bending stiffness enhancing 

adhesion of the device to the skin. This allowed Someya et al. to achieve a skin signal 

monitoring device based on placing an ultrathin matrix multi-electrode array on a soft adhesive 

poly(vinyl alcohol) hydrogel20. Another strategy presented by Rogers et al. to reduces stiffness 

and improve skin adaptability is to adopt serpentine pattern designs. Optimizing serpentine 

geometries, such as the optimized arc angle in the 2D serpentine filament21 helps soft 

electronics to match with the mechanical properties of human dermis (Figure I-2. b)22. This 

ultrathin devices have broad relevance in clinical diagnosis and treatment of diseases due to 

less invasive data extraction of spatially mapping mechanical assessment of soft biological 

tissues23 or skin hydration24. 

Following strategies employed for epidermal electronics, invasive medical systems which has to 

interface with the surface of organs can benefit of stretchable electronics technology. Ultrathin 

stretchable circuits and sensors are applied to a diverse range of devices, one of the most 

famous is the balloon catheter integrated with ECG, tactile, temperature and floes sensors25. 

The balloon catheter design is suited for repetitive cycles of inflation/deflation accommodating 

large strains exceeding 130%. In cardiac applications, a multifunctional system containing 

multiple sensors for epicardial monitoring (Figure I-2. c)26 (ECG and pH) as well as actuators for 

defibrillation and ablation27.  

The incorporation of high performance silicon ultrathin circuits allows the design of new 

implantable array of sensors able to obtain high spatiotemporal resolution mapping of brain 

activity (Figure I-2. e)28. This device which is in contact with the surface of the cortex is able to 

obtain and record data about sleep spindles, visual evoked responses and micro/macro 

seizures in live animal models. Subsequently, conducting polymers electrodes were added to 

the system with the objective to interface the cortical neurons decreasing the electrochemical 

impedance and enable high quality recordings of local field potentials29–31. These invasive 

devices have direct applications such as robust recording of electrocorticography (ECoG) 

performed on epileptic rats (Figure I-2. d)32 or a microfluidic delivery system with stimulation 

electrodes connected on spinal cord as a way to restore motion in paralyzed rats33.  
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Figure I-2: Epidermal electronics systems. a) Micro-hair array sensor for skin characterization17, b) wavy filaments 

design for epidermal electronics22, c) Multifunctional membrane for spatiotemporal cardiac measurements26, d) 

Stretchable gold nanobelts for Elecrtrocorticograms measurements32, e) High density density electrodes array for brain 

in-vivo measurements28, f) photodetector array34.  

Considering this potential for applicability that stretchable electronics represent for biomedicine, 

the device final set up as well as the design is a critical factor. Representative examples of 

these technologies combines multiple sensing modalities and device design strategies to yield a 

functional electronic system integrating different units in the system such as LED display, 

wireless communication, power supply module and other optoelectronics functionality that allow 

to achieve practical utility in clinical applications  35. 

However, significant efforts have been made to develop all critical components that these kinds 

of devices requires for clinical studies and human final implementation. Without going into 

further detail, optoelectronics devices, which includes photodetectors, phototransistors and LED 

technologies are widely implemented in biomedical applications. An example of these 

technologies implemented, apart from mechanical sensors36, are soft bioelectronics for 

phototherapy and optogenetics research37.   

Other challenge for completely integrated bioelectronics, which is on the focus of research 

groups, are energy harvesting and energy storage systems to provide power supply to portable 

and mobile health monitoring devices. One of the first systems for power supply was stretchable 

solar cells based on conducting polymers such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styren 

esulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) which presented stable performance under a strain of 22,2% 38.  

Recharging batteries were also developed using self – similar serpentine interconnects 

obtaining reversible levels of stretchability up to 300% with acceptable electric performance39. 

Recently, a novel solution for this problematic is believed to be solved through wireless power 
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transmission. This methodology allows to recharge stretchable battery implanted in human body 

providing portability/wearability for the biointegrated systems40–42. 

At this point, there is no doubt that focused research into stretchable electronics is getting great 

progress in the field of biomedicine. As will have been seen from the preceding paragraphs, 

several bioelectronics devices are being developed to be an important part of a complete 

integrated medical device. Despite their great performance, all the presented devices are not 

able to be a final product by themselves, needing to be integrated in a set of bioelectronics 

elements to ensure that the device fulfil the required properties in terms of electrical 

performance, wearability, portability, power supply and clinical utility. 

To get an idea of the complexity, it will be shown the case of electronic artificial skin (E –Skin). 

As has been mentioned, ultrathin bioelectronics are really useful for monitoring of physiological 

and electrophysiological signals, being an important component for epidermic electronics and 

invasive biomedical devices. Nevertheless, ultrathin bioelectronics are also useful for other 

advanced applications, which are combinations of separated electronics systems, such as 

electronic artificial skin (E-skin). 

  

Figure I-3: Electronic skin set ups. a) Prosthetic hand prototype covered with E-Skin, b) schematic of E - Skin layers, c) 

Scheme of Prosthetic hand - human brain interface scheme43. 

Electronic skin, consist in a variety of sensors, such strain, pressure, humidity or temperature 

sensors, integrated in a elastomeric substrate which can capture signals, simulating mechano – 

and thermo- receptor properties of skin tissues 43. Figure I-3. a and b shows an artificial skin 
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composed of an array of sensor which fulfil the previously described requirements: An array of 

strain gauge for the characterization of hand movements, pressure sensors in order to detect 

the amount of pressure applied with the prosthetics and temperature and humidity sensors to be 

able of notice the environmental conditions. In order to obtain the same sensitivity of skin, 

sensors array must be integrated with a diodes array and placed on elastomer enable 

multiplexing of each sensor for thermal and strain mapping with high spatial and temporal 

resolution44,45. 

 Many of these multiplexed sensors uses nanomaterials in combination with elastomeric 

substrates which are transparent or semi – transparent. This fact give interesting optical 

properties well suited for epidermal optoelectronics applications and allows new classes of 

interactive E – Skin46. For example, the heterogeneous integration of organic light emitting 

diodes (OLEDs) and an active matrix pressure sensor in bioelectronics E- Skin provides an 

instant visual response about the location and magnitude of applied pressures47. 

Leaving aside harvesting and energy storage systems previously described, the ultimate 

objective of E – Skin prosthesis is to enable amputees to feel various types of external stimuli. 

To achieve this goal, the signals captured across different sensors matrix must be processed 

and transmitted through bio-integrated circuits to the corresponding peripheral nervous system, 

which main function consists to connect the central nervous system to the limbs and organs 

being the communication relay between the brain and spinal cord with the rest of the body 

(Figure I-3. c). For effective charge injection to peripheral nerves, a low impedance in multi-

electrode array is a critical requeriment48. In addition, there are various mechanical motions of 

adjacent muscles which requires deformations of the electrodes array to preserve mechanically 

conformation of performed contacts and prevent scar formation arisen from the mechanical 

mismatch between the biological tissues and the multi- electrode array28. Moreover, 

inflammations at interfaces between nerves and electrodes induced by reactive oxygen 

species49 must be suppressed, since massive inflammatory response can cause death of 

nervous cells and damage permanently the peripheral nervous system50. These challenges for 

implanting soft bio-electronics reveal that exist a great number of requirements that wearable 

clinical electronic devices must fulfil before any practical use. 

In summary of the foregoing, stretchable electronics has been presented as a promising field 

with high range of applications not only in conventional electronic application such as displays 

or solar cells but also in integrated bio-electronics devices for clinical purpose. Stretchable 

electronics has a great versatility in matters of implementation and development technologies 

as well as novel materials for different purposes which allows to create different bio – integrated 

systems. These systems such as power supply, sensors for electrophysiological measurements 

or optoelectronics systems among others. The developed bio-electronics systems may become 

a finished implantable medical device if all the systems fulfil correctly all the properties required 

for the desired application. For example following with the development of a functional E- Skin, 
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the final device, which will be an assembly of the previous bio-electronic systems,  must achieve 

certain degree of properties: Achieve stretchability, tactile sensitivity, chemical and biological 

sensing, biocompatibility, self – healing, temperature sensing and self-powering among 

others51.    

In spite of the long road performed by stretchable electronics in order to be presented in the 

future of the biomedicine and medicals device, exist a number of challenges that must be 

overcome so the developed technologies to this point can represent a real commercial 

application. 

The first issue consisted in the complexity of the approaches to provide stretchability to common 

organic and inorganic electronic materials limiting the fabrication process and completely 

hinders the large-scale fabrication process required for the commercial final device. The 

strategies for provide stretchability may be fabricated using two procedures: by developing 

devices comprised of intrinsically stretchable materials or by appropriate geometrical 

arrangement of conventional electronic-used materials52,53.  

 

Figure I-4: Different strategy to achieve stretchability to conducting materials a) Percolating pathway in a gold film, 

consisting of micro-sized cracks under applied strain54. b) Out-of-plane deformation of a serpentine metal interconnect55. 

c ) Integrated serpentine metallic pattern39.  

The geometric structuring strategy do not try to develop concrete stretchable materials, by 

contrast, common brittle materials used in electronics were applied for stretchable devices 

through new geometrical patterning and device design. The critical factor is to achieve large-

scale reversible elasticity using discontinuous structures that can distort while retaining 

electrical conductivity showing similar mechanisms56–58. At microscopic level, discontinuous 
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films on stretchable substrates can be performed by cracking a thin film while maintaining a 

percolating pathway (Figure I-4. a).  

This strategy allowed Wagner, Suo and Lacour59–61 deposit gold onto stretchable substrates 

with reproducible electrical performance under cyclic deformations62. It was also found that the 

stretchability of conductor materials can be enhanced by improving the substrate roughness 

inhibiting the propagation of cracks in the conducting path63. Following this strategy, films of 

PEDOT:PSS deposited onto elastics substrates retain conductivity while being stretched far 

beyond the fracture strain of the pure material due to the accommodation of the deformation at 

low strains, cracking at high strains64,65. 

Observing this phenomenon, for larger length scale, a deliberate pattering of discontinuous 

structures can be used to increase this deformations accommodation effect increasing the 

range where deformations do not cause cracking66–68. Serpentine or horseshoe-shaped 

structures are effective (Figure I-4. b and c), reducing the strain in the structures achieving 

strains up to 100% with minimal changes in the conductivity, showing the strongly electrical 

conductivity dependence of patterned geometries and material properties55,67,69–72.  

The main drawback presenting the exposed applications which fabrication method was based 

on stretchable components with geometric engineering was the complexity of the fabrication 

process. The majority of fabrication processes imply a layer-by-layer transference of pattered 

nonstretchable material on a pre-strained elastomeric substrate and the substequently realease 

of the substrate73. Other processes also imply the fabrication of the stretchable materials on a 

pre-stretched elastomeric substrate. This set of processes represents complicated time 

consuming fabrication process where a high number of steps were required. This multi-step 

behaviour in a novel fabrication method increases the cost and reduces the fabrication yield74.  

The other methodology, fabrication process using intrinsic stretchable devices implies the 

development of novel stretchable materials that can absorb mechanical deformation by 

themselves to serve as a key component in stretchable electronic device73. An example of this 

fabrication methodology can be observed for E – Skin by Cao et al. where stretchable 

transparent transistors were developed using carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as electrodes and 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)74. In this case during the fabrication the intrinsically stretchable 

components were directly patterned and stacked on elastomeric substrate by using various 

processes. These methodologies allows lower associated costs and easy handling but are far 

from being a definitive solution73. The patterning may present several difficulties and the 

stretchability completely resides in the bulk properties of the used materials. 

The presented strategies for the fabrication of electronic stretchable conductive and semi-

conductive materials demonstrates that does not exist a group of definitive technologies and 

factors such as manufacturing time, costs or process ease strongly depend on the properties of 

the deposited material.  
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Another critical limitation of the stretchable electronics that hinder the development of a final 

product in the field of medical device was the current dependence on silicon – based electronics 

to achieve functional electronic systems. Conventional electronics avoids the deformability of 

the final device, which was one of the original goals of stretchable electronics75. Some of the 

best performing materials today based on silicon and in inorganic materials remain stiff, and 

they crack at relatively low strains76 being an important limitation. A key example is the problem 

of the device power supply were a battery able to provide energy to an entire stretchable device 

and to accommodate large strain deformations (>>1%)39.   

The main approaches that presented stretchable supercapacitators to solve this dependence on 

silicon-based electronics consisted in devices with buckled thin films of carbon nanotubes77, 

CNT– soaked fibrous textiles78 or zinc – carbon stretchable batteries79,80. Although these 

technologies an interesting proof of concept, none offers multiple capabilities in recharging with 

high-storages capacity, stretching to large levels of deformation (> 100 %) or establishing 

wireless electrical interfaces to external power supplies. Moreover, zinc - carbon stretchable 

batteries are non – rechargeable dramatically limiting the range of applicability. 

The same problem with the maturity of technology happens with the wireless system of data 

extraction. A fully stretchable electronic device applied in the medical field imply a certain 

degree of wearability which requires communication hardware able transmit the sensor output 

signal to a computer for its analysis. The complexity required for this communication systems 

implies the dependence on silicon – based electronics presenting approaches at proof of 

concept stage such as the RF circuit presented by Wu et al81.  

With these restrictions that still present the stretchable electronic field, the number of completely 

stretchable device that can be fully integrated in medical applications were really narrow. The 

most similar as a final medical device was the epidermal electronics presented by Rogers and 

coworkers41. The devices consist in a serpentine strain gauge sensor connected to a 

stretchable copper antenna and to a near field communication microchip. This set up conforms 

a passive device that only works when a radiofrequency identifier device was close to provide 

electrical power82.     

As it has been presented in this introductory chapter, the stretchable electronica has a lot of 

potential to become the key tool that gives rise to the medical devices of the future. However, 

there are a number of critical drawbacks that limit the bright future of these technologies and 

can only be remedied by exploring new strategies to provide stretchability to new materials. 

With new technologies able to provide new properties to the stretchable electronics 

components, new electronic applications in biomedicine will appear solving actual problems of 

this kind of devices or allowing to make new treatment or diagnosis tools. In this scenario, 

stretchable electronics materials and technologies which lid to new applications and fulfil the 

required properties in electric and mechanical performance, biocompatibility and implementation 

demands to be examined. 
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1.2 Aims 

The main objective of this work is to find new approaches to provide stretchability to conducting 

materials as well as to find suitable applications in the medical device field.  

In particular, the goals of the presented thesis can be summarized in the following points: 

 Study and characterize the deposition of conducting polymers nanosuspensions onto 

flexible substrates using inkjet printing. (Chapter II). 

 Explore the suitability of bipyrrole derivatives as a conducting material for its 

applicability on flexible substrates (Chapter II).  

 To study the implementation of conducting polymers on stretchable substrates using 

plasma treatments (Chapter III). 

 Evaluation of a new polyelectrolyte for polypyrrole nanosuspensions synthesis to allow 

its direct deposition on stretchable substrate (Chapter III). 

 Study and characterization of silver deposition on PDMS to obtain new conductive 

stretchable paths (Chapter IV). 

 The study of the applicability of the developed technologies for devices focused in 

biomedicine field such as strain-gauge for E-skin, gas sensors and trachea 

personalized 3D stent. (Chapter V). 
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1.3 Content of this dissertation 

Stretchable electronic materials are promising candidates for bioelectronics systems due to its 

properties such as materials resistance, variety of applications, biocompatibility combined with 

good electric performance. The implementation of a new stretchable electronic material imply 

development of bioelectronics systems which properly pooling may led novel medical device 

applications such as biosensors or surgery tools for wearable diagnosis and treatment devices. 

Thus, conductive, semi-conductive and dielectric materials may be studied trying to fulfil the 

properties required for stretchable electronic materials. With this purpose, in Chapter II inkjet 

printing of conducting polymer nanosuspensions was studied as an approach to obtain 

polymeric thin films on flexible substrates. Polyanline and polypyrrole nanosuspensions were 

successfully optimized and formulated as ink for inkjet printing implementation considering the 

critical parameters presents in each used synthetic methodology to optimize the 

nanosuspensions. The correct implementation of conducting polymers such as polypyrrole / 

polyaniline thin films may lead the manufacturing of new sensors with promising properties to be 

implemented in electrophysiological measurements.   

Chapter III goes and step further exploring the implementation of conducting polymers on 

stretchable substrates. A novel approach based in the nanosuspensions adhesions on PDMS 

allylamine modified using plasma treatments is presented in Chapter III.Another approach is 

presented in Chapter III consisting in the polypyrrole modification using a polyelectrolyte based 

on the adhesion mechanism of mussel. Dopamine based conducting polymers has been 

studied and characterized focusing in the fabrication of a stable nanosuspensions able to be 

directly deposited on stretchable substrates. 

Once studied the semi-conductive materials, in the next chapter a novel technology for silver 

deposition onto stretchable substrates was presented in Chapter IV. The development method 

for silver stretchable paths consist in a plasma polymerization of an acrylate polymer which is 

able to react with glucose molecules that lead the reduction of silver using Tollens’s reagent. 

Obtained stretchable silver path presented interesting strain-gauge properties that must be 

studied for applications. The characterization of plasma polymerization as well as the Tollen’s 

reaction are critical in order to achieve the optimization values for the desired electrical and 

mechanical properties.  

In the last part of this work, chapter V presents a recompilation of all technologies developed in 

previous chapters to be implemented in bio-medicals applications. 
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2.1 Introduction 

As it has been shown in the previous chapter, the technology used for the implementation of 

conducting materials onto stretchable substrates plays a critical role in the final properties, 

making some materials more suitable than others for their final application. Among all materials 

used in conventional electronics, conducting polymers are a unique class of organic materials 

that exhibit the electrical and optical properties of both metals and semiconductors offering the 

most interesting properties of each material class1. Conducting polymers offer great prospects 

for practical applications especially in stretchable electronics due to their levels of conductivity, 

low cost and ease of synthesis. Furthermore, electro-materials are highly suited for biological 

systems because of their structural similarity to present compounds in human body such as 

proteins, carbohydrates and nucleic acids2.  

The behaviour of conducting polymers such as polythiophene (PTh), polyaniline (PANI) or 

polypyrrole (PPy) makes them good candidates for stretchable applications due to their good 

conductivity values, long-term stability and biocompatibility3,4. Despite these great advantages, 

stretchable electronics is a challenging field, especially the implementation of conducting 

polymers, due to important limitations. Generally, conducting polymers have higher Young 

modulus than the substrate on which they are deposited creating a mismatch between moduli 

that induces the generation of stress at the elastic – non elastic interface. This stress is the 

main reason of surface fracture in high strain condition limiting the applicability in stretchable 

electronics5. Other general difficulties to exploit conducting polymers is the poor solubility in 

common solvents due to their conjugated structure, which induce rigidity to the macromolecular 

backbone6–8 and the inter-macromolecular hydrogen bonds that hinder the correct solvent 

penetration to polymeric chains, limiting the solvation9. To solve this particular feature, different 

approaches have been developed to provide elasticity to conducting polymers. 

A wide range of methods have been developed to increase the stretchability of conducting 

polymers such as modifying their intrinsic properties through altering their molecular structure by 

chemical synthesis10,11, producing composite materials made from blending of conducting 

polymers particles12–14 or designing deposition technologies.  

The classical technique for conducting polymer implementation is the deposition of polymeric 

films onto working electrode during electro-polymerization of monomers in an electrolyte 

medium15–17 However, advanced methodologies exist that imply surface engineering 

technologies to guaranty the formation of films onto the substrates, such as plasma 

polymerization of a specific conducting polymer18, oxidative vapour deposition19–21, or the 

combination of both strategies22. These strategies allow to obtain good results for specific 

materials, but generally have important drawbacks, such as high complexity or poor scalability 

processes.  
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Nowadays, promising technologies consist on most direct application techniques such as spin 

coating, screen printing23, roll to toll processes or inkjet printing24. Specially, inkjet printing 

technologies allow to deposit conducting polymer onto a wide range of substrates conforming 

their versatility to accurately deposit minute quantities of material. Thus, inkjet printing turns in 

an interesting technique not only to evaluate conducting polymer behaviour, but also to 

eventually become a large area and high resolution method for microelectronic fabrication. 

The main problem of inkjet printing is that implementation conditions are severe. Inks used in 

this technology must fulfil certain conditions to correctly go through the print nozzle such as a 

specific size distribution, surface tension and formulation requirements to be successfully 

printed. To do that conducting polymers must be presented in a homogeneous and stable water 

solution. Using water as a solvent provides a cost-effective and environment-friendly media 

while a non-biocompatible toxic solvent is avoided. Nowadays, even though conducting 

polymers implementation is still challenging and each new polymer must be considered 

individually in terms of suspension and preparation, conducting polymers processing main 

issues have been solved thanks to the control provided by recent methods for nano – 

suspension. 

As it will be shown throughout this chapter, PANI / PPy nano – suspensions synthesis method 

plays an important role in the final properties of the obtained conductive ink. Nowadays there is 

still a need to develop a simple approach for synthesizing water soluble conducting polymers 

suspensions due to the drawbacks of conventional methods. Most reported water dispersible 

PANI: PSS /PPy:PSS suspensions have large size distributions and aggregate in water when 

the suspension is left alone for minutes or hours25. Novel methodologies, such as interfacial 

polymerization, form stable colloid in water media. However, the formed films obtained with this 

methods present low conductivity values26. Enzyme-catalyzed synthesis of PANI also generates 

good particle stability at small size distribution and good electrical performance, but has an 

associated high cost process compared with other approaches27,28.  

With the idea of achieving a better understanding of the possibilities and drawbacks of 

conducting polymer nanosuspensions a set of nanosuspensions based in the main conducting 

polymers groups has been developed. Throughout this chapter, a study about the synthesis and 

characterization of PANI and PPy nanosuspension is presented focusing on how 

nanosuspension synthesis influences the final properties of conducting films. 

The synthetic methodologies used to obtain PANI nanoparticles studied in this chapter were 

two: Emulsion polimerization29 and electrostatic interaction nano-suspension30. For the 

emulsion polymerization method, the main strategy to develop a polyaniline suspension 

consists on using a surfactant (dodecylbenzenesulfonic) to obtain micelles structures in the 

polymerization media.  
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Figure II-1: Emulsion polymerization of PANI:DBSA. 

Micelles allow that, during the radical polymerization, anilinium cation resides on a specific and 

controlled position (Figure II-1). Due to the hydrophobic nature of anilinium, the cations are 

oriented with the phenyl group to the core of micelle and the protonated amine is oriented to the 

outer side of the micelle. In this system, anilinum ion can only be placed between the individual 

dodecylbenzene sulfonate near the shell of the micelle and are oriented with phenyl group to 

the core of the micelle31,32. During polymerization, anilinium cation is polymerized into the 

micelle together with DBSA after being attacked by ammonium persulfate (APS), forming 

polyaniline. It is important to mention that the micelle formation and size (or better said, a micro-

micelle) controls the polymerization process. Reducing the size of the micelle allows the 

anilinium ion to be closer to each other, concentrating the monomer in a particular spot near the 

ionic surfactant (DBSA). The DBSA also plays an important role due to the fact that it is 

integrated onto the nanoparticle structure providing stabilization and also improving the final 

electrical properties due to the presence of sulfonic acid groups that have a dopant effect on 

conducting polymers, obtaining self-doped polyaniline nanoparticles31. 

The other method, electrostatic interaction nanosuspensions, consists on the use of 

electrostatic forces between monomer and stabilizer molecule (usually a polyelectrolyte). These 

electrostatic forces allows the physical trapping of polymeric chains with the polyelectrolyte 
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when the monomer starts growing. The polyelectrolyte has a similar effect to that of the micelle 

structures, isolating the monomer during radical polymerization and controlling the size 

distribution. This is possible due to steric hindrance produced by polyelectrolyte backbone 

which wraps growing polyaniline limiting the chain growth (Figure II-2). Polyelectrolyte chain 

length seems to play an important role in this polymerization route providing more or less 

isolation to reacting monomer which implies different nanoparticle sizes. This effect in the 

polyaniline size distribution will be studied using two polyelectrolytes of different molecular 

weight: Polyacrylic acid (PAA) an poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS).  

 

Figure II-2:PANI:PSS polymerization schemes: a) Synthetic procedure for water-dispersible PANI:PSS. b) Illustration of 

polyaniline growth around PSS backbone. 

The benefits and drawbacks of the different synthetic methodologies used during conducting 

polymer nanosuspension preparation will be studied and characterized to provide an accurate 

idea about the implementation on a stretchable electronic system.  

Once the nanosuspensions synthesis methodologies were studied, some promising novel 

conjugated conducting monomers were evaluated for it suitability to be a conductive polymer 

suspension. Conjugated conducting polymers are characterized by a delocalized electronic 

structure that exhibits efficient coupling between optoelectronic segments. The use of these 

polymers as a new highly sensitive biosensor or as a material for novel solar cells are actual 

promising challenges in cross disciplinary areas, such as chemistry, biology and material 

science. The main drawback presented for conjugates conducting polymers consist in its 

delocalized electronic structure conformed by a rigid backbone, making the compound insoluble 

in the standard solvents used in industry.  

In the past 10 years, a great number of approaches have been designed to enhance the 

solubility of conjugated conducting polymer in more friendly solvents, such as in the case of 

water soluble conducting polymers (WSCP)33–35,where solubilizing groups are incorporated to 

the repeating unit. This fact remarks the importance that solubility has in order to make 

processable conducting polymers successful for a final application and their implementation in 

industry. 
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Considering the request for solubility improvement, other compounds exist that may work as 

conducting polymers presenting better solubility. In this part, two monomers, derivatives from 

2,2’ – bipyrrole, are used to synthetize as a conjugated polymer for organic electronics. This 

approach is based on increasing the solubility of the resulting polymer through the functional 

groups attached to the monomer structure.  

After the study of applicability, the nanosuspensions developed along the chapter were 

deposited using a promising technology to create thin polymeric films on flexibles substrates. 

Being one of the most promising technologies for conducting polymer deposition nowadays, 

inkjet printing tests were carried out to evaluate its suitability to be used by inkjet printing as an 

implementation method. The study on the conducting polymer nanosuspension synthesis 

provided a critical control of the final nanosuspension properties required to fulfil the restrictions 

presented on inkjet printing. 
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2.2 Experimental section 

2.2.1 Conducting polymer nanosuspensions  

Materials 

The materials used in the different synthesis consisted of aniline (≥ 99,5%, Aldrich), pyrrole 

(≥99%, Aldrich), DBSA (≥ 95%, Aldrich), ammonium persulfate (≥ 98%, Fluka), poly (sodium 4-

styrenesulfonate) solution (Mw 70.000, 30% wt) and (Mw 200.000, 30% wt), poly(acrylic acid) 

partial sodium salt (50 wt %, Mw 5000) and (35 wt %, Mw 100.000). 

Nanosuspension synthesis  

To perform PANI:DBSA synthesis of emulsion polymerization, a 40 ml DBSA solution was 

prepared at a required concentration. Aniline was added to a 20 ml of DBSA solution and 

ammonium persulfate was dissolved in the remaining DBSA solution (20 ml) and then both 

solutions were placed in a water bath at 20ºC. The DBSA – APS solution was added dropwise 

to the DBSA – aniline solution and the mixture was stirred for 2,5 hours. During the 

polymerization, reaction media developed a characteristic green colour of polyaniline 

emeraldine salt. After the polymerization, 20 ml of 0,05 M SDS was added to the reaction 

mixture to assist in the centrifugation, as the dispersion was very viscous. The solution was 

centrifuged at 4400 rpm for 30 min to remove the remaining aggregates. After that, the 

supernatant and the precipitate were used for characterization.  

For electrostatic interaction synthesis, aniline monomer (0.053 mmol) was introduced dropwise 

in a specific concentration of HCl aqueous solution (40 ml). The solution was stirred for 1 hour 

and then, specific concentration of PSS in the same HCl aqueous solution was added to the 

mixture. After one hour, specific concentrations of ammonium persulfate were added dropwise 

as oxidizing agent for 12 h at 25ºC. After polymerization, a dark green colour typical of 

emeraldine salt was obtained.  

The same methodology was used to synthetize PPy:DBSA and PPy:PSS suspended 

nanoparticles. 

2.2.2 Study of conducting polymers derivatives of 2,2’ – Bipyrrole 

Materials  

Materials used for the study of the 2,2’ Bipyrrole derivatives : ferric chloride anhydrous powder 

(≥99,9%), Tetra-butyl ammonium perchlorate (TBAP) analytical grade , sodium perchlorate 

analytical grade and pyrrole (≥95%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Analytical grade 

dicloromethane (DCM) (≥99,99%) was also obtained from Sigma Aldrich. 
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Cyclic voltammetry set up 

Cyclic voltammetry is an electrochemical method for acquiring qualitative information about 

electrochemical reactions showing the location of redox potentials of electroactive species. 

Focusing on conductive polymers, oxidative electropolymerization is a convenient and attractive 

route to obtain electrodeposited films onto metallic sheets or conducting species such as 

palladium or ITO respectively36.  

Briefly, electropolymerization consists in applying a variable potential to a solution containing 

the polymer conducting monomer and an electrolyte to increase conductivity. The electrons 

pass through the solution between the electrodes producing an oxidation that allows 

polymerization to start. For example, in the polypyrrole electropolimerization during the first 

oxidation stage the electron extraction produces a radical cation which is responsible for the 

polymerization initiation. 

In each oxidation stage, a new polypyrrole is deposited on the cathode of the electrochemical 

system in a controlled way. The oxidation of the polymeric chain produced delocalized 

structures, which create new bipolaronic bands increasing conductivity through doping process. 

Derivatives of 2,2’ – Bipyrroles were studied under cyclic voltammetry analysis using a system 

of three electrodes:  

 A custom working electrode consisting in an analytical grade platinum sheet of 5x5 

mm encapsulated in a glass electrode body with an epoxy resin. The platinum was 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 

 An auxiliary electrode consisting in a platinum wire of 1mm of diameter purchased 

from Koslow.  

 A reference electrode which is a saturated Ag/Ag+NO3- with 0,1 M TBAP in DCM 

purchased from Koslow.  

A schematic of the electrodes systems and the performed set up are shown in Figure II-3. The 

electrodes were connected to a VoltaLab PST050 to perform the measurements and the data 

was processed using the software VoltaMaster v5. 
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Figure II-3: Electrochemical cell set up: A) Schematics of electrochemical cell where W is the working electrode, R is 

the reference electrode and C is the auxiliary electrode. A nitrogen flow is circulated on the system to eliminate oxygen. 

B) Electrodes set up on electrochemical cell. 

Cyclic voltammetry set up evaluation 

To confirm that the electrochemical performed set up was able to correctly generate cyclic 

voltammetry for conducting polymer polymerization the polypyrrole electrodeposition was 

studied. A 0.1 M solution of pyrrole in water (MQ, PH = 2) with 0.1 M Sodium perchlorate was 

placed in the electrochemical cell to be subjected to a potential from -1 to 1 V at a speed of 10 

mV/s during 30 cycles. The reference electrode used in water was a standard Ag/AgCl 

purchased from Crison.  

At the end of the 30 cycles, the characteristic curve of pyrrole polymerization was observed 

(Figure II-4). In the first cycles, a slope change nearby 800 mV is observed matching with the 

pyrrole radical necessary for polymerization to start37. During polymerization, the current density 

was increasing in each cycle implying that a conductive film was being formed in the media 

increasing the conductivity. At the end of the last cycle, a homogeneous black film is observed 

deposited on the working electrode which validates the equipment for conducting polymer 

polymerization. 

 

Figure II-4: Electropolymerization of pyrrole using 0.1M NaClO4 using cyclic voltammetry. 
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Bipyrrole derivatives sample preparation 

Samples of bipyrrole derivatives were prepared for cyclic voltammetry in a solution of 50mM in 

DCM with 0.1M of TBAP. The solvent was degasified using a nitrogen flow to eliminate oxygen 

to be in the electrochemical media. 

Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI) 

The MALDI mass spectrometer used for the characterization of the bipyrrole derivate was a 

microflex from Bruker. Samples were diluted in a 1µL of Dithranol 0.1M solution purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich. 

2.2.3 Conductivity measurements  

This chapter and the major part of this thesis evaluates and characterizes the electrical 

behaviour of developed conducting materials. Concretely, conducting polymer films were 

studied to check their applicability and electrical performance in stretchable substrates, being 

really important the electrical data acquisition and the measurements set-up. One of the most 

difficult tasks which was necessary to deal with in this thesis was how to measure the electrical 

conductivity in the studied samples. A brief introduction about conductivity measurements is 

given to understand the choice of the different methodologies employed to study conductivity on 

thin films. 

The main studied property to evaluate electrical performance is electrical conductivity defined 

as the ability of a substance to conduct electrical current. It is commonly represented by σ and 

has the SI units of Siemens per metre (S·m-1). In addition, conductivity is the reciprocal of 

electrical resistivity (ρ, the SI unit is the ohm·meter Ω·m). In this chapter, the film resistance (Rs) 

is measured to evaluate the opposition presented by the film to conduct electric current in his 

surface giving and accurate idea of resistivity if a four-point probe measurement is performed. 

 

Figure II-5: Schematic of four point probes set up 
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Generally, four – point probe method is considered to be the most accurate technique to 

determine the electrical conductivity of conducting thin films or semiconductors. The procedure 

consists of four-point collinear probes in contact with the studied film, where a constant current 

is applied in the two outsider probes while the voltage drop is measured in the inner probes. 

The calculation of Rs is performed through Equation II-1, where I is the provided current, V is 

the measured voltage of the probes and F is a dimensionless correction factor whose value 

depends on the ratio of film thickness (t) to the probe spacing (s) Equation II-1: Sheet 

resistance for four points probe method. According to theory of 4-point probe, F approaches 1 

as t/s approaches 0. As example, when the ratio t/s < 0.625 then F ≈ 0.99.  

 

Equation II-1: Sheet resistance for four points probe method. 

The obtained value from Equation II-1 is expressed in ohms·square (Ω·□) which represents 

that the resistivity value is measured on the homogeneous film surface. To obtain a value for 

bulk resistivity (ρ) representing the volumetric bulk material properties Equation II-2 was used. 

To obtain the value thickness of the film is required. 

 

Equation II-2: Relationship between resistivity and sheet resistance. 

Depending on the performed experience, some set ups do not allow a correct four point probe 

measurement, for example real time measurements which take place in posterior chapters. For 

these cases, two – point probe method for resistivity measurements was used following the 

directions of the ASTM F1896-98 for electrical resistivity of a printed conducting materials. 

 

Figure II-6: Schematics of two point probes set up 
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In the standard, the described set up to obtain resistivity values is shown in Figure II-6, where a 

constant current was applied through two electrodes placed on each end of the studied film. 

The voltage drop is measured in the same electrode obtaining the Rs through Equation II-3, 

where I is the fixed intensity, V is the voltage, w is the sample width and L the length. 

 

Equation II-3: Sheet resistance for two probe point method. 

In this way, the Rs value is obtained expressed in ohms·squares (Ω · □). To obtain the bulk 

resistivity, Equation II-2 is applied for samples where the film thickness is known. As mentioned 

above, inverse of sheet resistance and bulk resistivity is conductivity, which is expressed in 

Siemens/m or Siemens/squares (S/m or S/□) depending on the experience. Values expressed 

in function of squares cannot be compared with values in function of the film thickness, but can 

be used to be compared among them. Therefore, in this thesis and particularly in this chapter, 

electrical performance conductivity was measured using four-point probe / two point probes 

measurements, using a Keithley Sourcemeter 2600 with a spatial positioner to fix the electrode 

to the sample. For 4 points probes measurements, the ratio t/s of studied samples is considered 

nearby enough to 1 to approximate safely F to 1. 

2.2.4 Inkjet printing 

Although conducting polymers can be processed with relatively simple methods such as 

electrochemical deposition, self-assembly or spin-coating, inkjet printing still presents a lack of 

optimization avoiding the complete expansion of the technology. The fabrication of electronic 

devices with inkjet printing technologies is especially interesting due to their high advantages 

such as patterning capability, efficient use of material, high speed and low cost of the process. 

The method works by ejecting a formulated conductive ink through very fine nozzles that may 

vary from 10 to 200 µm of diameter allowing ink droplets to fall directly into substrate. To control 

this process, there are three key parameters that must be completely adjusted for each ink: 

Particle size distribution, viscosity and surface tension. The diameter of nozzles is the limiting 

parameter for the ink particle size distribution, whose population must be small enough to allow 

particles to go through nozzles without difficulties. Viscosity and surface tension also play a 

critical role for the inkjet printing of conducting polymer nanosuspensions. The viscosity must be 

low enough to allow the channel to be refilled in a fraction of second while the surface tension 

must be high to hold the ink in the nozzle without dripping. Inkjet printers in general are 

designed to handle ink solutions with viscosity of up to 100 cP and a surface tension of about 35 

mNm-1 38,39. 
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Once the ink is adjusted to fulfil these parameters, a printing protocol must be validated with the 

printer operation parameters which depend on the type of printer. In this work, the inkjet printer 

used was Dimatix DMP – 3000. 
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2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Conducting polymer nanosuspensions 

Synthesis of PANI nano-suspensions  

The synthesis of PANI nano – suspensions was performed as described in experimental 

section. In this section, the main idea was the validation of polyaniline synthesis and the 

characterization of the nanosuspensions properties. As it was described in the experimental 

section, conducting polymer nanosuspensions are described in bibliography, being practically 

one step synthesis, but parameters, such as the used methodology, concentrations, surfactant 

kind or molecular weight of used surfactant may present dramatic differences in morphology, 

size particle distribution or film conductivity.  

Polyaniline synthesis was performed using two methods: emulsion polymerization and 

electrostatic interaction methods. In the emulsion polymerization method, the dodecyl benzene 

sulfonic acid (DBSA) was used as surfactant because it is the common standard surfactant for 

polyaniline synthesis using this methodology 29,31,40. As it was detailed in the experimental 

section, the amount of surfactant has an important effect in the micelle formation allowing high 

local concentrations of monomer during polymerization. In Table II-1, are presented the 

concentrations of surfactants used in the PANI:DBSA polymerization. The used concentrations 

are far above the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of DBSA (0.033 mol/L)41 with the intention 

that remaining free DBSA in the media were incorporated to the polyaniline particle to create a 

doping effect and improve the electrical conductivity. 

Table II-1: Emulsion polymerization conditions. 

Emulsion polymerization method 

Sample Aniline Surfactant Surfactant conc. 

EP 1 0.16 M DBSA 0.19 M 

EP 2 0.16 M DBSA 0.25 M 

 

This excess of DBSA to improve electrical conductivity may produce a distortion on size 

distribution due to the formation of new aggregates in the polymerization media, remarking the 

importance of the surfactant concentration in a micelle – assisted polymerization. The suitability 

of obtained PANI:DBSA particles for specific applications according to the observed properties 

will be discussed.  
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For electrostatic interaction method, the nature of polyelectrolyte used implies dramatic 

differences in properties as it is described in the experimental section. Specifically, in this 

section the two different polyelectrolytes were studied: poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) 

and poly(acrylic acid)(PAA). PSS was widely reported in bibliography as the most used 

polyelectrolyte to obtain conductive polymer nanoparticles and also presents synergic effect due 

to the sulfonic acid groups that provide self-doping effect. PAA is also an interesting 

polyelectrolyte because it is widely used in the synthesis of polymeric and metallic 

nanoparticles42,43 but its presence in the polyaniline synthesis is not fully reported. It was 

considered also critical to study how the polyelectrolyte molecular weight influences the 

polyaniline synthesis. Due to that fact, two different molecular weights were studied for each 

polyelectrolyte in a range of concentrations (Table II-2) with the objective of identifying 

differences on the resulting properties.  

Table II-2: Electrostatic interaction method conditions. 

Electrostatic interaction method 

Polyelectrolyte: PSS Polyelectrolyte: PAA 

Sample Pol. Mw Conc. / mMol Sample Pol. Mw Conc. / mMol 

EI 1 200.000 7E-05 EI 9 100.000 8E-05 

EI 2 200.000 2E-05 EI 10 100.000 1E-04 

EI 3 200.000 5E-05 EI 11 100.000 2E-04 

EI 4 200.000 1E-05 EI 12 100.000 2E-04 

EI 5 70.000 1E-04 EI 13 5.000 2E-03 

EI 6 70.000 2E-04 EI 14 5.000 3E-03 

EI 7 70.000 5E-05 EI 15 5.000 8E-04 

EI 8 70.000 3E-04 EI 16 5.000 5E-03 

 

After polymerization, samples EP 1, EP 2 and from EI1 to EI8 presented a homogeneous 

characteristic green colour attributed to polyaniline emeraldine salt. Contrary, samples EI8 to EI 

16 corresponding to PAA presented a black precipitate. Adding a basic buffer to achieve Ph 

values of 12 or 14 produced the deprotonation of polyaniline emeraldine salt changing the 

structure to emeraldine base and changing the suspension colour from green to blue Figure II-7  

B and C). These colour changes were observed in the PANI:DBSA and PANI:PSS samples 
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(EP1, EP2 and EI1 to EI8) confirming the formation of PANI emeraldine salt suspension for both 

methods, but not when the polyelectrolyte was the PAA (Samples from EI8 to EI16).  

The suspension stability was also significantly different: PANI:PAA samples presented rapid 

precipitation after few hours of being synthetized suspensions while the PANI:DBSA and 

PANI:PSS remained stable after one year of being synthetized (Figure II-7 D). 

The absorption spectra of the different synthetic routes are presented in Figure II-7 A, E and F. 

The PANI:DBSA and PANI:PSS samples UV – Vis spectra in acid media presented the classical 

broad absorption peak between 310 and 450 nm attributed to the π-π* transition in PANI and a 

main absorption peak between 750 and 800 nm attributed to the polaron structure of the main 

PANI chains25. When the pH is changed to basic values, changes in the UV-Vis spectrum are 

also observed shifting the main peak to the UV-Vis blue region. All UV-Vis spectra from 

PANI:DBSA and PANI:PSS samples were really similar and there was no significant peak 

displacements. UV – Vis spectra confirmed that PANI:DBSA and PANI:PSS studied samples 

were able to assist aniline in its polymerization producing homogenous stable polyaniline 

suspensions. 

 

Figure II-7:PANI:DBSA and PANI:PSS absorption spectrum characterization: A) UV – Vis Absorption spectrum 

PANI:DBSA, B) PANI: DBSA Ph 7, C) PANI:DBSA Ph 12, D) Stabilization comparison between PANI:PSS and 

PANI:PAA, E) UV – Vis Absorption spectrum of PANI:PSS, F) UV – Vis Absorption spectrum of PANI:PAA. 

In contrast, PANI:PAA samples UV – vis spectra presented a different peak distribution that 

does not coincide with the emeraldine salt UV -vis spectrum. The wide peak around 400 nm 
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with the long slope to 800 nm may coincide with aniline oligomers44 indicating that PAA did not 

work as a polyelectrolyte to assist polyaniline synthesis producing non – stable oligomers. 

Once the verification synthesis of PANI was performed, a study of the IR – spectrum of 

PANI:DBSA and PANI:PSS was made. The purpose of the analysis was to confirm that the 

surfactant / polyelectrolyte, that makes the PANI particle stable in aqueous media, was correctly 

implemented in the particle. 

The FTIR spectra of PANI:DBSA and PANI:PSS lyophilised suspensions are shown in Figure 

II-8. The main PANI bands are present in FTIR: 1578 cm-1 band correspond to C = C stretching 

of PANI quinoid groups and 1486 cm-1 C = C stretching of benzenoid groups highlighted in the 

green bar. Also, it is possible to identify the 1294 cm-1 band of stretching vibration of secondary 

amine C – N band (lilac bar) and 830 cm-1 band corresponding at C – H out-of -plane 

deformation vibration of the benzenoid groups (pink bar)45. The presence of these bands in all 

studied samples confirms again that the green powder obtained from the lyophilisation of 

samples was polyaniline in its conducting form: emeraldine salt. 

 

 

Figure II-8:IR spectrum of PANI:PSS EI2, PANI:DBSA EP1 and EP2. 

The FTIR also presented the sulfonic acid vibration bands at 1138 and 1110 cm-1 (blue bar), 

803 cm-1 band corresponding to out-of-plane bending vibration of the C-H band of p-

disubstituted benzene ring and 505 cm-1 band corresponding to – SO3H group stretch45,46. 
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These bands confirm the presence of a p – substituted benzene group with sulfonic acid in the 

PANI particles such as DBSA or PSS. It is interesting to remark that FTIR spectrum of 

PANI:PSS EI2 reveals a greater presence of aromatic signals over PANI main signals, when it 

is compared with PANI:DBSA EP1 and EP2. This confirms the presence of PSS chain 

implemented in the PANI:PSS samples due to the fact that PSS has more aromatic groups 

compared with DBSA. 

The FTIR spectra of PANI:DBSA EP1 and EP2 also present some differences. The PANI main 

bands have less presence in the PANI:DBSA EP2 sample, may indicate that during the 

polymerization of PANI particles more DBSA was wrapped during the polymerization. This 

confirms that different levels of DBSA can be incorporated to the PANI particles modifying the 

surfactant concentration. The impact that these concentration differences have on final film 

conductivity will be discussed later in this section.  

The size distribution of synthetized PANI particles is studied as a part of suspensions 

characterization. The main objective of this is to understand how polyaniline produces particles 

of varied sizes during its polymerization. This allows a better understanding of particles 

formation, defining possible applications for the nanosuspensions depending on technological 

limitations. For example, the implementation of conducting polymer formulations for inkjet 

printing is only possible if a homogeneous population of nanoparticles with a size distribution 

between 100 – 400 nm exists29. If the size distribution is greater than 400 nm the particles may 

clog the printer nozzles hindering the printing and limiting its application in the field of inkjet 

printing technology. Considering this, the interest in studying the range of parameters that affect 

size distribution becomes more critical.  

One of the main parameters in nanoparticles size distribution that will be discussed is the PDI, 

which indicates how broad (near 1 values) or narrow (near 0 values) is the measured size 

distribution. With inkjet printing in mind, optimal PDI values should be as small as possible 

reflecting a narrow population of particle size with a mean value below 400 nm. 

Starting the discussion with the emulsion polymerization method, the studied concentrations of 

surfactant had a significant effect on size distribution. The size distribution obtained by dynamic 

light scattering for PANI:DBSA samples (EP1 and EP2) are shown in Figure II-9 where 

significant differences can be observed at a glance.   

Sample EP1 corresponding to PANI:DBSA with a surfactant concentration of 0,19M has a size 

distribution centred in 111,1 nm with a polydispersion index (PDI) of 0,69. Despite the fact that 

the maximum size is about 111,1 nm, these nanoparticles are not suitable to be implemented in 

a technology with size requirements, such as inkjet printing, due to the wide size distribution. 

However, it is still interesting for different techniques, as for example screen printing, where the 

size distribution is not a critical issue. If the DBSA concentration is increased in the media, the 

size distribution becomes more polydispersed and two particle populations are identified with 
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wide distribution values. These populations show a wide size distribution of 0.78 and 0.73, with 

a size range of 10 to 100 nm and of 150 to 1100 nm, respectively. This complex population may 

be explained by the fact that for this concentration (0,25M of DBSA), the DBSA was conformed 

in other structures, such as vesicles in addition to micelles. These structures would produce a 

second population in size distribution that can be observed in EP2 Figure II-9 with high PDI 

values due to the fact that local aniline concentration is not homogeneously distributed in 

micelles, but also in other supra-molecular entities. Observing the nanosuspensions obtained 

through electrostatic interaction method, not only concentration of polyelectrolyte produced 

differences in the particle size distribution, but also in the polyelectrolyte molecular weight 

(Figure II-10). For PANI:PSS samples with high PSS molecular weight (Mz 200.000 used in 

samples E1 to E4), the amount of added concentration of polyelectrolyte produces several 

differences in size distribution and particle population.  

 

Figure II-9: Size distribution of PANI nanoparticles synthetized through emulsion polymerisation 

Sample E1 in Figure II-10 shows a completely random size distribution with more than one 

population, changing significantly the particle profile in each reading run of DLS. When 

polyelectrolyte concentration was increased, it can be observed that particle profiles become 

more homogeneous, resulting in a wide monodisperse profile with high polydispersivity in 

sample E3. At certain values of polyelectrolyte concentration, the size distribution was not only 

monodisperse, but also narrow enough to make the nanosuspensions able for implementations 

like inkjet printing.   

An inversed effect is observed when PSS with a low molecular weight was used, as it can be 

observed in samples E5 to E8 (Figure II-10). For low PSS concentrations (E5) the obtained 

nanosuspension was centered around 200 nm and the PDI coefficient is considerably low 

(0.23), indicating a narrow size distribution. When more polyelectrolyte was added to the media, 

a small population appeared in the range between 10 and 100 nm, while the size of the other 

population was increased and becoming a polydispersed distribution.  
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This behaviour may be attributed to how the polyelectrolyte interacts with the monomer during 

the polymerization: It has been described that PSS chains surrounds aniline monomer 

performing an assisting effect during the polyaniline chain growth. Depending on the 

conformation that PSS chains adopt around the monomer, this may result in different changes 

in nanoparticle size distribution. The changes observed in the size distribution of PANI:PSS 

nanoparticles (Figure II-10) for samples E1 to E4 may be explained due to the fact that higher 

concentrations of high molecular weight PSS were used. This may produce repulsion forces 

between chains achieving a specific conformation capable of correctly surrounding the aniline 

monomer. This resulted in a suitable size distribution for inkjet printing.  

 

Figure II-10: Size distribution of PANI:PSS nanoparticles synthetized through electrostatic interaction method: 

Molecular weight 200.000 ( E1, E2, E3 and E4) and 70.000 (E5, E6, E7 and E8). 

For samples E5 to E8, the optimal conformation of PSS low molecular weight chains is 

produced at lower concentrations. These results indicates how size distribution control of 

polyaniline nanosuspensions is an important parameter that must be taken in account. 

Controlling the amount of polyelectrolyte, the size distribution was optimized to levels that fulfil 

the inkjet printer implementation. These results unveil the difficulties to obtain a monodisperse 

size distribution of polyaniline nanoparticles, highlighting the associated complication in the 

preparation of functional nanosuspensions for inkjet printing.  

The last step in the characterization of nanosuspensions was the evaluation of the electrical 

conductivity of PANI films, which will be the key parameter to limit their final application. As it is 

shown in Figure II-11 A, PANI:DBSA nanosuspensions presented conductivity values between 

0,05 and 0,09 Siemens/m which are in concordance with bibliographic values29. As it was 

expected, a higher surfactant concentration allows to incorporate more sulfonate groups, 
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enhancing the conductivity value due to the increase of sulfonic acid groups, which produce a 

doping effect in polyaniline chains enhancing conductivity.  

The PANI:PSS samples presented higher conductivity values in comparison with PANI:DBSA: 

PANI:PSS conductivity was two orders of magnitude higher than PANI:DBSA. A higher 

conductivity value was expected because PSS has more sulfonic groups than DBSA, enhancing 

the doping effect in the PANI chains.  

 

Figure II-11: PANI conductivity characterization: A) PANI:DBSA samples EP1 and EP2 conductivity B) PANI:PSS 

samples in function of molecular weight and polyelectrolyte concentration. 

The conductivity values for PANI:PSS using a PSS with a molecular weight of 70.000 were 

correlated well with bibliographic values25, matching in the expected conductivity interval for 

PANI. If a higher molecular weight for PSS is used in the PANI:PSS synthesis, higher values of 

conductivity are achieved (Figure II-11 B) specifically, one order of magnitude higher, 

compared with the Mz 70.000 PSS. This implies that the doping effect that sulfonic acid groups 

produce in polyaniline chains can be improved through increasing the molecular weight of PSS.  

The conductivity changes can also be explained through the morphology of PANI:PSS. The FE-

SEM images of PANI:PSS films shown in Figure II-12 reveal that globular PANI:PSS 

nanoparticles obtained with the electrostatic interaction method were placed closely united. It 

seems that the amount of PSS used during nanoparticle synthesis presents a film forming effect 

that benefits the electrons mobility and subsequently, the electrical conductivity. 
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Figure II-12: FE - SEM images of PANI:PSS obtained using the electrostatic interaction method. The films were casted 

from nanosuspensions with polyelectrolytes with two molecular weights A) Mz 70.000 and B) 200.000. 

At this point, a general overview of polyaniline nanosuspensions synthesis is shown. For each 

methodology, the influence of the interaction between aniline with surfactant/polyelectrolyte 

during the polymerization was highlighted presenting several differences in size distribution and 

electrical behaviour. Emulsion polymerization method presented less film conductivity values 

when compared with PANI:PSS. Considering that none of the studied surfactant concentrations 

for emulsion polymerization presented a size distribution compatible with the tough 

requirements of inkjet printing, from this point the efforts will be focused on optimizing the 

parameters of electrostatic charge interaction methodology. 

With this in mind, acid concentration in reaction media has been reported as another important 

parameter in electrostatic interaction method of PANI synthesis25. The kind of acid used during 

the synthesis as well as its concentration produced different particle growth during polyaniline 

polymerization. Figure II-13 presents the study of the main size distribution parameter as 

function of HCl concentration for PANI:PSS obtained with the electrostatic interaction method. 

The polyelectrolyte concentration used was the same as in samples E4 and E5 (Table II-2) 

where a homogeneous size distribution was obtained at this concentration (Figure II-10). The 

graphic shows PANI synthesis nanoparticle nanosuspension properties are able to be controlled 

with respect to particle size distribution and conductivity.  

Particle size average (Figure II-13 A) shows how the size distribution has an important 

dependence with acid concentration. All obtained size averages are comprised between 500 

and 100 nm, which are promising values for being implemented in an inkjet printing for its 

deposition. The only exception was PANI:PSS 70.000 at 1 g/L HCl concentration that presented 

an average size above 1000 nm and it is not included in the graphic. A reason for this behaviour 

may be that high acid concentration (1 g/L) partially protonates PSS polyelectrolyte, reducing 

the ionic interaction, moving away aniline monomer from polyelectrolyte chains and losing the 

control in particle growth that provides the polyelectrolyte. However, this behaviour is not 
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observed in PANI:PSS 200.000 at the same HCl concentration. Partial protonation of PSS chain 

seems to be less critical on a higher molecular weight polyelectrolyte, maintaining part of its 

growth controlling effect during PANI synthesis.  

Figure II-13 C shows how PDI values changes for different HCl concentrations, observing 

significantly differences between the two different molecular weights. PSS with a molecular 

weight of 200.000 showed an almost lineal tendency where PDI value decreased reaching 

values near 0.2 for high HCl acid concentrations.These results compared with Figure II-13 A 

show how an effective control can be exercised on size distribution for PANI:PSS 200.000 

samples changing HCl concentration. Nevertheless, PDI values for PANI:PSS 70.000 showed 

different behaviour compared with PANI:PSS 200.000. PANI:PSS 70.000 PDI values were 

below PANI:PSS 200.000 PDI values in the major part of the HCl concentration range, however 

the data presented high deviations and a non- linear behaviour. The highest deviation observed 

was for 1g/L HCl concentration where PANI:PSS 70.000 had a size average over 1000 nm 

(which was obviated in Figure II-13 A). This indicates that PANI:PSS 70.000 has a similar 

dependence on HCl concentration, but unlikely PANI:PSS 200.000, observed dependence was 

more complex, non – lineal and presented high deviations. As a consequence, PANI:PSS 

70.000 seems to be less suitable to the size distribution requirements than PANI:PSS 200.000. 

  

Figure II-13: Acidity effect in PANI:PSS properties A) particle size average, B) Count rate, C) polydispersivity index and 

D) film conductivity. 
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Film conductivity measured from PANI:PSS 70.000 and PANI:PSS 200.000 showed expected 

conductivity values, stables in magnitude. As it was expected, PANI:PSS 200.000 also 

presented higher conductivity values due to the doping effect of sulfonic acid groups, similarly 

as observed in Figure II-11 B. 

In addition, Figure II-13 B shows nanoparticle count rate measurements at a fixed attenuator 

value of studied samples changing HCl concentration. The data reveals that at a concentration 

of HCl 10-2 g/L, the presence of nanoparticles was increased one order of magnitude for both 

polyelectrolyte molecular weights. This indicates that in perspective to optimize nanoparticle 

synthesis, HCl concentration levels would be nearby 10-2 g/L to increase the number of formed 

nanoparticles.  

Considering all information provided from Figure II-13, the optimal parameters for PANI:PSS 

synthesis was PSS polyelectrolyte with a molecular weight of 200.000 and a HCl concentration 

0.1 g/L. PSS with 200.000 molecular weight presented an interesting controllable size growth 

effect on polyaniline particles as well as a high doping effect observed in film conductivity. HCl 

concentration below 0.1 g/L presented the lowest particle size average (under 200 nm) as well 

as the minimum PDI value for this polyelectrolyte. Film conductivity also presented the highest 

conductivity for its magnitude. 

Table II-3 summarizes the main differences between the studied methodologies during 

PANI:PSS nanosuspension synthesis. In general, the electrostatic interaction method presented 

higher versatility, narrow distribution size of the nanosuspension particles and higher film 

conductivity when its compared with the emulsion polymerization method. These benefits 

clearly make electrostatic interaction method a superior procedure to fabricate PANI:PSS 

nanoparticles and from this point it will be the chosen methodology to continue with the 

nanosuspension synthesis.  

Table II-3: Summary table of synthetic methodologies characteristics. 

 Polymerization emulsion 

method 

Electrostatic interaction 

method 

Max. 

Conductivity 

0.08 S/m 800 S/m 

Min. Size mean.  111 nm 142 nm 

Min. PDI 0.69 0.19 

Observations Low tailoring properties High tailoring properties 
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Using this method, the optimal PANI:PSS synthesis conditions to obtain stable nanodispersions 

with optimized narrow size distribution and higher film conductivity are presented at Table II-4. 

At this point, unless otherwise indicated, this conditions for PANI:PSS will be used in the 

subsequent experiences.  

Table II-4: Optimized conditions for PANI:PSS nanosuspensions synthesis using electrostatic interaction method. 

HCl conc. / g·ml-1 PSS conc. / mMol PSS Mw 

10-2 3·10-4 200.000 

 

Once performed an exhaustive dissertation about the nanosuspensions synthesis methodology, 

in the next part, polypyrrole nanosuspensions will be described using the electrostatic 

interaction method.  

Synthesis of PPy nano-suspensions  

Once the synthesis of polyaniline nanosuspensions was studied and optimal conditions were 

found, the developed methodology was applied to obtain polypyrrole nanosuspensions. PPy 

was easily implemented as nanosuspension using PSS as polyelectrolyte performing the same 

procedure as in PANI synthesis (described in materials and methods of this chapter) obtaining 

the characteristic black-coloured suspension (Figure II-14 A). Different molecular weights of 

PSS (70.000 and 200.000) were used in order to evaluate differences in film formation and 

conductivity. The absorbance spectrum of PPy suspensions is presented in Figure II-14 B, 

showing a characteristic line for a wavelength range comprised between 400 to 80047 and a 

peak at 460 nm ,which corresponds to the absorption of PSS48,49. Both spectra (PPy:PSS 

70.000 and PPy:PSS 200.000) were identical, revealing polyelectrolyte molecular weight 

produced no changes in polypyrrole synthesis as expected. 
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Figure II-14 PPy:PSS nanosuspension validation: A) PPy:PSS nanosuspension, B) PPy:PSS UV-Vis spectra for 70.000 

and 200.000 MZ, C) IR Spectra of PPy.PSS 200.000. 

FTIR Spectrum of PPy:PSS 200.000 was performed to confirm that nanoparticles suspension 

are made of PPy and PSS. Figure II-14 C shows the IR spectre for PPy:PSS 200.000, 

revealing the principal bands of both compounds as was expected. Typical pyrrole ring vibration 

bands at 1550cm-1, 930cm-1 and 770 cm-1 along with C – N stretch band (1189 cm-1) and 666 

cm-1 from primary amine wagging confirms the presence of PPy in the structure50,51. The FTIR 

also presented the sulfonic acid vibration bands at 1033 and 1004 cm-1 observed previously in 

the PANI FTIR (Figure II-8) confirming the presence of the polyelectrolyte45,46. 

As it was observed for PANI:PSS in the previous part, the size distribution of the PPy:PSS 

suspensions was situated in the range of nanometres. Despite the PDI value was slightly high in 

comparison with PANI:PSS obtained values, the obtained size distribution was valid for the 

more restrictive applications, especially the PPy:PSS Mz 200.000.  
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Figure II-15: DLS size distribution results of PPy:PSS nanosuspensionfor two polyelectrolyte molecular weights A) Mz 

70.000 and B) Mz 200.000. 

The morphology observed in the PPy:PSS nanosuspensions once deposited on a substrate can 

be observed in Figure II-16. Both images show PPy:PSS nanoparticles with globular 

appearance similarly to the ones that can be found in bibliography 52. The PPy:PSS with a PSS 

of higher molecular weight (Figure II-16 B) reveals that PPy:PSS nanoparticles where intimately 

unified forming a continuous surface similarly to PANI:PSS in the previous section.  

 

Figure II-16: FE-SEM images of PPy:PSS nanosuspension prepared using polyelectrolytes of two different molecular 

weight: A) Mz 70.000 and B) Mz 200.000. 

The last part of PPy:PSS characterization consisted in the measurement of electrical film 

conductivity. The two synthetized nanosuspensions presented conductivity values in the range 

of polypyrrole conductivity films53,54. As expected, when a PSS of higher molecular weight is 

used during PPy:PSS synthesis, the conductivity value increases probably due to the doping 

effect of the extra sulfonate groups. This effect was quite similar to that of the PANI:PSS 

nanosuspensions studied in the previous part.  
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Figure II-17: Electrical film conductivity of PPy:PSS deposited nanosuspension. 

Considering all the characterization tests performed in this section, PPy:PSS nanosuspension 

were characterized to evaluate its suitability to form conductive films as a requirement to be 

implemented in electronic applications. It was observed that PPy:PSS not only form a 

conductive film but also fulfilled the narrow requirements for being implemented in inkjet printing 

technologies. In the next chapters, the developed nanosuspension will be studied to be 

implemented as an inkjet printing ink with the objective to fabricate conductive polymeric films 

on flexible substrate. 

2.3.2 Study of conducting polymers derivatives of 2,2’ – Bipyrrole 

After evaluating the benefits and drawbacks of conventional conducting polymer 

nanosuspensions, and successfully achieving stable polypyrrole / polyaniline nanosuspensions 

able to generate conductive films, further developments including the evaluation of new 

conducting polymer monomers were performed. This part of the work includes the 

characterization of Bipyrrole derivatives properties, which are promising conducting polymer 

candidates, to evaluate as if they can be suspended in a solvent as a polymeric particle. 

The first steps for the study of a new monomer is to explore the solvents in which it will be 

soluble to check in which medium can be carried out polymerization.  

Evaluation of 2.2’ – Bipyrrole monomers polymerization trough oxidative 

polymerisation 

Monomer synthesis of 2,2’ – Bipyrrole derivatives was carried out as a collaboration with Dr. 

Gonzalo Anguera and Dr. David Sanchez. The employed procedure is fully described in Dr. 

Gonzalo Anguera doctoral thesis “Síntesis de oligómeros, macrociclos y polímeros derivados 

del 2,2’-bipirrol”. Briefly, BPDT and BPDPM were obtained in stable forms using a di-bromine 

2,2’ – Bipyrrole with a stannane derivate through a Stille reaction.  
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The chemical structures of the studied compounds are presented in Figure II-18. BPDT is a 

symmetrical bipyrrole with thiophens in α position, phenyls in β position and ethylic esters in γ 

position. Similarly, BPDPM has methylated pyrrole groups instead of thiophenes, creating a 

quarter-pyrrole backbone. The latter structure is particularly interesting due to the fact that 

pyrrole and thiophen groups polymerize trough oxidative polymerization or electrochemical 

polymerization making it possible to obtain a polymer using those compounds as starting point. 

 

Figure II-18: 2,2' - Bipyrrole derivatives monomers: BPDT and BPBPM. 

Moreover, the presence of ethylic esters in γ position of the pyrrole ring may produce a 

beneficial effect on polymer solubility (in comparison with the same molecule without this 

functional groups). If an improvement in solubility is achieved, alternative ways of processing 

these conducting polymers should be studied. 

During the characterization of BPDT and BPDPM, anionic selectivity tests were carried out to 

evaluate if the compounds could be promising as anionic sensors. As it is described in Dr. 

Gonzalo doctoral thesis, after adding different anions both monomers presented a drop-off on 

fluorescence at 366nm when were exposed to fluorine. This discovery increases the value for 

implementing these compounds into a polymeric system. For these reasons, BPDT and BPDPM 

were the compounds selected to be polymerized to obtain polymeric films that may work as 

fluorine sensors with applicability in medicine and environmental safety, as nerve gas marker or 

as an uranium refine55,56. 

Solubility tests were performed to study the range of solvents that may be suitable to dissolve 

the compounds to perform the oxidative polymerization. The samples where the monomer 

presented an acceptable solubility were reacted with FeCl3 to induce polymerization, as shown 

in Figure II-19. 
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Figure II-19: Oxidative polymerization of BPDPM using FeCl3. 

Table II-5 summarizes the results obtained for all performed solubility tests carried out for each 

monomer in a set of common organic solvents, revealing that BPDT and BPDPM are soluble in 

THF, dichloromethane (DCM) and chloroform. BPDPM also presented solubility in acetonitrile 

and partially in acetone and in a mix water / methanol (MeOH). 

Table II-5: Solvent test performed with BPDPM and BPDT to evaluate solubility and oxidative polymerization. 

Monomer Solvent Solubility Polymerization 

BPDPM 

MQ water No No 

MQ water / MeOH Partially No 

Isopropanol  No No 

Acetone Partially No 

Acetonitrile Yes No 

THF Yes No 

Dichloromethane  Yes Yes 

Chloroform Yes Yes 

BPDT 

MQ water No No 

MQ water / MeOH No No 

Isopropanol  No No 

Acetone No No 

Acetonitrile No No 

THF Yes No 

Dichloromethane  Yes Yes 

Chloroform Yes Yes 

 

The fact that BPDPM presented solubility in more solvents may be explained by the pyrrole 

groups, which are more soluble than thiophen groups. Despite the fact that the environmental-

friendly solvents, such as the non-chlorinates, do not allow solubilization of the monomers, the 
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evaluated compounds are soluble enough in THF, DCM and chloroform to evaluate the 

behavior of BPDT and BPDPM during the oxidative polymerization. 

To check if, once dissolved, monomers are able to form a polymeric film via an oxidative 

polymerization, an excess of oxidizing agent (in this case FeCl3) was added to the solubilized 

samples. For the samples where the polymerization could be carried out, a dark brown – black 

precipitate deposited at the bottom of the beaker with film appearance was observed. The 

obtained film reveals that in the adequate solvent these novel compounds work as a monomer 

that can be polymerized. The film conductivity was studied (Table II-6) to evaluate if the 

obtained film presents electrical conductivity observing values of 5·10-1 S/m for BPDT and 4·10-2 

S/m for BPDPM. After being exposed to an iodine medium, conductivity increased in one order 

of magnitude for each monomer.  

Table II-6: Film conductivity of polymerized BPDT and BPDPMon DCM after and before being exposed to iodine to 

produce a doping effect. 

Monomer Conductivity / S/m 

Before I2 

Conductivity / S/m 

After I2 

BPDT 5·10-1 4,4 · 100 

BPDPM 4·10-2 3,8·10-1 

 

This conductivity is far from the gold standard of organic electronic: PEDOT:PSS, whose 

conductivity is between 10 – 103 S/m57. However, the electrical conductivity of this polymers is 

situated between the semiconductors range.  

Summarizing, two new monomers with promising properties are characterized to evaluate its 

role in organic electronics field. It was observed that even though an improvement of solubility 

was expected, the two monomers were only soluble and able to carry out an oxidative 

polymerization in DCM and chloroform media. A dark – brown film was obtained for each 

polymer revealing that the oxidative polymerization was performed successfully and the 

polymeric film obtained presented electrical conductivity. Since these monomers are novel and 

unreported there is a wide range of possibilities for their implementation that only can be 

revealed with the appropriate characterization.  

Cyclic voltammetry characterization for polymerization of 2.2’ – Bipyrrole 

monomers 

The next step in the characterization of the novel bipyrrole – based monomers derivate from 

bipyrrole consists in the electrochemical characterization through cyclic voltammetry. As it is 

described in the experimental section, cyclic voltammetry reveals information about oxidation – 

reduction processes allowing to study the electropolymerization of monomers. The first studied 
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monomer was BPDT which contains two thiophen groups suitable to act as starting point for 

electropolymerization. The electropolymerization was performed in an electrochemical glass cell 

with a three-electrode system where the work electrode was a platinum sheet of 5 x 5 mm, the 

auxiliary electrode was a platinum wire of 1 mm of diameter and the reference electrode was a 

saturated Ag/Ag+ NO3-. The solvent used for the electropolymerization was DCM with a 

monomer concertation of 5 mM and an electrolyte concentration of tetra butylammonium 

perchlorate at 0.1 M. 

Although a great number of articles describe the electropolymerization of thiophen in solvents, 

such as acetonitrile58, chlorobenzene59 or nitrobenzene60, few articles describe thiophen 

derivatives electropolymerization using DCM as solvent61. With this in mind, the potentials range 

used in cyclic voltammetry was gradually increased in the limits of the potential window of DCM 

(-2,7 to 3,5 V)62 to evaluate the optimal conditions for the electropolymerization.  

The first test performed is represented in Figure II-20, which shows the cyclic voltammetry of 

DBDT for a potential range of -1 to 1 V. Symmetrical electrochemical signals corresponding with 

an oxidation process and a reduction process are observed for potentials above 800 mV for the 

oxidation process and below 900 mV for the reduction. In a conventional thiophen 

electropolymerization, the first cycle of the cyclic voltammetry is characteristic for the presence 

of an oxidation peak corresponding to the monomer oxidation. In the following cycle other 

oxidation peak appears at lower potentials corresponding to the polymer oxidation formed from 

the oxidized monomer. Polymerization continues in next cycles of the voltammetry increasing 

the amount of deposited polymer in the working electrode for each cycle, increasing the current 

density until it reaches an equilibrium when the polymerization ends.    

In the potential range of Figure II-20, there was no generation of a new oxidation peak that may 

allow to think that BPDT was polymerizing after 20 cycles. After the cyclic voltammetry, there 

was no deposition of polymer on working electrode confirming that the potential range was not 

sufficient for the polymerization of the monomer.  
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Figure II-20: Cyclic voltammetry of BPDT in DCM (0.1M TBAP) from -1V to 1V 

Increasing the potential range between -1.5 / 1.5V an unexpected behaviour was observed after 

the first cycle, instead of starting the polymerization (Figure II-21). The current density started 

decreasing in each cycle, indicating that conductivity in the media was progressively 

decreasing. This may be interpreted as the monomer, once oxidised, is not able to be attached 

to the working electrode, forming different compounds in the reaction media that contributed to 

generate a passivation effect on the working electrode limiting the current density. The cyclic 

voltammetry was stopped at the end of the 15th cycle without observing further differences with 

the other cycles than the current density. 

To finish with the evaluation of BPDT with cyclic voltammetry for electropolymerization, the last 

range of potential was evaluated. The last studied range of potentials was from -2 to 2 V 

maintaining a safety threshold to avoid exceeding the potential window of the solvent.  

 

Figure II-21: Cyclic voltammetry of BPDT (0.1M TBAP) from -1.5 to 1.5V 
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Figure II-22 shows the evolution of the cyclic voltammetry for this last potential range showing a 

promising behaviour in the first cycles (Figure II-22 A and B), where the first cycle presented the 

appearance of four oxidation peaks corresponding to unobserved oxidation processes.  

These oxidation peaks began to converge in a single oxidation peak in subsequent cycles which 

may indicate that previous oxidation peaks were the formation of four different derivatives from 

BPDT (or four different radicals on BPDT) which converged to form a unique derivative. This 

supposed derivative is stable in few cycles as it is shown in Figure II-22 C, where the contour of 

the voltammetry looks completely identical during cycles 5, 6 and 7. In latter cycles the current 

density of cyclic voltammetry decreased, revealing a loss of conductivity in the voltammetry 

media as well as the degradation of the compound. 

Considering the results obtained through cyclic voltammetry, it may be concluded that the 

bipyrrole derivative BPDT presented several issues to be electropolymerized or simply 

electrochemically characterized. The cyclic voltammetry suggests that at specific potential, 

BPDT was more prone to form derivatives, instead of being polymerized. These derivatives do 

not form a film in the working electrode, remaining in the electrolytic media, which represents an 

important drawback for its implementation. 

 

Figure II-22: Cyclic voltammetry of BPDT from -2 to 2V divided in the first and second cycle A) until 5th cycle B) until 7th 

cycle C) and until 10th cycle D). 

At this point, the next step consisted in the characterization through cyclic voltammetry of the 

other promising bi-pyrrole derivate monomer (BPDPM). 

Figure II-23 A and B show the cyclic voltammetry of BPDPM for a potential range of -2 to 2 V 

showing a similar behaviour compared with BPDT but with a few critical differences. The first 6 
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cycles of the cyclic voltammetry (Figure II-23) show a characteristic profile of a polymerization 

where the current density is increased in each cycle and an oxidation peak nearby 1 V appears, 

corresponding with the formation of a radical in the pyrrole. A significant difference with BPDT is 

that the working electrode started to turn black during the oxidative stage confirming that the 

electropolymerization was being carried out.  

 

Figure II-23: Cyclic voltammetry for BPDPM from -2V to 2V. Voltammetry is divided in two parts in interest of clarity: 

The first 6 cycles A) and the other cycles until 30th B). 

After 10 cycles (Figure II-23 B), the cyclic voltammetry curve started decreasing the current 

density, as happened before in the BPDT analysis. This loss in the current density associated 

with a degradation of the monomer on the working electrode also presented visual changes on 

the electrode surface (Figure II-24). In the oxidative stage of the cycle, a red -coloured 

compound was released from working electrode, being completely dissolved in the voltammetry 

media. In the reductive stage of the cyclic voltammetry the working electrode remained without 

similar changes. 

 

Figure II-24: Electrochemical cell where BPDPM was polymerized. Images A, B and C show different moments of the 

oxidative stage where a red colored compound is released. 

At the end of the 30 cycles, the dark brown film deposited on the working electrode was 

examined. The obtained film presented a thin thickness hampering the removal of the film from 

the electrode without producing several cracks (Figure II-25). Electrical conductivity 

measurements were performed before and after removing the film. It was detected no charge 
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circulation in the film concluding that electropolymerisation technique cannot be applied to this 

family of monomers to obtain conducting thin films. 

 

Figure II-25: BPDPM precipitate obtained from the working electrode of the electrochemical system. 

For both 2,2’ Bipyrrole derivatives the electropolymerization was not produced (or not efficiently 

produced in the case of BPDPM) due to the formation of a passivation effect on the working 

electrode. This phenomenon may be produced due to the formation of undesired compounds on 

the electrode instead of the conventional polymerization63. Matrix assisted laser desorption 

ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI) was performed on a sample obtained from the 

polymerization media to reveal information of the molecular weight of the different compounds 

present.  

Figure II-26 shows MALDI signals revealing the presence of BPDPM polymeric oligomers in the 

media confirming the success of the polymerization. After 30 cycles, monomer signal at m/z 

584,5 presented low intensity indicating that all monomer was almost consumed in oligomer 

formation. Specifically, it was observed that the polymerization resulted in oligomers with a 

polymerization index of n=2 - 8.  
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Figure II-26: MALDI_TOFF of electropolymerization media of BPDPM, showing the different m/z of present compounds. 

It was unexpected to observe the high presence of the dimer form (signal at m/z 1169,7) being 

the signal with the highest intensity suggesting that it is the most stable form. Moreover, there is 

another signal at m/z 1275,543 with may be attributed to a dimer salt formed with the 

perchlorate group from the TBAP. It is interesting to observe the high presence of oligomers in 

the polymerization media instead of being deposited on the working electrode, suggesting that 

oligomers are especially soluble in the media. This explains the effect observed in the 

electrochemical cell during the oxidative stage in Figure II-24, where a colour red compound 

was detached from the electrode and immediately solubilized in the media.   

The same procedure was performed with the electropolymerization media of the other monomer 

BPDT. There was an interest in studying the electropolymerization media of BPDT due to the 

electrochemical changes observed in cyclic voltammetry (Figure II-22) that involved the 

formation of derivative BPDT compounds. These compounds presented high solubility and no 

suitability to be deposited on the working electrode. 

The Figure II-27 shows MALDI spectrum for BPDT electropolymerization media revealing that 

MALDI signals have a mass difference between peaks that matches with the mass of the 

monomer, confirming the success of the polymerization. Signals that presented highest intensity 

are summarized in Table II-7, where each signal is followed by a possible structure 

fragmentation. Some similarities in the fragmentation signals are observed if it is compared with 

the spectre of BPDPM shown at Figure II-26. The most significant fact is the presence of 
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polymeric chains of n = 3 (trimer) and superior in the electropolymerization media. This means 

that during the polymerization of both monomers, the polymer chains are more stable in the 

DCM than being deposited on the working electrode.  

 

Figure II-27:MALDI_TOFF of electropolymerization of BPDT media, showing the different m/z of present compounds. 

In the case of BPDT, this effect is more obvious because deposited polymer was not observed 

in the working electrode but was observed in the electropolymerization media. This stability of 

the polymeric chains in the solvent during electropolymerization may explain the difficulties to 

obtain a film on the working electrode. During the chain growth polymer, oligomers remained 

dissolved in the media due to their high solubility, which is provided by the esters groups.  
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Table II-7: MALDI of BPDT significant signals and its possible corresponding fragmentation 

M/z Possible fragmentation 

581.1 BPDT Monomer – CH2CH3 – Ethyl ester + Perchlorate 

salt 

691.5 BPDT Monomer – Perchlorate salt  

916.2 BPDT Dimer – Phenyl – 4 Ethyl ester + Perchlorate salt 

1138.5 BPDT Dimer – Phenyl – Ethyl ester + Perchlorate salt 

1376.0 BPDT Trimer – 4 Phenyl – 2 Ethyl ester + Potassium  

1602.0 BPDT Trimer – Phenyl – 2 Ethyl ester + Potassium 

1808.3 BPDT Trimer 

2065.9 BPDT Tetramer – 2 Phenyl – 2 Ethyl esters  

2340.5 BPDT Tetramer 

2568.3 BPDT polymer (n=5) – 3 Phenyl – Ethyl ester – Thiophen 

2960.6 BPDT polymer (n=5) 

3578.4 BPDT polymer (n=6) 

 

Regarding these results, the solubility enhancement provided to the molecule had an 

unexpected effect. The enhancement is not enough to make the monomer soluble in water or in 

preferred solvents such as acetone or alcohol. However, is soluble in the DCM and chloroform, 

limiting a direct synthesis as it has been seen in the previous part of this chapter. Unfortunately, 

the solubility enhancement allows to solubilize the first stages of the polymeric chain growth 

during electropolymerization making more stable the oligomers, which remained on the media 

rather than in the form of a film in the working electrode. This effect does not allow BPDT / 

BPDPM to form a film using electropolymerization limiting the applicability of studied monomers. 

Considering these evidences, it could be said that monomers BPDT and BPDPM can only be 

properly processed to obtain a polymeric film through the deposition of a solution obtained by 

oxidative polymerization with FeCl3 in a chlorate solvent. The fact that a chlorinated solvent is 

required for the monomer implementation presents several drawbacks for implementation, 

being completely incompatible with inkjet technologies, which are one of the interests of this 

chapter. 

Although BPDT and BPDPM present interesting properties with high applicability in medicine 

and gas sensing, the approach of increasing the monomer solubility through ester groups 

presented unexpected issues. The bipyrrole derivatives studied require from another different 

approach to solve this solubility problems during the implementation that moves away from the 

aims of this thesis. In a future work, other approaches from the point of view of the organic 
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chemistry should be evaluated to enhance solubility in more friendly solvents such as the 

inclusion of other functional groups in β position of the pyrrole ring. 

2.3.3 Inkjet printing of conducting polymers nanosuspensions  

Inkjet printing deposition of PH1000 

Once nanosuspensions of PANI and PPy have been developed, the first approach for their 

implementation is the use of inkjet printing due to the many benefits that this technology offers. 

Ink jet printing technologies have the potential to be a plug and play technique able to deposit 

conductive inks in a substrate by only plugging the cartridge with the appropriate ink, but the 

truth is that new inks must be optimised in matters of formulation and printer parameters to 

obtain the best performance. With this in mind, the first inkjet printing tests were performed with 

an adapted commercial PEDOT:PSS nanosuspension (PH1000) in order to validate the 

challenge of printing a conducting polymer nanosuspension.  

As it is exposed in the materials and method section, requirements for an optimal printing with a 

Dimatix Fujifilm DMP 3000 implies that the ink is able to go easily through the nozzles. The 

three main parameters which allow the correct particle pass through the nozzle are particle size 

distribution, viscosity and surface tension. Nozzles diameter is the limiting parameter for the ink 

particle size distribution, whose population must be small enough to allow particles to go 

through nozzles without difficulties.  

Viscosity and surface tension also play a critical role for the inkjet printing of conducting polymer 

nanosuspensions. The viscosity must be low enough to allow the channel to be refilled in a 

fraction of second while the surface tension must be high enough to hold the ink in the nozzle 

without dripping. Inkjet printers in general are designed to handle ink solutions with viscosity of 

up to 100 cP and a surface tension of about 35 mNm-1 38,39. 

Table II-8: Comparison between Inkjet printing ink requirements and PH1000 values. 

 Particle size Viscosity Surface tension  

Required < 0,2 µm 10 – 12 mPa·s 28 – 32 mN/m 

PH1000 < 0,2 µm 10,3 ± 0,1 mPa·s 65,7 ± 4 mN/m 

 

In the case of Dimatix DMP 3000, printing requirements in terms of particle size, viscosity and 

surface tension are collected in Table II-8, where PH1000 values are also presented. Particle 

size and viscosity lie in the operational interval of Dimatix DMP 3000 fulfilling the printing 

requirements, but surface tension is far from being in the interval. Higher surface tension values 
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may imply that ink droplets present greater resistance to go through the nozzle or even that 

droplets cannot be released from the cartridge. 

With this purpose, different commercial surfactants were used to formulate PH1000 reducing its 

surface tensions and thus making the resulting suspension more suitable to be printed. Figure 

II-28 A shows how a 1,5% of surfactant was enough to decrease surface tension to useful 

values: Formulations where Triton X100, Brij93, Tween20 and SDS were used to achieve 

values of surface tension nearby 30mN/m. This effect produced observable physical changes in 

the PH1000 formulation droplet and in the water contact angle with a PET substrate reducing 

this last one by almost 50%, which improves the wettability of the ink (Figure II-28 B and C). 

 

Figure II-28: Formulation tests: a) Surface tension measurements for PH1000 formulations using 5% of different 

surfactants, b) and c) PH1000 formulation droplets and contact angle nearby 60mN/m and nearby 30mN/m 

respectively. 

Among all used surfactants, triton X100 was selected to formulate PH1000 inks because its 

surface tension value perfectly fits in the printer required interval (31.4 ± 0.1 mN/m) but Tween 

20 (32,4 ± 0.2 mN/m) and even Brij 93 (33,7 ± 0,2 mN/m) were also good candidates to 

adequate PH1000 to inkjet printer conditions.  

Once the surface tension was adjusted, PH1000 formulations fulfilled the requirements to be 

printed using a Dimatix Fujifilm DMP – 3000 (Figure II-29 A) so printing patterns were designed 

to evaluate printing resolution as well as conductivity of a printed path. Considering that a pixel 

corresponds to a 0.264 mm, PAINT.NET was the free software used to design patterns 

controlling the printed dimensions. Specifically, a path of 30 mm length and 2 mm width was 

printed to evaluate the conductivity of the printed PH1000 (Figure II-29 B.1) and a IQS logo of 

30 x 20 mm and GEMAT logo of 40 x 20 mm were designed to check printability, resolution and 

the ink behaviour printing complex patterns. Printer parameters were fixed as it is described in 

materials and methods section to obtain a homogeneous and constant droplet ejection.  
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 PH1000 first attempt was formulated with 1.5% of Triton X100 but even for high voltages 

(nearby 40 V) the ink droplets were not able to leave the nozzle. An amount of MQ water was 

necessary to release the droplets. A 70% (v/v) of PH1000 with 1,5% dilution solution of Triton 

X100 were tested obtaining quality one layer pattern printings onto PET substrates (Figure II-29 

C) with a drop space of 20µ.  

 

Figure II-29: Inkjet printing tests: A) Dimatix Fujifilm DMP 3000 inkjet printer, B) patterns designed with PAINT.NET b.1) 

Conductive path of 30 x 2 mm to perform two-point probe conductivity measurements b.2) Sarria Chemical Institute 

logo, b.3) Materials engineering group logo, C) Designed patterns printed with DMP 3000 with a custom formulated 

PH1000 ink. 

Using a 1,5% of Triton X100 in the formulation, dimatix DMP 3000 was also able to print inks 

with a 50% and 90% (v/v) of PH1000 onto PET substrates. Figure II-30 A shows how, as 

expected, film conductivity of printed paths increased with the amount of ink content of PH1000. 

Nevertheless, despite the fact that the difference between 50% and 70% of PH1000 implies 

losing one order of magnitude of conductivity, the gap between 70% and 90% was really 

narrow. This fact is important because it allows to work with inkjet printing inks with 

concentrations of 70% of PH1000 without losing significant film conductivity.   

At this point, PH1000 was formulated properly to be printed through inkjet printing onto PET 

substrates obtaining good resolution conductive paths. In order to validate the methodology and 

to improve film conductivity, a conductivity enhancer was implemented to the PH1000 ink 

formulation. In the case of PEDOT:PSS (PH1000) organic polar solvents, such as dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO) or tetrahydrofuran (THF), plays an important role in charge transport 

properties improving the film conductivity one or two orders of magnitud64. Addition of small 

amount of dopants to modify the morphology is also an interesting strategy to enhance 

conductivity, such as the addition of sorbitol or ethylene glycol (EG) to PEDOT:PSS inks65,66.    

To validate that these approaches were still compatible with inkjet printing technologies, 

PH1000 formulations were printed to study film conductivity variations under different 

conductivity enhancers. Figure II-30 C shows the effect of different enhancers on a 50% 

PH1000 ink with a 1,5% of Triton X100 as surfactant and a 5% of different conducting 
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promoters. Interestingly, with the addition of a 5% of sorbitol to formulation, film conductivity 

decreases from 4,2·10-5 to 1,0·10-6 Siemens/□.  

 

Figure II-30: Film conductivity of printed PH1000 formulations measured with two-point probe method: A) Film 

conductivity of different concentration of PH1000, B) Film conductivity under different curing conditions, C) Film 

conductivity of different ink conductivity enhancers. 

This effect can be explained because sorbitol only works as a conductivity enhancer after the 

film is submitted to a curing process66. In Figure II-30 B, inkjet printing formulations with a 5% of 

Sorbitol improve its conductivity after a curing process of 5 min under 140ºC, if it is compared 

with the same ink without the treatment. Nevertheless, the increase in film conductivity is far 

from being critical and PH1000 ink without sorbitol achieves better film conductivity values after 

the same curing process. This concludes that sorbitol was not an effective conducting enhancer 

for the formulated ink with this printing technology approach. 

By contrast, glycerine, EG and DMSO allowed to achieve film conductivities two orders of 

magnitude greater than the original formulation without the conductivity enhancer (Figure II-30 

C). If the film conductivity values are compared with which are presented in Figure II-30 A, the 
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effect of 5% of EG or DMSO is 10 times higher than increasing the PEDOT:PSS concentration 

from 50% to 90%. This behaviour highlights the importance of conductivity enhancers in 

PEDOT:PSS ink formulations and in inkjet printing in general. 

The film conductivity value achieved for a formulation of 50% PH1000 with 5% DMSO and 1,5% 

of Triton X100 seems to be closer to the maximum value achievable for PH1000. Increasing the 

PEDOT:PSS concentration up to 70% slightly improved film conductivity (Figure II-30 C) with 

formulations with 5% of DMSO and posterior curing treatment also produced minimum effects 

improving conductivity which may indicate that formulation conductivity was close to the 

maximum achievable. 

Summarizing all that has been exposed in this chapter part, with the objective of evaluating the 

required steps to implement a conducting polymer to inkjet printing a commercial PEDOT:PSS 

nanosuspension (PH1000) was properly formulated to fulfil the requirements of this technology. 

Once the designed patterns were printed successfully, film conductivity of the printed patterns 

was evaluated in order to improve it through a formulation approach. Conductivity enhancers 

were used to improve the obtained films conductivity without implementation drawbacks in inkjet 

printing. A formulation of 70% PH1000 with a 5% DMSO and 1,5% Triton X100 (v/v) was found 

to be optimal in terms of film conductivity being close to the maximum value achievable for a 

PEDOT:PSS.  

Once studied the PEDOT:PSS printability observing the requirements of inkjet printing 

techniques and developing experience in the drawbacks and benefits of printing technologies, 

the next steps in this thesis consists in the implementation of the developed PANI:PSS and 

PPy:PSS nanosuspensions. The PANI:PSS PPy:PSS nanosuspension printability will determine 

the future applications of the developed films as well as its place in the context of the 

stretchable electronics.  

Inkjet printing deposition of PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS nanosuspensions  

For the evaluation of the PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS nanosuspensions inks, the same procedure 

was carried out as the one with the PEDOT:PSS inks. The nanosuspensions were printed in 

collaboration with Dr. Gemma Gabriel of Microelectronics National Center (CNM).  

Just as with the PEDOT:PSS inks, 1.5% of Triton X100 was used as surfactant to fulfil the 

requirements of inkjet printing technology in terms of surface tension and viscosity. The 

developed inks were filtered using a polar filter of 0,45µm and placed on a Dimatix 10 pl 

cartridge with a 10µm drop-placement accuracy. The inkjet printer used to print the 

nanosuspension was a Dimatix DMP 3000.  

As seen in the previous section, polyelectrolyte molecular weight produced changes in 

nanoparticle size distribution which may affect the printability of the inks. With this in mind, two 
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different molecular weight of the polystyrene sulfonate acid were used during PANI:PSS /PPy: 

PSS nanosuspension synthesis (Table II-9). 

Table II-9: PANI:PSS / PPy:PSS inkjet formulation for printing test 

Inkjet ink formulations 

Polyaniline: PSS Mz 70.000 + 1,5% (v/v) Triton X100 

Polyaniline: PSS Mz 200.000 + 1,5% (v/v) Triton X100 

Polypyrrole: PSS Mz 70.000 + 1,5% (v/v) Triton X100 

Polypyrrole: PSS Mz 200.000 + 1,5% (v/v) Triton X100 

 

Considering the possible potential of the printed inks films as a sensor, the printing test were 

carried out using as substrate an array of platinum electrodes fabricated on a square of 

Polyethylenenaphtalene (PEN). Figure II-31 A and B show the PEN film with the electrode 

array. The formulated inks were printed on the end of each platinum electrode as squares of 

1000 x 1000 and 600 x 600 µm as Figure II-31 B shows.  

 

Figure II-31: Images of PEN substrate with 10 Platinum electrodes. A) and B) Squares of 1000 x 1000 µm and 600 x 

600 µm PANI:PSS were printed on the platinum electrode. 

The first thing to take into account during printability test was that the formulations were able to 

pass through the injector to be deposited on the substrate. The four evaluated nanosuspensions 

inks were required a filtering process to get through the printer nozzles. The printing test 

performed with PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS inks without filtering clogged the printer nozzles in all 

cases few seconds after starting the printing process. 
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Once filtered, the PANI:PSS ink were successfully printed on the platinum sensor array for both 

studied polyelectrolyte molecular weights. During the printing process it was not observed that 

the nozzles were obturated, offering a good printing resolution on the desired zone. Figure II-32 

shows different printed squares of the PANI:PSS inks on the end of platinum electrode. The 

formed film presented maintained the geometry boundaries during the printing of the different 

layers one on top of the other, covering completely the platinum square. 

 

Figure II-32: PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS printed inks on platinum electrodes. Different layers and square sizes were used 

to evaluate printing quality. 

The printing test carried out using PPy:PSS inks showed a different behaviou. The PPy:PSS 

inks with PSS of lower molecular weight (Mz 70.000) was impossible to print due to nozzle 

clogging meanwhile the PPy:PSS ink with higher molecular weight (Mz 200.000) was easily 

printed. Considering that both inks fulfilled the requirements of inkjet printing in terms of 

viscosity or surface tension, a possible explanation for this behaviour may be the widest 
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distribution size that presents the PPy:PSS ink when a PSS of Mz 70.000 is used during its 

synthesis. This size distribution differences were fully reported in the first section of this chapter. 

The printed squares on the platinum electrodes carried out using PPy:PSS with a PSS of high 

molecular weight presented an adequate shape when it was deposited. All printing tests 

performed in this section revealed how the obtained PANI:PSS PPY:PSS films were 

successfully printed and deposited on the platinum electrode array. Once validated the ability of 

the developed nanosuspensions to being printed through inkjet printing technologies, the 

applications of the developed films will be discussed on Chapter 5. 
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2.4 Concluding Remarks 

The results presented along the chapter showed our approaches to implement conducting 

polymers on flexible substrates looking for new systems that fit in the field of stretchable 

electronics. This chapter starts studying two different routes to obtain stable nanosuspensions 

of two of the most important conducting polymers: Polyaniline and polypyrrole. The 

nanosuspensions were able to form polymeric conductive films indicating a mandatory 

requirement for its applicability as a material for electronics. The two synthetic methodologies 

(electrostatic interaction method and emulsion polymerization method) allowed to obtain stable 

polyaniline and polypyrrole nanosuspensions. Studied key parameters in both methodologies 

such as acid concentration, nature of the polyelectrolyte, polyelectrolyte molecular weight or 

polyelectrolyte concentration have an important impact on the nanosuspension properties and 

on the obtained polymeric film. The appropriate modification of these key parameters allowed a 

control on PANI:PSS / PPy:PSS nanosuspension properties such as size distribution or film 

conductivity. Due to the high versatility presented and the ability to obtain higher film 

conductivity values and narrow nanoparticle size distribution, electrostatic interaction method is 

presented as the optimal one – step procedure to obtain conducting polymer nanoparticles over 

emulsion polymerization. 

Once performed stable nanosuspensions based on pyrrole and aniline monomers, it was 

evaluated the implementation of other conducting polymer monomers based on bipyrrole 

structure to obtain stable nanosuspensions. Ester groups were included in the molecule 

backbone to increase the solubility of the compounds slightly improving it and making the 

bypyrrole monomers soluble in chloroform and in DCM. Despite the fact that bypyrrole 

monomers were not soluble in a solvent that allowed an easy nanosuspension fabrication 

methodology such as seen for polyaniline or polypyrrole, the direct oxidative polymerization in 

the DCM media allowed to obtain a conductive polymeric film, being a promising step for these 

compounds as an electronic material.  

An unexpected result of this solubility improvement was observed when polymeric films were 

tried to be obtained through electropolymerization of the bipyrrole derivative monomers. During 

the polymerization, the different oligomer groups remained in the solvent media instead of being 

deposited to the work electrode forming a continuous film. This limitation relegates bipyrrole 

polymerization to direct oxidative methods that do not favour the formation of nanosuspensions.  

Obtaining the conducting polymer as a nanosuspension represents a critical factor in terms of 

applicability because they can be adapted to work as an inkjet printing ink, one of the most 

promising technologies to deposit conducting polymer thin films on a wide range of substrates.  

Inkjet printing technologies also represent an interesting approach to provide flexibility to 

electronic devices using conducting polymers deposited in a bendable thin film on a flexible 
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substrate as PET. Doing our first steps towards this approach, commercial PEDOT:PSS 

nanosuspension was adapted to work as an inkjet printing material obtaining flexible films on 

PET that are able to control the deposited geometries as well as the film conductivity.  

The nanosuspensions developed by electrostatic interaction method (PANI:PSS and PPY:PSS) 

were implemented as inkjet printing ink due to the versatility shown in its characterization. 

Printability tests performed with PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS formulated inks revealed that they can 

be deposited through inkjet printing on PEN substrates being successfully implemented in 

electronic systems such as an array of platinum electrodes.  

The ability of the developed nanosuspension to being deposited on complex systems shows a 

promising way to obtain electrochemical sensors. The behaviour of the films applied to work as 

a pH sensor will be evaluated in Chapter 5, where the developed applications for the stretchable 

electronic materials is reported. 
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3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, from the point of view of the flexible electronics, a detailed study of 

polyaniline and polypyrrole nanoparticles was presented. Due to the control over size and film 

conductivity provided through modifying synthesis parameters, the nanoparticles were 

implemented successfully on inkjet printing technology obtaining conducting films on a flexible 

substrate. This fact represents a remarkable achievement in the same way that it has been 

useful to learn how conductive polymers nanoparticles work as well as the implementation limits 

and drawbacks. Thinking on going a step further, obtaining conductive films on flexible 

substrates unlock applications such as thin film transistors or solar cells1, but does not reach the 

adaptation level for applications focused on integrated/implanted electronic devices on human 

body discussed in chapter 1.   

Nevertheless, stretchable materials present adhesion problems when a conducting polymer is 

deposited due to the difference of elastic modulus presented by the substrate. In order to solve 

this problem several solutions have been proposed for different sets of applications, such as 

electronic skin2 or body strain gauges3. As John Rogers said, Stretchable electronics can be 

achieved in two ways: use of new structural layouts in conventional materials or new materials 

in conventional layouts4 or in other words, with conducting polymers in mind: New surface 

engineering technologies can be used to deposit conventional conducting polymers or modify 

conducting polymer materials in a synthetic way to enhance its bulk stretchability. 

Exists a group of new strategies that imply the deposition of conventional PPy on stretchable 

materials with a previous metallization of the substrate to be able to perform a classic 

electropolymerization. In this line of research, an interesting approach provided by Wallace et 

al. was through gold electro-sputtering onto stretchable substrates, such as nylon5, cotton 

fibers6,7 or SIBS layers8. Gold – stretchable substrate can be coated with PPy films with the 

more common methodology: electropolymerization6,7 obtaining stretchable polypyrrole films with 

promising applications as electrodes for batteries8.  

Using electropolymerization, Toribio et al. developed polypyrrole/tape actuators by removing the 

deposited polymer from the working electrode with adhesive tape. The obtained composite 

presented a bending behaviour under oxidation – reduction cycles during voltammetry that 

raised its application as artificial muscles9–11.  

Other approach consisted in the direct polymerization of conducting polymers in presence of the 

stretchable substrate to exploit surface structural characteristics such as porous or high 

roughness to anchor polypyrrole chains. The first attempts where performed using textile 

substrates 12 but nowadays specific applications exist for a wide range of substrates.  One of 

the most representative approach was developed by Wang et al. and consisted in the 

fabrication of a polyurethane composite with oxidizing agent for pyrrole polymerization. PPy 
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coating is formed when the composite is exposed to pyrrole vapours obtaining a PU -PPy 

composite able to work as a strain sensor13,14.   

On the other hand, there are a few set of strategies which modify polypyrrole synthesis in order 

to enhance its bulk properties related with stretchability. These minority approaches are 

represented by the strategy provided by. Jung et al. which performed electrochemical synthesis 

of polypyrrole in the presence of a plasticizer to improve stretchability15. Despite the promising 

strategies as well as the new applications that stretchable conducting polymers are presenting 

on the stretchable electronic field, it has not yet been developed an easy direct methodology 

without complex time consuming procedures that allow to obtain conducting polymer materials.  

So, in this chapter our efforts are focused on facing this previous challenge. To perform this, two 

clearly differenced approaches that allow to improve the adhesion of conducting polymers on 

stretchable substrate were studied: Plasma treatments to modify the surface of the stretchable 

substrate and novel polyelectrolytes which provide adhesion and flexibility to the conducting 

polymer nanoparticle. 

At the plasma surface modification process, a glow discharge plasma is created by evacuating 

a reactor and then refilling it with a low-pressured gas. This gas is energized using techniques 

such as radiofrequency energy, microwaves or alternating current of direct current16,17.After the 

gas excitation, the gas presented a high number of energetic species such as ions, electrons, 

radicals, metastable and photons in the short wave of the ultraviolet. If a surface gets in touch 

with the plasma current, the energy of these species is transferred from plasma to the substrate 

surface. This transferred energy is dissipated within the solid by a variety of chemical and 

physical processes, including the etching of the substrate first layers or the grafting and 

functionalization of the substrate with the presented species (Figure III-1). 

 

Figure III-1: Schematics of reactions during plasma treatments  plasma activation, plasma polymerization or plasma 

grafting. 
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There are many benefits on the application of a plasma treatment to a substrate. The radicals 

and reactive functional groups such as ketones, peroxides and carboxyl formed onto surface 

substrate bring an adhesion promoting effect due to the covalent bonding formed. Part of 

formed radicals during the plasma activation reacts with the atmospheric oxygen which give rise 

to hydroxyl groups improving wettability18–20.  

Focusing on oxygen plasma, it is widely reported how plasma treatment breaks chemical 

bounds on PDMS substrate (the gold standard on stretchable materials) generating free 

radicals and chemical functional groups on the substrate surface yielding the formation of 

covalent bonds21,22. These formed covalent bonds through “activate” the PDMS surface are 

specially interesting for substrate grafting. In assisted plasma grafting, after the surface has 

been exposed to a plasma stream, it must be immediately exposed to another molecule in gas 

or liquid medium. If the exposed molecule is able to react with the modified groups of the 

surface of the substrate it will be anchored in specific spots of the surface23,24. The grafting 

treatment avoids the monomer exposure to harsh conditions in order to preserve its chemical 

integrity when polymerized. As a result, the surfaces are coated with a low density of organic 

molecules by depositing a monomer, such as allylamine molecule. In addition, hydroxyl groups 

can be obtained when the activated surfaces that have not reacted with the organic monomer 

come in contact with the atmosphere (oxygen and nitrogen). 

If instead of low pressure gas a monomer is used to generate the plasma current, a 

phenomenon called plasma polymerization is produced. During plasma polymerization, the 

radicals and the ionized monomer formed a film with the activated substrate. These concepts 

will be explored in Chapter 3. 

Applying this technology from stretchable electronics point of view, two plasma treatment 

strategies are exposed in results and discussion part. The first one consists in exploiting the 

free radicals formed on the PDMS substrate to directly create bonds with the nanoparticle 

suspension developed on the previous chapter. PDMS substrates were activated using oxygen 

plasma and quickly incubated with PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS nanosuspensions to maximize the 

effect of bonding creation of the free radicals. The evaluation of this plasma treatment has a 

particular interest due to the rapidity and ease of application which does not stand out in 

stretchable electronics fabrication.  

Other studied plasma treatment for conducting polymer deposition onto stretchable substrates 

was allylamine grafting on PDMS. Allylamine grafting on PDMS substrates allow to obtain a 

large number of zones with secondary amines immobilized in the surface of the PDMS. Our 

approach consists in incubating this modified PDMS in a media where pyrrole nanoparticles are 

being synthetized (Figure III-2). 
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During polypyrrole nanoparticle synthesis, electrostatic forces between the modified allylamine 

surface and the radicals formed during the polymeric chain growth will promote the 

immobilization of polypyrrole on the top of the surface.  

 

Figure III-2: Proposal of pyrrole polymerization mechanism during polypyrrole synthesis exposed to a allylamine 

grafting. 

So in this first part of the chapter, different plasma procedures were studied from the point of 

view of enhancing the adhesion of conducting polymers onto stretchable substrates. This 

constitutes an important step further in terms of applicability for the nanosuspensions developed 

on the previous chapter.  

In the second part of the chapter a totally radical strategy is proposed to achieve the desired 

adhesion between PDMS and the conducting polymers.  

The approach consists in modifying the polyelectrolyte that conforms the nanoparticle instead of 

modifying the substrate where the conducting polymer will be deposited. In a conducting 

polymer nanoparticle the polyelectrolyte plays an important role determining the final 

physicochemical properties of the nanoparticle25,26. If the polyelectrolyte is suitably modified to 

exhibit adhesion to certain types of substrates it will be possible to obtain a nanoparticle with 

improved adherence.  

The presented approach consisted in the use of a polyelectrolyte derivative of the mussel-

bioinspired adhesives to enhance the polymer adaptability instead of using polystyrene sulfonic 

acid (PSS). In 2007 Messersmith et al. reported that proteins secreted by mussels for 

attachment to wet surface are rich in 3,4 – dihydroxy – L -Phenilalanine (DOPA) and lysine 

amino acids27. Despite the fact that the adhesion mechanism of DOPA on a general substrate is 

still pending to go through an exhaustive study, in Figure III-3 are presented the known 

mechanisms. To achieve that versatile adhesion onto organic and inorganic substrates there 
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are different processes happening at the same time. First of all, on inorganic interfaces 

unoxidized DOPA groups form high-strength reversible coordination bonds. Under an oxidizing 

agent, dopamine groups are oxidized to quinone or semiquinone groups which are able to form 

covalent bonds to organic substrates28. Quinone and semiquinone groups also react with 

themselves, creating bonds that present a crosslinking effect that may contribute to improve the 

adhesion. 

 

Figure III-3: Dopamine adhesion mechanism schematics. 

This self – reaction behaviour that presents DOPA was interesting when the molecule 

containing the catechol groups is not immobilized in the protein backbone. In the case of 

dopamine, the oxidation of DOPA groups adjusting the pH over 8.5 leads this quinone / 

semiquinone self-reaction producing polydopamine polymerization27, a polymer with incredible 

film – forming properties. The submersion of organic or inorganic substrates in a diluted 

aqueous solution of dopamine oxidised produces the spontaneous deposition of a thin adherent 

polymer film.  

Seeing the promising behaviour of dopamine to form films, this approach was successfully used 

by Zhao et al. applicated to polypyrrole where the group achieved a one-step synthesis of stable 

polypyrrole nanosuspensions using the spontaneous formed polydopamine as polyelectrolyte 

(PPy:DOPA)29. The work performed by Zhao et al. was extended to different dopamine 

derivatives finding that the dopaminated polyelectrolyte played a critical role in terms of the 

morphology, adhesion resistance or conductivity of the PPy:DOPA (Also known DPA – PPy) 

formed films30.  

With this in mind, in this chapter is exposed the evaluation of HADA as a polyelectrolyte for PPy 

nanosuspension stabilization. HADA consisted in a hyaluronic acid modified with dopamine 

groups along its backbone to obtain a controlled adhesion effect. This approach combines the 
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adhesion improvement of dopamine group as well as the adaptability of long hyaluronic chains 

opening the door to biocompatibility applications.  

So in this chapter the exposed approaches are evaluated: Plasma treatments for the deposition 

of PPy/PANI nanosuspension developed in Chapter II and the evaluation of HADA as a novel 

polyelectrolyte for PPy nanosuspension synthesis. 
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3.2 Experimental section 

3.2.1 Plasma reactor procedures 

Materials  

Argon 5.0 and oxygen 5.0 were purchased from Abelló Linde S.A. (Barcelona, Spain). 

Allylamine, sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and Hellmanex, were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. Ethanol was purchased from Scharlab (Barcelona, Spain), a Sylgard 184 kit was 

purchased from Ellsworth Adhesives (Madrid, Spain) and Si-wafers were purchased from Wafer 

World (West Palm Beach, FL, USA).  

Substrate preparation 

The substrates used were Si-wafers and PDMS samples. In order to fabricate the PDMS plates, 

the Sylgard kit (10:1) was spread by a paint applicator to obtain films of 500 µm thickness. 

Additionally, cylindrical PDMS tubes (10 mm of internal diameter, 45 mm of length) were 

obtained by spreading the kit (10:1) into PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) cylinders with PTFE 

concentric tubes. Both films and tubes were incubated overnight at 70°C. The PDMS films were 

cut in circular shapes of 21 and 10 mm. It is important to denote that due to the high 

hydrophobicity and electrostatic charge of PDMS, samples need an accurate washing 

treatment. PDMS samples were washed with 5% SDS solution, rinsed with Milli–Q water, 

washed with 2% Hellmanex solution, rinsed again with Milli–Q water and finally with ethanol. Si-

wafers were washed with the same protocol as PDMS samples. Finally, samples were dried in a 

stream of nitrogen and stored. 

Plasma reactor employed 

The surface treatments carried out in this work were performed using a stainless steel vertical 

plasma reactor. This reactor consists in a stainless-steel chamber (diameter, 25.5 cm; length, 

41.6 cm) vertical plate reactor (Figure III-4). The ground electrode is the reactor chamber, and 

the radio frequency (RF) electrode is an aluminium plate, which is used to hold the samples for 

polymerization. Additionally, the RF electrode is connected to a RF pulse generator (13.56 

MHz) via a matching box. Gases and monomers are supplied via a standard manifold with gas 

fluxes adjusted with a tree of needle valves. The system pressure is monitored using a vacuum 

gauge controller (MKS PDR900, Andover, MA, USA) connected with a cold cathode/micropirani 

vacuum transducer (MKS 972 DualMag) positioned at the centre of the reactor. The system has 

a nitrogen cold trap and a chemical trap filled with active carbon connected to avoid nonreacted 

monomer from reaching the pump (Trivac D 16BCS/PFPE Leybold, Cologne, Germany).  
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Figure III-4: Schematic diagram of stainless steel vertical plasma reactor and its electrical components: (1) monomer 

feed, (2) gases feed, (3) cylindrical chamber, (4) holder sample, (5) pirani gauge, (6) matching box and electrical 

system, (7) cold trap, and (8) chemical trap. 

Plasma grafting and activation  

The plasma grafting (Figure III-5) started with an activation of the surface with O2 or a mixture 

of gases, Ar and O2. After the plasma treatment, samples were brought into contact with the 

monomer (In this thesis, allylamine) from the gas phase or immersed into liquid allylamine. 

Plasma activation is performed using an inert gas to generate stable free radicals onto PDMS 

substrate, creating reactive zones on the surface and modifying the contact angle of PDMS 

substrates which contributes to the spread of directly deposited nanosuspensions and the 

homogeneity of the formed film. Samples were introduced into the reactor chamber and vacuum 

was started until the base pressure.  

 

Figure III-5: Plasma activation illustration. 

Secondly, needle valves that regulate gases were opened to introduce Ar, O2 or a mixture of 

gases 50% (Ar:O2) until they reached a work pressure of 0.7-0.75 mbar for HPR and 0.14 mbar 
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for SSVPR, respectively. Thirdly, the frequency generator was switched on and set up 

individually for each experiment to the working power (10-120 W) and the treatment time (1-60 

min). After the plasma activation treatment, the needle valves of the gases were closed. 

To perform a plasma grafting of allylamine (Figure III-6), the monomer was regulated through 

the needle valve and introduced into the reactor chamber in a vapour phase (heated at 40 ºC) 

until 0.15 mbar for the desired experimental time (1-40 min). 

 

Figure III-6: Allylamine grafting illustration. 

To perform a hydrophilic activation, instead of allylamine, oxygen gas was fed until reaching a 

working pressure of 0.7 mbar for HPR and 0.14 mbar for SSVPR, for the desired experimental 

time (1-40 min).Unless otherwise stated, all experiments in plasma treatment section were done 

by triplicate. Average mean and standard deviation of triplicates were represented after the 

treatment, when the monomer or gases valves were closed, vacuum was cut off, and samples 

were removed from the reactor and stored with argon atmosphere until further use. 

3.2.2 Polypyrrole nanosuspension synthesis  

Polypyrrole: Hyaluronic acid / Hyaluronic dopaminated acid nanosuspensions  

All chemicals were of analytical grade and were purchased from Aldrich except from the high 

molecular weight sodium hyaluronate (Mw = 106) which was a generous gift from Bioiberica 

(Barcelona, Spain). PPy:HA and PPy:HADA nanosuspensions were performed in a 30 mL glass 

vials on a cold plate. In a typical synthesis of PPy:HA, 16 µL pyrrole (7,7 x 10-3 M) and 20 mg 

sodium hyaluronate (SH) were added to 20 ml Milli Q water (pH = 4) under constant stirring. 

After one hour, ammonium persulfate solution (5 ml, 6 x 10-3 M) was added dropwise to the 

pyrrole/SH solution under vigorous stirring for 12 hours. Afterwards, a black coloured solution 

characteristic of polypirrole stable suspensions was obtained.  

The PPy:HADA synthesis was carried out following the same method described above. In this 

case, HADA was used instead of sodium hyaluronate. Different ratios of pyrrole/HADA (w/w %) 

were prepared maintaining the amount of added pyrrole constant (8.4 µl pyrrole was mixed with 

15 mg of HADA to obtain a Py/HADA molar ratio of 2:1).  

Dopaminated hyaluronic acid (HADA) synthesis 

The synthesis of dopaminated hyaluronic acid for PPy nanosuspension was carried out in two 

steps: the oxidation of the hyaluronic rings and the dopamination of the formed aldehydes.  
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For this purpose, sodium hyaluronate (1 g) was dissolved in Milli Q water (10 mg/ml) and 5ml of 

sodium periodate (NaIO4) 0.5 M was added to oxidize the hyaluronic ring and to provoke its 

rupture, allowing to react during 2 hours at room temperature. After this time, a 1% of the total 

volume of 1,2-propanodiol is added to inactivate the unreacted sodium periodate and is stirred 

during 1 hour. Finally, the solution is exhaustive dialyzed for 48 hours using 20 times the 

volume of MilliQ water. The dried product was obtained after lyophilisation (Figure III-7 A).  

The second step is the dopamination of oxidized hyaluronic acid to obtain dopaminated 

hyaluronic (HADA). Oxidized hyaluronic acid was dissolved in a sodium borate buffer 0,1 M PH 

8 with 0.1 M NaCl to get a concentration of 10 mg/ml, while stirring in dopamine hydrochloride. 

The reaction ratio for the dopamine was 1:3 of aldehyde group of HA – OX against amine group 

of dopamine. The solution is mixed during 1 hour at room temperature. Next, sodium 

cyanoborohydride was added in a reaction rate of 1:6 aldehyde groups of the HA–OX per mole 

of sodium cyanoborohydride. The reaction was done at 45ºC under a nitrogen atmosphere 

during 24 hours. Finally, the solution was purified by exhaustive dialysis against MQ water 

during 48 hours and lyophilised to obtain a light brown coloured powder (Figure III-7 B). 

 

Figure III-7: Synthesis of dopaminated hyaluronic acid: a) Oxidation of hyaluronic acid and b) Incorporation of dopamine 

groups. 

1H - NMR spectra of HA, dopamine and the final product were performed to confirm the 

synthesized structures. The analysis was carried out on a Varian Mercury Plus 500 MHz 

spectrometer. The 1H-NMR spectrum of the unmodified hyaluronic acid is consistent with the 

one found in literature, where the multiplet signal at δ = 1.91 ppm was associated with the 

protons of NH-COCH3 groups31. The observed triplets signals at δ = 2.71 ppm and δ = 3.09 

ppm are associated with the protons of the ethylene chain of DOPA groups (-NH-CH2-CH2-)31. 

The region between δ = 6.59 ppm and δ = 6.74 ppm corresponds to the protons in ortho and 
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meta position of the ring. The determination of the dopamination ratio of HA was obtained 

through the signal at δ = 2.71 ppm, which is associated with DOPA and δ = 1.91 ppm, 

associated with the hyaluronic acid (Figure III-8). The relation between both signals can be 

related to the percentage of dopamination in the hyaluronic acid chain showing that the process 

has a reaction yield between 75% and 95%. Although the improvement of HA adhesion through 

dopamine groups is previously reported31,32 the modification presented in this work achieves a 

higher ratio of dopamine attached to the HA backbone.  

 

Figure III-8: 1H-RMN spectrum of HADA. 

3.2.3 Films characterization 

Sample preparation 

PDMS films were prepared using a Sylkgard 184 silicone kit with a mixture silicone/initiator ratio 

of 10:1 (v/v). The mixture was deposited uniformly on a glass substrate using a manual film 

applicator (500 µm thickness) and then cured at 150ºC for 6 hours. Afterwards, the films were 

cut into squares of 10 x 10 mm. 

PPy:HA and PPy:HADA films were prepared by solution casting method. 400 µl of PPy:HA / 

PPy:HADA solution was directly deposited on each PDMS square film and dried at 100ºC for 30 

min. Polypyrrole modified with dopamine was prepared following Zhao et al. methodology as it 

is described in bibliography29,30. Briefly, 0.05 g pyrrole and 0,028 g of dopamine hydrochloride in 
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25 mL Tris solution (pH 8.5, 10 × 10 −3 M ) with a constant stirring to make a homogeneous 

solution. Ammonium persulfate (APS) was then added to the DA/Py solution drop-wisely under 

vigorous stirring for 18 h. 

Microscopy characterization 

Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM) images were taken to observe the nanostructure with a 

Field–emission Zeiss Merlin FE SEM, the observed samples were drop casted (200µl) on a 

silicon wafer dried at 100ºC for 30 min.  

Electric behaviour characterization 

The electrical resistivity of PPy:HA and PPy:HADA casted films was measured by a standard 

four–point probe setup with a source meter Keithley 2600. To calculate the conductivity, the 

thickness of the films was measured with a confocal microscope Leica DCM 3D with 50x 

objective (NA 0.90) obtaining a general thickness of 4 ± 0,2 µm.  

Nanoparticle size characterization 

The particle size of the nanosuspensions was determined by dynamic light scattering in diluted 

samples (1:10) using a Malvern Zetasizer ZEN3600. 

Conductivity vs. Mechanical deformation analysis 

To study the effect of film deformation on the conductivity, samples were connected to the 

source meter and placed in a mechanical test instrument ElectroForce 3200 TA instruments. 

Prepared PPy:HA / PPy:HADA films were placed between film tension clams with conductive 

copper band in contact with the conducting polymer in order to allow the performance of 

conductivity measurements. The flexible copper band was fixed to the PDMS substrate using 

Kapton © adhesive band to isolate the set up. This procedure ensures that the sample is not 

cracked before the analysis or during its set in the clamp. A schematic of the sample 

preparation on the set up can be seen in Figure III-9.  

 

Figure III-9: Clamp sample schematic set up. 
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The final set up was placed in a BOSE Electroforce 3200® using a tension film clamp that 

allows the sample to be completely immobilized except for the deformation axis. The lower 

tension clamp is connected to a 250 Newton Load Cell which is the responsible of force 

measurement to exactly apply the desired deformation. Figure III-10 A and B shows two 

perspectives of the clamps setup once the sample was placed on the BOSE Electroforce. The 

load cell (observable on Figure III-10 A) was also connected to a computer for data processing 

to storage the Stress / deformation data for further processing. Sample deformation and force 

applied to load cell were recorded in real-time. The signal output of the load cell was recorded 

by the measurement software WinTest© from Electroforce. Conductivity was measured using 

the Keithley 2600 Sourcemeter connected to the copper bands through 2 point probes system. 

The Sourcemeter can be seen in the set up in Figure III-10 C. Conductivity in real time was 

obtained connecting the sourcemeter to a PC using a GPIB – USB controller from National 

Instruments previously configured on the LabView . The signal output was processed using a 

custom LabView program. The conductivity measurements were taken over a range of 

mechanical deformation as it will be shown in the discussion part. 

 

Figure III-10:DMA BOSE set up A) and B) Detailed view of clamp set up with PPy:HADA sample placed C) General set 

up including Electroforce 3200 TA with film clamp, Keithley 2600 Sourcemeter and PC running WinTest© Software 

. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Stretchability improvement of conducting polymer nanosuspension on 

PDMS substrates through plasma activation 

As said before in this chapter, stretchability enhancing strategies based on plasma treatments 

are presented in this section. Specifically, in the following part will be evaluated the ability of 

plasma activation to enhance the stretchability of developed conducting nanosuspensions on 

elastomeric PDMS coupons. Our approach was to improve the conformation that polymeric 

chains adopts when it is deposited on the substrate. This conformation allows more polymer – 

substrate interactions which affect the stretchable behaviour of the formed film. Plasma 

activation is able to perform modifications on the PDMS surface such as improving the 

wettability which allows a more homogeneous polymer deposition obtaining thinner films and 

more polymer – substrate interactions. Moreover, during the plasma activation the formation of 

free radicals on the exposed PDMS substrate may create interactions between deposited 

polymer and the substrate. The effect of these new interactions may present a significant 

contribution improving on one hand the nanosuspension adaptability on the substrate and in the 

other hand the adhesion. The possible effect of the combination of all these factors for 

improving the stretchability of deposited nanosuspensions onto PDMS is presented on the 

following parts. Considering this, in this part it will be studied how free radicals produced using 

oxygen plasma were capable of producing changes on the adaptability and the adhesion of a 

conducting polymer nanosuspesion when it is deposited onto a plasma modified PDMS 

substrate. Subsequently, the study of how the adaptability and adhesion improvements had an 

impact on conducting polymer film formation and its stretchability behaviour will be discussed. 

Evaluation of plasma activation approach  

In this part, the effect of the presence of free radicals on PDMS substrate during conducting 

polymer nanosuspension is evaluated. As it is widely reported, PDMS is often exposed to 

oxygen plasma to convert its hydrophobic surface to hydrophilic in order to increase the 

wettability and promote the adhesion of cells and molecules through permanent bonds with the 

activated surface 33–35. Nevertheless, the contribution of the radicals is not usually considered 

and even less in the final stretchability behaviour of the conducting polymeric films. With this in 

mind, the first point was to find the ideal conditions for oxygen plasma to obtain the highest 

number of radicals on the PDMS substrate. Then, the improvement of conducting polymer 

nanosuspension deposition (Developed in Chapter 2) onto PDMS substrates will be studied. 

Studied parameters involved in the oxygen plasma activation of PDMS were the treatment time 

and the exposure to a post-treatment O2 flow.  Water contact angle (WCA) was studied in this 

part as a reflection of the PDMS modification. WCA of PDMS decreases when its exposed to 

oxygen plasma activation. A water droplet deposited on a non-modified PDMS substrate 

presented a water contact angle around 90º (90 ± 3,5), Figure III-11 A. Once the PDMS is 
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modified with oxygen plasma, significant differences were observed in the WCA evolution 

through time (Figure III-11 B). Although all treatments decreased WCA after the modification, 

two different behaviours were observed: The PDMS WCA increased gradually until reaching 

original values (Figure III-11 B, green and black series) or reaches a plateau stage where the 

WCA remains constant (Figure III-11 B yellow and blue series).    

PDMS exposure to O2 flow produced a notably higher substrate modification avoiding radical 

formation to promote other more stable structures such as hydroxyl or peroxide groups (Figure 

III-11 C). By contrast, if PDMS coupons were not exposed to O2 this behaviour on WCA was not 

observed indicating that performed modification was only due to the presence of free radicals 

on the surface. 

 

Figure III-11:PDMS plasma activation characterization. A) Non modified PDMS water contact angle B) Water contact 

angle of different plasma activation treatments onto PDMS and C) Schematic representation of the effect of oxygen 

plasma onto PDMS surface. 

Small variations on the evolution of WCA were observed between the two studied treatment 

times revealing that lower times represent lower WCA along time. This effect may be due to the 

fact that long exposures to oxygen plasma would form surface structures such as hydroxyls and 

peroxides groups in a similar manner to the one observed with the post treatment O2 flow.     

Considering this, oxygen plasma at continuous radiofrequency power of 25 W during 5 minutes 

without O2 exposition were the plasma conditions which allowed a maximum on radical 

formation. This maximum on radical formation for the studied plasma activation treatment allows 

the evaluation of the free radical effect on the adaptability and substrate adhesion of the 

deposited conducting polymer. Subsequently, variations produced due to the maximization of 

the radicals on the stretchability of conducting polymer formed films will be discussed. 
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Evaluation of PANI:PSS film homogeneity and adhesion on oxygen plasma 

modified PDMS 

Once optimal oxygen plasma conditions for radicals formation were found, PANI:PSS and 

PPy:PSS nanosuspensions were deposited on modified PDMS coupons to evaluate if film 

homogeneity and film adhesion is improved. These properties may play an important role in the 

final film stretchable behaviour: Improving the adhesion allows the film not to peel off from the 

substrate when it is being deformed and with the substrate adaptability allows to maintain a 

continuous path for electron transport Modified PDMS coupons were incubated in 

nanosuspension media during 5 hours (Figure III-12). After that, samples were dried at 100ºC 

during 30 min to obtain a film on the PDMS surface. 

 

 

Figure III-12: Schematic of PANI:PSS deposition onto activated PDMSincluding the incubation step. 

Figure III-13 shows the appearance of a modified and non-modified PDMS coupons after 

PANI:PSS nanosuspension deposition revealing clearly differences in terms of cracking and film 

homogeneity. Modified PDMS coupons show a more uniform formed film with less surface 

cracking than non-modified PDMS indicating that adhesion on PDMS was improved.  Polymer – 

substrate adhesion enhancing is important but does not have to imply that the obtained film has 

a stretchable behaviour. To test this, obtained films appearance was evaluated under different 

mechanical stress using a dynamometer to observe crack evolution.   

Figure III-13 shows cracking evolution of PANI:PSS deposited onto modified and non-modified 

PDMS. The images reveal that non-modified samples present a poorly adhered film with more 

cracks in the surface than the modified ones.  When stress was applied to non-modified 

samples, many PANI:PSS layers were detached from surface showing the poor integrity of the 

film. This behaviour let us see that PANI:PSS films onto non modified PDMS were not suitable 

to work as a material for stretchable electronics. In contrast, modified samples showed better 

integrity and less film delamination even under mechanical stress. The improvement on 

conformability provided through the free radicals presents after the oxygen plasma seems to 

improve the surface adhesion of polymeric nanosuspensions. However, in order to evaluate the 

stretchable behaviour, conductivity measurements must be performed to check if a continuous 

film exists capable of carrying electric charges during a mechanical deformation. 
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Figure III-13: Deposited PANI:PSS onto non modified (up) and modified (down) PDMS. The samples were examined 

under different cycles of mechanical stress. 

For PANI:PSS deposited on non-modified PDMS coupons there was no electrical signal and the 

resistivity measurements were not obtained. Microscopy images of these films are presented on 

Figure III-14 showing that PANI:PSS layers present several gaps between them  indicating the 

poor polymer ability to form a continuous film. Cracking progression and distance between 

PANI:PSS layers were increasing when mechanical stress was applied (Figure III-14 B and C). 

Considering this, the PANI:PSS layers on non-modified PDMS presented poorly adhesion and 

homogeneity that cannot form a film with the ability of charge transportation. This, together with 

the fact that crack progression visually deteriorates the film, completely excludes non – modified 

PDMS as an electronic stretchable material. 

 

Figure III-14: Microscopy images of PANI:PSS deposited onto non-modified PDMS. 
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Samples of PANI:PSS deposited on modified PDMS revealed electrical conductivity allowing to 

take conductivity measurements. Figure III-15 shows conductivity behaviour of PANI:PSS 

deposited on modified PDMS film  revealing an initial conductivity of 6·10-7 Siemens/□ . These 

conductivity values imply that deposited nanosuspension was able to form a continuous 

conductive film representing an improvement in comparison with PANI:PSS on non-modified 

PDMS samples. To observe the stretchable behaviour of this continuous film, a mechanical 

stretch was applied to the PDMS sample. During deformation, film conductivity decreased 

around an order of magnitude (From 5,83 · 10-8 to 3,03· 10-9) when the maximum of deformation 

was reached. Once the film recovered its initial size after the deformation the conductivity 

values do not return to their initial values.  

In Figure III-15 are shown how subsequent deformations produced gradually a delamination on 

PANI:PSS film affecting film continuity and its electrical conductivity. After 2 stretch cycles at 

50% of deformation, electrical signal was lost due to the PANI:PSS layers separation. 

Considering this, PANI:PSS films deposited onto modified PDMS not only reveal electrical 

conductivity but also were able to maintain certain degree of conductivity in the first deformation 

cycles. However, despite PANI:PSS was successfully deposited on PDMS revealing electrical 

conductivity, the observed stretchable behaviour requires an improvement to be implemented 

on an electronic stretchable application.  

 

Figure III-15: Film conductivity evolution and microscopy images of PANI:PSS deposited onto modified PDMS during 

stretch  
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Evaluation of the PPy:PSS film homogeneity and adhesion on oxygen plasma 

modified PDMS 

The other conducting polymer nanosuspension developed in the previous part of this thesis was 

PPy:PSS, which , such as PANI:PSS, presents a big interest to be implemented as stretchable 

substrate. So, in the same way as with the PANI:PSS, the oxygen plasma contribution to 

increasing PPy:PSS film stretchability was evaluated. The direct deposition of PPy:PSS onto 

non-modified PDMS presented practically no adhesion to the substrate looking like a set of 

unconnected layers (Figure III-17 A). When the PDMS was activated with oxygen plasma, the 

adhesion of PPy:PSS on the substrate is slightly improved covering all the PDMS 

sample(Figure III-17 B)  but cracks and non-homogeneous zones are visible without 

microscopy images required.  

 

Figure III-16: PPy:PSS deposition onto PDMS substrates: A) non - modified PDMS and B) oxygen plasma activation 

modified PDMS. 

This improvement of the adhesion of PPy:PSS onto PDMS through the plasma activation  is not 

correlated with an improvement on  electrical performance. Once modified none of deposited 

PPy:PSS films presented film conductivity. A close view of the film surface through optic 

microscopy (Figure III-17) revealed expected cracks on modified and non-modified PDMS 

which are the reason that the PPy:PSS layers are disconnected and no electrical conductivity 

was measured. The cracking evolution was also observed in Figure III-17 with the same stretch 

cycles applied to the PANI:PSS samples in the previous part. The non-modified PDMS 

polypirrole film layers present several cracks when no deformation is applied to the sample 

being impossible for electrons to find a path to measure electrical conductivity. If 50% of 

deformation is applied to the sample, the few layers adhered to PDMS were detached from the 

substrate showing the poor cohesion of the system. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

PPy:PSS deposited onto non – modified PDMS  was not capable of forming a film that exhibits 

electrical conductivity and even less to present electrical behaviour under mechanical stress 

completely excluding it as a stretchable conducting material.  

Once PPy:PSS was deposited on PDMS modified with oxygen plasma, an improvement on 

PPy:PSS adhesion onto PDMS substrate was visible to naked eye. However, this film adhesion 

improvement was not enough to provide continuity and homogeneity to the polymeric film which 

showed no electrical conductivity. So it may be concluded that oxygen plasma slightly improves 
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the adhesion of PPy:PSS on PDMS but it was not enough to provide stretchability to the 

polymeric formed film. 

 

Figure III-17: Microscopy images of deposited PPy:PSS onto modified and non-modified PDMS under different stretch 

cycles. 

So, considering the results shown in this section, the adhesion of conducting polymers onto 

PDMS can be improved with oxygen plasma. Despite this adhesion improvement, polymer 

adaptability to the substrate, homogeneity and conformation was not enhanced enough to 

exhibit a conducting continuous film able to remain stable under mechanical stretch. With this in 

mind, seeing the need of continuously improving the adhesion but going a step further in terms 

of adaptability and film homogeneity, an allylamine grafting approach is presented in the 

following section. 

3.3.2 Validation of allylamine grafting for conducting assisted deposition 

In the previous part, plasma activation was presented as a methodology to enhance conducting 

polymer adhesion to PDMS substrate showing a more homogeneous deposition of developed 

PANI / PPy nanoparticles and obtaining polymeric films with less cracking issues than the non-

modified. In spite of this, cracks generated hinders the electrical conductivity in PPy:PSS film 

and limits the stretchable behaviour of PANI:PSS .  

Even so, there is room for improvement with plasma treatment technologies to enhance 

adhesion, adaptability and homogeneity of the polymeric deposited nanosuspension on the 

PDMS to improve the stretchability of the conducting film. The proposed approach consists in 

the modification of PDMS with an allylamine grafting to obtain a large number of amine groups 

on the surface. Considering the aminated nature of pyrrole and aniline, when it is polymerized in 

presence of an aminated PDMS substrate, these amine groups could work as points where 

polypyrrole/polyaniline chain may growth, immobilizing the polypyrrole to the PDMS. This 
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strategy allows polypyrrole chains to be locally inmobilized promoting the correct adaptability of 

the rigid polypyrrole backbone to the stretchable substrate representing a new level of 

adaptability (Figure III-18). Subsequently, contribution of enhanced film conformation and 

homogeneity on stretchability behaviour will be evaluated.  

 

Figure III-18: Proposal of pyrrole polymerization mechanism during polypyrrole synthesis exposed to a allylamine 

grafting. 

This novel approach requires to validate 3 milestones to ensure that it can be an effective 

methodology to deposit conducting polymer films onto stretchable substrate: The first one is to 

guarantee if allylamine grafting was performed successfully with our plasma reactor onto PDMS 

substrates. The second one consists in the study of the conditions required to attach the 

conducting polymer (alone or forming a nanoparticle) to amine groups and the characterization 

of the formed films. The last milestone consists in the correct characterization of the electrical 

conductivity behaviour and its suitability to be stretched. If the obtained films present stable 

conductivity values the methodology of allylamine grafting followed by conducting polymer 

incubation will be validated as a deposition technique for conducting polymers. 

Evaluation of allylamine grafting fabrication 

Allylamine grafting assisted through plasma treatment is a well-known  methodology developed 

in a large number of substrates using different optimal conditions36,37. Nevertheless, considering 

the differences that exist between the plasma reactors of each research group, the 

characteristic operating parameters for a plasma process such as allylamine grafting onto 

PDMS substrates must be applied to our group reactor. As it was detailed in the experimental 

section, to carry out the allylamine graft on the PDMS substrate two processes must be applied: 

On the one hand, radicals have to be generated on PDMS surface using a plasma activation 

and in the other hand the radical reaction with allylamine in vapor phase. In Table III-1 the 

plasma conditions are summarized. 
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Table III-1: Plasma conditions for activation and allylamine grafting. 

Plasma activation 

Used Gas O2 / Ar2  

Proportion 80 : 20 

Gas pressure 0,1 mBar 

Power 25W 

Activation time 5 min 

Allylamine grafting 

Vaporization Temp. 40º C 

Time  15 min 

 

With these conditions, allylamine grafting was performed onto PDMS substrates obtaining an 

almost imperceptible transparent coating on the surface. To ensure that the allylamine was 

correctly grafted, the characterization of the film was made analysing the IR spectra and the 

water contact angle of PDMS and allylamine modified PDMS (Figure III-19). 

The IR-ATR confirms the existence of amine groups after the allylamine grafting as is shown in 

Figure III-19 A. After the allylamine grafting, some characteristic absorption bands appeared on 

the IR-ATR. The absorption band at around 3100 cm-1 (green zone) was attributed to primary 

amines and the slight bands at 1633 and 1564 cm-1 (blue zone) are associated with the 

deformation vibration of the -NH2 group38. There is no doubt that the differences between IR-

ATR spectres can only be explained through the incorporation of primary amines on the PDMS 

surface. But to confirm that allylamine grafting was carried out homogeneously on the PDMS 

surface, in Figure III-19 B and C differences on water contact angle of the PDMS after and 

before the modification are presented. As it can be seen, the allylamine grafting changed the 

contact angle of PDMS from 90,2º to 64,6º, in agreement with values reported in literature for 

surfaces with -NH2 terminated self-assembled surfaces39.  

With all the presented results, there is no doubt that allylamine grafting was performed with 

success on the PDMS achieving an -NH2 terminated surfaces. Validated the allylamine grafting, 

the next step consists on correctly attach conducting polymer chains on the terminating -NH2 

group and study if this approach allows the formation of a conductive film.  
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Figure III-19:Allylamine grafting characterization A) IR-ATR spectrum of PDMS and PDMS modified with allylamine 

grafting, B) Water contact angle of non - modified PDMS and C) Water contact angle of allylamine modified PDMS. 

Conducting polymer attachment to non-modified PDMS 

Once obtained PDMS modified allylamine surfaces, the next step is to evaluate if the modified 

PDMS can be used during PPy/PANI:PSS nanosuspensions to be immobilized correctly 

adapted on the stretchable substrate. The first point for evaluation is to verify that, during the 

synthesis of the nanoparticles, conducting polymer nanosuspensions are not immobilized on the 

PDMS surface due to other causes such as an intrinsic morphology or roughness. This side 

effects would disturb the main immobilization mechanism (through the allylamine grafting) and 

will not allow the desired level of interaction polymer – substrate and subsequently adaptability 

required for stretchability enhancing. With this in mind, PANI and PPy nanoparticles developed 

in chapter 2 have been synthetized in presence of a non – modified PDMS coupon which works 

as a blank. The synthesis conditions aim to promote the smallest nanoparticle size in order to 

facilitate the physical adhesion to PDMS. If no nanoparticles deposition is observed it will imply 

that the roughness and the morphology of PDMS do not allow the adhesion of PANI/PPy 

nanoparticles attributing the posterior polymeric adhesion to the main mechanism trough 

allylamine grafting. 

As it is shown in Table III-2, the different nanoparticle synthesis conditions in the presence of 

non- modified PDMS wafer are summarized. Considering the importance of size distribution, 

0,1g/ml of HCl was used to obtain nanoparticles under 200 nm as it is detailed in the previous 

chapter. Samples without HCl were also studied to evaluate friendly media that are not able to 

harm the allylamine grafting. The molecular weight of the polyelectrolyte was also studied to 

observe possible changes between Mz 70.000 and Mz 200.000 due to the interaction of 

nanoparticle groups. A control sample without polyelectrolyte was also used in each case. After 

12 hours during nanoparticle synthesis incubating (Figure III-20 A) the PDMS samples were 

taken from the media, washed with water and dried with vacuum. First impressions of the 

sample do not reveal that incubating PDMS during nanoparticle synthesis do not promote the 
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adhesion on the film by itself. The PDMS films did not present changes onto its transparency or 

in its coloration once the samples were observed at simple sight and under microscopy (Figure 

III-20 B and C).  

Table III-2: Synthesis conditions of PPy/PANI nanoparticles incubated with non-modified PDMS Wafer. 

Sample Polymer HCl concentration Polyelectrolyte 

NM – PANI 1 Polyaniline - PSS 70.000 

NM – PANI 2 Polyaniline - PSS 200.000 

NM – PANI 3 Polyaniline 0,1 g/ml PSS 70.000 

NM – PANI 4 Polyaniline 0,1 g/ml PSS 200.000 

NM – PANI contr. Polyaniline 0,1 g/ml - 

NM – PPy 1 Polypyrrole - PSS 70.000 

NM – PPy 2 Polypyrrole - PSS 200.000 

NM – PPy 3 Polypyrrole 0,1 g/ml PSS 70.000 

NM – PPy 4 Polypyrrole 0,1 g/ml PSS 200.000 

NM – PPy contr. Polypyrrole 0,1 g/ml - 

 

To perform a deeper characterization to ensure that nanoparticles are not deposited onto PDMS 

substrates, IR-ATR spectra of all PDMS samples are presented in Figure III-20 D. The IR-ATR 

spectra confirm that there is not any presence of something different than PDMS. All PDMS 

samples with nanosuspensions incubation presented the same appearance as raw PDMS and 

characteristic bands present in the nanoparticle characterization such as the sulfonic acid bands 

(vibration bands at 1138 and 1110 cm-1 or 505 cm-1 band corresponding to – SO3H group 

stretch40,41) cannot be observed.  

The only particularity of IR -ATR spectres is a weak band on 1500 cm-1 for NM – PANI 1 that 

may be attributed to aniline residues after the substrate washing. The last analysis performed 

on PDMS was the measurement of the surface conductivity (Figure III-20 E). That 

measurements revealed that the studied samples had no practically electric conductivity: 

around 10-8 S/ which is close to the detection limit of the Keithley SourceMeter and corresponds 

with the conductivity of an insulator material such as PDMS. PANI:PSS 200.000 measurements 

correspond with a PANI:PSS with a PSS molecular weight of Mw 200.000 deposited onto the 4 

point probe sensor plotted in Figure III-20 E to set a contrast with the other conductivity values. 

This contrast shows that PDMS surface presented 4 orders of magnitude of difference 

compared with this conductive layer. 
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Figure III-20: Characterization of non - modified PDMS incubated during the synthesis of PANI/PPY :PSS 

nanoparticles: A) Samples during its incubation B) PDMS sample after incubation, C) PDMS surface microscopy, D) IR 

-ATR of PDMS samples and E) Electrical conductivitity of PDMS samples after incubation. 

With all the analysis performed on PDMS substrates after its incubation, it can be assured that 

PPy/PANI:PSS nanoparticles were not attached to the non-modified PDMS substrate by itself 

and even less form a film able to present electrical conductive behaviour. These results , which 

may appear as no concluding, are valuable in order to be compared with the PDMS samples 

modified with allylamine grafting and their posterior characterization. 

Conducting polymer attached to aminated PDMS surface  

Once validated that conducting polymers such as polypyrrole and polyaniline cannot be 

deposited on non-modified PDMS by submersion in the synthesis media during the 

polymerization, it was studied if modified PDMS through allylamine grafting provided a suitable 

platform for PPy/PANI adhesion. Due to the aminated nature of used conducting polymers, 

allylamine grafting performed on PDMS should work as attachment points during the 

polymerization of polypyrrole / polyaniline. Amine groups may participate as terminal group of 

the conducting polymer chain locally anchoring it to the substrate. These interactions, stronger 

than those provided by activation plasma, will show a different behaviour in terms of 

conformation and polymer substrate adaptability. This enhancement of the deposited polymer 

conformation may represent the desired conducting stretchable film.   

So in this part, the evaluation of the adhesion of conducting polymers on allylamine modified 

PDMS was presented. To study the effects of allylamine grafting in conducting polymer 

nanoparticle immobilization, the same procedure realized on the previous part with non-

modified PDMS substrates evaluated as blanks was performed. PDMS substrates modified with 
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allylamine grafting were submerged in the media during PPy/PANI:PSS nanoparticle synthesis 

with the same procedure detailed in the experimental part and studying the conditions shown in 

Table III-3.  

As it was explained in the previous part, the HCl concentration was adjusted to promote the 

minimum particle size for the nanoparticle formation. Due to the fact that HCl may attack the 

allylamine grafting, a set of samples were studied without ensuring grafting integrity.  

Table III-3: Synthesis conditions of PPy/PANI nanoparticle with allylamine modified PDMS incubated. 

Sample Polymer HCl concentration Polyelectrolyte 

Al – PANI 1 PANI - PSS 70.000 

Al – PANI 2 PANI - PSS 200.000 

Al – PANI 3 PANI 0,1 g/ml PSS 70.000 

Al – PANI 4 PANI 0,1 g/ml PSS 200.000 

Al – PANI contr. PANI 0,1 g/ml - 

Al – PPy 1 PPy - PSS 70.000 

Al – PPy 2 PPy - PSS 200.000 

Al – PPy 3 PPy 0,1 g/ml PSS 70.000 

Al – PPy 4 PPy 0,1 g/ml PSS 200.000 

Al – PPy contr. PPy 0,1 g/ml - 

 

The other studied parameter was the molecular weight of polyelectrolyte which in the previous 

chapter had demonstrated that plays a critical role in the size formation.  This may be of 

particular interest because it will produce different interactions with amino groups of the 

allylamine grafting as well as differences in conformability on the grafting surface.   

 The substrates were incubated in the media during 12 hours to ensure that the nanoparticles 

synthesis has come to the end. After that, samples were removed from the media, washed with 

water and dried with vacuum. Initially significant differences between samples appearance can 

be observed. PDMS coupons incubated during polypyrrole nanoparticle synthesis presented a 

slight dark brown coating (Figure III-21 A) indicating that allylamine grafting performed on 

PDMS may be suitable as a platform for polypyrrole deposition. The coating formed on the 

PDMS surface seems very promising because it can be deformed without observing a 

detachement of the film. As it could be observed in Figure III-21 B, C and D a thin dark brown 

film without visual cracking was deformed under mechanical stress maintaining the stability and 

the film homogeneity.  
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Figure III-21: Polypyrrole films onto allylamine grafting modified PDMS: A) Selection of PDMS allylamine grafting 

samples after incubation based on, B) Al - PPy 2 sample before deformation, C) and D) Al - PPy 2 sample during 

deformation. 

In contrast, the samples incubated during polyaniline synthesis presented no differences in 

appearance or colour similarly as observed in the non – modified PDMS blanks. This seems to 

indicate that amino groups of allylamine grafting are not suitable for polyaniline chains to be 

anchored, probably because the complexity of polyaniline synthesis.   

Figure III-22 shows microscopy images of modified PDMS coupons where the formation of 

microscopic structures on the substrate surface can be observed.  Samples incubated with 

aniline during polyaniline synthesis (Al – PANI 1 to 4 and Al – PANI contr.) revealed no practical 

differences with the non-modified PDMS samples where polyaniline nanoparticles were not 

attached (Figure III-22 A). The only PANI sample that exhibits differences in the microscopy 

images exception of this was Al – PANI 4, where small amounts of particles can be observed 

(Figure III-22 B and C). These sets of particles were far from being considered a continuous 

polymeric film of conducting polymer looking more like a local deposition. The characterization 

through IR -ATR and the electrical conductivity will clarify the nature of the depositions. 

Nevertheless, microscopy images of the samples incubated during polypyrrole nanosuspension 

synthesis (Al – PPy 1 to 4 and Al – PPy contr.) presented significant differences when 

compared with the non-modified PDMS blanks and PANI samples. In the majority of these 

polypyrrole samples (Al – PPy 2, Al – PPy 3 and Al – PPy 4) it was observed similar microscopy 

images of its surface (Figure III-22 E and F) revealing the formation of which seems like dark 

black thin films on the PDMS surface. It is interesting to notice that despite the differences on 

the sample, surface morphology of the observed films was similar. The only polypyrrole sample 

without colour changes was Al – PPy 1 whose microscopy image does not reveal any particle 

attachment (Figure III-22 D), looking like the non-modified PDMS blanks studied in the previous 

part.   
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Microscopy images of polypyrrole sample synthetized without polyelectrolyte (Al – PPy contr. 

Figure III-22 G and H) revealed visible polymeric shapes adhered to the PDMS sample which 

can only be polypyrrole. Moreover, it should be said that the sample exposed in Figure III-22 G 

and H contains a greater amount of deposited polymer than the other PPy samples. This may 

be because the presence of the polyelectrolyte which interacts with the aminated sites of 

allylamine grafting avoiding polypyrrole inmobilization and limiting the deposition. 

 

Figure III-22: Optical microscopy images of relevant modified PDMS substrates after incubation. 

At this point, considering the observed microscopies, everything suggests that polyaniline 

chains were not able to be immobilized on allylamine grafting. This may be due to the fact that 

polyaniline was more stable as a nanosuspension in aqueous media than adhered to the 

substrate. Sample without polyelectrolyte (AL – PANI contr.) was not able to polymerize aniline 

making polyaniline not suitable for presented allylamine grafting approach. By contrast, 

polypyrrole presented more suitability to be deposited on allylamine modified PDMS indicating 

that the proposed approach works during the pyrrole polymerization.  
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Despite polypyrrole seems to be adhered to PDMS substrate, the polyelectrolyte seems to play 

a role in the conformation of the deposition observing differences with the formed films in 

sample where polyelectrolyte was used.  

To study the origin of these observed films and to validate if during the polymerisation process 

the allylamine grafting was able to create bonds with any element present in the media, the IR-

ATR of the PDMS surface after the incubation was carried out (Figure III-23). For better clarity, 

the IR spectra was divided in two regions of interest (Below 2000 cm-1 and over 2500cm-1) for 

each set of samples (polyaniline or polypyrrole).  

 

Figure III-23: IR - ATR spectrums of allylamine modified PDMS substrates after incubation during PANI:PSS 

nanoparticles (A over 2500 cm-1 and C below 2000 cm-1) and PPy:PSS nanoparticles ( B over 2500 cm-1 and D below 

2000 cm-1) 

For modified PDMS incubated with polyaniline, most samples did not present significant 

changes in their IR spectres (Figure III-23 A and B). Samples Al -PANI 1, 2, 3 and contr. have 

the same spectrum profile than allylamine grafting which is especially evident in Figure III-23 A, 

where the band intensity nearby 3000 cm-1 is even lower after incubation. The lack of new 

bands in the IR spectra clearly indicates that during incubation no new bonds have been 

created on the substrate surface that fit with the ones observed in the microscopy images.  

The only sample which presents variations is Al – PANI 4, that corresponds with the synthesis 

of PANI:PSS nanoparticles with a PSS Mz of 200.000. The main differences were a complex 

set of bands over 3000 (Figure III-23 A) and two new bands below 2000 cm-1: One of low 

intensity on 1460 cm-1 and another more intense at 1280 cm-1 (Figure III-23 D). The possible 

explanation for the presence of these new bonds may be the adhesion of the long 
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polyelectrolyte chains to the aminated surface, explaining the 1460 cm-1 by the C = C stretching 

of aromatic groups and the aliphatic C-H stretching at 2921 and 2853 cm-1 42. The lack of the 

PSS characteristic bands (sulfonic acid vibration at 1138 and 1110 cm-1 )40,41 may be due to the 

interaction between the aminated surface and the acid groups limiting the bond vibration. These 

bands also match with the most intense PDMS bands which may mask the signals. 

The presence of a band at 1294 cm-1 corresponding with stretching vibration of secondary 

amine C – N 40 and the bands at 3440 cm-1 corresponding with N -H stretch42 indicates that 

amine compounds are present in the surface. Unfortunately, it cannot be ensured that the 

aminated molecules on the surface was polyaniline due to the lack of the main PANI bands in 

the IR spectra: 1578 cm-1 band correspond to C = C stretching of PANI quinoid groups and 

1486 cm-1 C = C stretching of benzenoid groups40. Considering the analysis of the allylamine 

modified PDMS IR spectrum after being incubated during polyaniline synthesis and the optical 

microscopy images, all evidences confirm that allylamine grafting do not present a promising 

behaviour for polyaniline attaching to PDMS.  

Nevertheless, the IR spectrum of modified PDMS incubated during PPy:PSS synthesis 

presented interesting differences. All samples except Al -PPy 1, which corresponds with the 

PSS of Mz 70.000, presented differences in the IR spectre when compared with the allylamine 

grafting before the incubation (Figure III-23 B and D). Figure III-23 B shows how the band 

intensity of the wide band over 3000 cm-1 corresponding with N -H stretch42 increases before 

the incubation in all samples except Al – PPy1. This indicates that a molecule with amines was 

present in the PDMS surfaces. The new band at 1550cm-1 corresponding with a typical pyrrole 

ring vibration band  along with C – N stretch band of secondary amine (1280 cm-1) seems to 

indicate the presence of PPy in the surface43,44. An explanation about why Al – PPy1 do not 

present these characteristic bands in its IR spectrum may be due to the molecular weight of 

PSS. The polyelectrolyte seems to play an important role on the adhesion on allylamine 

modified surfaces. Less presence of sulfonic groups in a polymeric backbone provided by PSS 

seems to limit the adhesion on the substrate. Once the IR spectra revealed attached polypyrrole 

on the PDMS surfaces and excludes the PANI deposition, FE-SEM images of the polymerics 

films were carried out to study the morphology.  

The surface of samples AL PPy4 and AL PPy contr. are presented below. Figure III-24 shows 

the FE – SEM images of sample Al PPy 4, where the PPy was incubated with PSS. The 

morphology of the observed samples suggests an idea of how the polypyrrole is attached to the 

PDMS surface. When the PPy was incubated with polyelectrolyte, the PDMS surface seems to 

be covered with local sets of nanoparticles (Figure III-24 A). When the image is magnified, it 

could be observed how globular shape nanoparticles were randomly stacked forming a 

disordered film (Figure III-24 B).   

The magnification of the images revealed that the polypyrrole globular nanoparticles were not 

only distributed locally as it may seem in Figure III-24 A. The particles, which size may be 
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considered around 500 nm, formed a continuous film with local agglomerations of nanoparticles, 

probably around the allylamine graft points. A different morphology was observed when PPy 

was incubated without the PSS polyelectrolyte.  

 

Figure III-24: FE - SEM images of AL PPy 4 sample surfaceat different magnifications (A, B, C and D). 

The Al – PPy contr. sample, incubated without PSS to work as a polyelectrolye revealed a more 

homogeneous polymeric film on the PDMS. The FE -SEM widest image (Figure III-25 A) 

revealed that polypyrrole film was thick enough to contrast the PDMS scratches. This may 

indicate that without polyelectrolyte a higher amount of PPy was deposited.  

Subsequent images (Figure III-25 B, C and D) with higher magnification revealed that the 

polypyrrole forms a more ordered continuous film than the one observed in the previous 

images, when PSS was incubated with the PPy. Figure III-25 D also shows how the particle 

size obtained without PSS was smaller: Globular PPy agglomerations size were comprised 

around 100 nm.  
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Figure III-25: FE - SEM images of the Al PPy - contr surface at different magnifications (A, B, C and D). 

The observed disposition of the PPy particles on the PDMS surface suggested that it exists a 

continuous film that allows the mobility of charge carriers. The characterization of electrical 

conductivity of allylamine modified PDMS for PPy attachment was studied to confirm what was 

observed through FE – SEM images.  

Figure III-26 shows the electrical conductivity of the modified PDMS films. The PANI:PSS 

200.000 conductivity value corresponding to the deposited nanosuspension directly into the four 

point probe sensor was used as a standard of conductivity. As expected, samples incubated 

during polyaniline synthesis presented conductivity values 4 orders of magnitude below the 

standard PANI:PSS reference, indicating that formed films were not able to transport electrical 

current.  
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Figure III-26: Electrical conductivity of allylamine modified PDMS after incubation. 

On the contrary, polypyrrole incubated samples presented conductivity values generally above 

the PANI:PSS standard. This behaviour indicates that not only conducting polypyrrole could be 

deposited on the PDMS but also that the conformability of the polymer was improved creating 

conductive layers capable of charge transport as it was observed in the FE – SEM images. After 

the conductivity measurements, conductive polypyrrole film samples where manually stretched 

several times observing no conductivity loss. This behaviour reinforces the idea that 

conformability and adaptability of the polypyrrole on the PDMS substrate plays a critical role in 

the conducting stretchable behaviour.   

To sum up, in this section a novel strategy to deposite polypyrrole on PDMS surfaces was 

presented. As it was demonstrated, conformation of polypyrrole was improved until reaching 

high adaptability of the macromolecular chains on the PDMS surface obtaining a stretchable 

material that maintains electrical conductivity under stretch. This validated the presented 

approach based on allylamine modified PDMS as a platform to obtain stretchable conducting 

polypyrrole films. Despite plasma activation improvement of film adhesion and conformability of 

conducting polymers on PDMS, the stretchable behaviour observed in polypyrrole deposited on 

allylamine modified PDMS was clearly superior.  

However, although allylamine modified PDMS approach allows to obtain polypyrrole films with 

good stretchable – conducting properties, the limitations required by the methodology 

represents a non-negligible drawback. Substrates must be incubated in the synthesis media 

during nanoparticle formation, a requirement that limits the versatility, the escalation and sample 

size of possible applications. To these drawbacks, it must be added similar limitations and time 

consuming process of plasma treatments. In terms of applicability, a procedure without these 

limitations which exhibits an easy deposition while maintaining the improvements of polymer 

substrate conformation would be the ideal solution. With this in mind, in the following part of this 
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chapter it will be studied the modifications of conducting polymer suspensions to improve the 

polymer – substrate adaptability and the film adhesion enhancing the stretchability similarly as 

carried out with the allylamine modified PDMS.  

3.3.3 Evaluation of hyaluronic dopaminated acid as polyelectrolyte for new 

stretchable polypyrrole nanosuspensions  

As it was exposed in the introduction, the modification of polypyrrole with dopamine groups 

produces stable nanosuspension improving the mechanical resistance and film adhesion. 

These properties improvements were possible due to the formation of interactions between 

polymeric chains and the substrate through implementation of catechol groups into the 

polypyrrole backbone. These interactions may present a new approach of increasing the 

polymer adaptability on the substrate as well as improve the adhesion, creating a more suitable 

conformation with the substrate. If polymer – substrate interactions increases conformability the 

stretchable behaviour of the deposited film may increase in a similar way that was studied in the 

previous part for allylamine modified PDMS. Despite this, adhesion improvement caused by 

polymer – substrate interactions do not have to imply an improvement on stretchability. In fact 

for polypyrrole dopamine modified (PPy – DPA) these new interactions produced an increase of 

the elastic modulus causing a dramatical differentiation between the PDMS substrate and the 

deposited polypyrrole film modulus. These differences do not allow the correctly deposition 

causing cracks or directly not allowing the adhesion.  

With this in mind, for taking advantage of interactions caused by dopamine groups in 

stretchable systems, in this section is described a different PPy modification based on 

dopamine adhesion mechanism using hyaluronic acid (HA) with pendant dopamine groups. 

Hyaluronic acid is a polysaccharide which is present in the extracellular matrix. HA also has 

been reported to be used in the electropolymerization of pyrrole 45,46. It is proposed that 

hyaluronic modified with dopamine (HADA) allow a more controlled and homogeneous 

distribution of dopamine groups thought HA chain. A structure comparison shows that 

polydopamine (Figure III-27 A) present a rigid conjugated structure with the dopamine groups 

very close to each other.  

 

Figure III-27: Structures of Polydopamine (PDA) and Dopaminated hyaluronic acid (HADA)(A and B). 
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In contrast, HADA has a more flexible structure (Figure III-27 B) with dopamine groups attached 

through an alkyl chain that allows mobility. This structure differentiation leads beneficious 

effects such as allowing a local adhesion effect of dopamine groups in contrast with the global 

adhesion effect provided by PDA. Another reason to use HADA for polypyrrole synthesis was 

the flexibility provided by the modified hyaluronic chain in comparison with polydopamine 

macromolecule. These characteristics may have a direct effect on final stretchable behavior of 

polypyrrole film: In one hand the locally distribution of adhesive sites are a promising approach 

for a perfect substrate adaptation. On the other hand, polyelectrolyte flexibility facilitates the 

nanoparticles direct adhesion to the substrate also fomenting the adequate conformation. 

Considering this, the main milestones of this part of the thesis consisted in the evaluation of 

HADA as polyelectrolyte, the characterization of obtained nanosuspensions and the study of 

film properties and electronic – stretchable behavior. 

Synthesis optimization of PPy:HADA nanosuspensions 

The first steps to HADA implementation was to validate if HADA can be used as a 

polyelectrolyte for polypyrrole synthesis through electrostatic interaction method. As it is 

explained in the previous chapter, for this synthetic methodology the oxidizing agent and its 

molar ratio with the monomer plays a critical role in the success of the nanosuspension and in 

the final conductivity of the formed film. An additional problem is presented when HADA is used 

for oxidative polymerization. Dopamine groups may react due to the synthesis conditions 

forming semiquinone compounds which react with themselves or form undesired structures far 

from work as a polyelectrolyte for pyrrole stabilization47.  

With the intent to maximize this film conductivity, an experience design for PPy:HADA synthesis 

was performed taking into account the oxidizing agent and the ratio Pyrrole : Oxidation agent 

(Py : Ox.) between two studied levels. Since there was availability for hyaluronic acid with two 

different molecular weights, the molecular weight of HADA with two molecular weights was 

included in the design (Table III-4).  
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Table III-4: Design of experiences for PPy:HADA synthesis considering the kind of oxidizing agent, the ratio pyrrole: 

oxidizing agent and the molecular weight of the HADA polyelectrolyte as studied factors. 

Sample Ox. 

agent 

Ratio Py : 

Ox 

HADA Mw 

PPy:HADA 1 APS 1 : 1 106 

PPy:HADA 2 APS 1 : 1 6·105 

PPy:HADA 3 APS 1 : 1,5 106 

PPy:HADA 4 APS 1 : 1,5 6·105 

PPy:HADA 5 FeCl3 1 : 1 106 

PPy:HADA 6 FeCl3 1 : 1 6·105 

PPy:HADA 7 FeCl3 1 : 1,5 106 

PPy:HADA 8 FeCl3 1 : 1,5 6·105 

 Level - Level + 

Ox. Agent FeCl3 APS 

Py : Ox 1:1,5 1:1 

HADA Mz 6·105 106 

 

These stable suspensions of and PPy:HADA allow to perform conducting polymers films by 

solution casting method to PDMS substrates ( Figure III-28 E). After film casting process, it was 

observed that the formed film presented extraordinary good adhesion to the PDMS substrate, 

especially when it was compared with DPA – PPy (Figure III-28 B). There was no evidences on 

PPy:HADA surface of scratches or detached film Figure III-28 D and F) as can be observed 

when DPA – PPy was deposited on PDMS (Figure III-28 A and C).   

 

Figure III-28: Images of DPA - PPy and PPy:HADA films B and E as well as its microscopy magnifications (A and C for 

DPA - PPy and D and F for PPy:HADA respectively). 
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The film conductivity of the different studied films was used to optimize the design experience 

factors raised in Table III-4. Figure III-29 show film conductivity revealing that the obtained film 

conductivity was similar if it is compared with polypyrrole dopamine modified29,30. The fact that 

black colored stable suspensions of PPy was allowed presented a similar PPy conductivity 

reinforces. As it is observed in Figure III-29 B, without observing the results of the design of 

experiences it should be said that FeCl3  had and strong negative effect on increase film 

conductivity. The film where FeCl3 was used to polymerize pyrrole film conductivities 3 orders of 

magnitude below the ammonium persulfate samples. The reasons of this behavior will be 

discussed after the study of the other factors presented in the design of experiences.  

 

Figure III-29: PPy:HADA film conductivity for design of experiences. 

Figure III-30 A shows the effect of the different studied factors on the conductivity of PPy:HADA 

film confirmed that the oxidizing agent was the main factor affecting the film conductivity as 

expected. The other factors over the mean which were taken in account where the ratio Py : 

Oxidizing agent (Factor B in Figure III-30 A). 

 

Figure III-30: Design of experience effects on conductivity for PPy:HADA synthesis A) Effect on film conductivity of the 

studied factors B) Effect presented on film conductivity switching from level (–) to level (+). 
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Observing the other studied factors, the ratio Py : Ox was the factor with the second highest 

effect on film conductivity: The ratio 1 : 1 presented a better film conductivity than the 1 : 1,5 as 

it reveals Figure III-30 B.  The molecular weights of the used HADA do not have a relevant 

impact in terms of film conductivity for the studied levels.   

With the idea to achieve a better understanding of HADA behavior under oxidizing agent a 

study trough UV – VIS was performed to reveal the structures formed along the reaction. In 

order to guarantee that HADA works properly as a polyelectrolyte, dopamine groups present on 

HADA backbone do not have to became its oxidized forms such as dopa – quinone or dopa-

semiquinone. The formation of these structures would lid the polymerization of dopamine 

groups forming bonds between HADA macromolecules avoiding the pyrrole stabilization to form 

a suspension.  

Figure III-31 shows 2 what happens to HADA when its exposed to different pH. Exposing 

dopamine groups to basic pH is the natural mussel adhesion mechanism which is represented 

in the absorbance spectra. Figure III-31 A shows HADA at pH 6, which presents the main 

signal at 280 nm corresponding with the dopamine absorting band47. These confirmed the 

presence of dopamine in the HADA in agreement with the 1H – NMR results exposed at the 

materials and methods section. After 24 hours of observation the sample showed small 

displacements but no evidences of several oxidation or other structures formations which 

confirms that pH 6 and below do not alter the HADA structure being especially suitable for 

pyrrole polymerization. Nevertheless, when the pH was increased to 10 several changes were 

observed on the absorbance spectra (Figure III-31 B).   

After 240 min was observed a displacement of the 280 nm absorption band to above 300 nm 

associated with the formation of  cohesive coupling between dopamine groups at 296 nm47. It 

was also observed a gradient of absorption bands between 300 nm to above 400 nm indicating 

the formation of dopa – quinone and dopa -semiquinone (395 nm) 47. 

 

Figure III-31: UV-Vis spectra for the oxidation of 1 mg/ml of HADA in H2O at different pH A) pH 6 and B) pH 10. 

Once observed the pH dependence of HADA, the effect of oxidizing agents were evaluated. As 

seen in Figure III-32, HADA was oxidized at pH 7.4 using two concentrations of the studied 
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oxidized agents (1 : 1 and 1 : 20 molar ratio oxidizing agent against dopamine groups)  with the 

idea to observe the oxidation kinetics for high and low concentrations of oxidizing agent.  

Figure III-32 A and B show the oxidation kinetics for FeCl3. For the 1 : 1 concentration, mixing 

FeCl3 with HADA readily oxidized the terminal dopamine, and it is observed a change from an 

initial colorless polymer solution to a yellow/brown color. At time 0 min, the HADA shows an 

absorption band at 272 nm which correspond to dopamine groups that were not oxidized. Once 

the FeCl3 is added, a small displacement is shown appears a new band around 310-400 nm 

which would correspond to the oxidation of dopamine to dopamine-quinone which correspond to 

390 nm. This signal around may correspond with the complexation of catechol. It has been 

described that the catechol-hydroxyl groups in dopamine can chelate Fe3+ ions to form 

reversible non-covalent complexes in a variety of natural organisms27,28. The formation of these 

complex may explain why HADA do not presented a polyelectrolyte behavior when pyrrole was 

polymerized using FeCl3. The 1 : 20 concentration for FeCl3 revealed that oxidation of dopamine 

groups were not observed before 240 min after FeCl3 addition. At 24h the absorbance spectra 

present the same profile that the observed for 1 : 1 concentration.  

 

Figure III-32:UV-Vis spectra for the oxidation of 1 mg/ml of HADA in H2O at pH 7.4 with FeCl3 at a molar ratio 1:1 A) 

and 1:20 B) and with APS at a molar ratio 1:1 C) and a 1:20 D). Molar ratios are considering the oxidizing agent against 

dopamine respectively. 

Figure III-32 C and D shows the conversion of HADA into their activated species using APS. 

Mixing APS with HADA did not readily oxidized the dopamine, and it was still observed an initial 

colorless polymer solution. At time 0 min, the HADA showed an absorption band at 280 nm, 

which correspond to dopamine groups that were not oxidized. Once the APS was added, a 

small displacement is shown but there is no signal around 310-400 nm, which would correspond 
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to the oxidation of dopamine to dopamine-quinone, as seen before. The exposure of APS 

longer times, shows no effect on the oxidation of DOPA or chelation of catechol – hydroxyl 

groups.  

This absorbance spectra comparison between the different concentrations of oxidizing agents 

revealed that APS is the most suitable oxidizing agent to obtain polypyrrole suspensions trough 

electrostatic interaction method.  At the pH at which the reaction occurs the dopamine groups 

present in the HADA were not oxidized. When APS is added, neither oxidation nor formation of 

semiquinoid structures is observed, which could make difficult the reaction of APS with pyrrole. 

So, the utilization of HADA in order to synthetize polypyrrole suspensions must be under the 

previous exposed conditions: under a pH value of 7.5 using APS as oxidizing agent in a 

concentration of 1:1. Otherwise, dopamine groups cause side-reactions that will affect the final 

obtained film properties. 

Considering the latter, the previos part preafter studying the behavior of the different oxidizing 

agents with HADA all information required to set the optimal conditions to produce PPy:HADA 

suspensions.This information with the results of the experience design allows to present the 

optimal parameters summarized in Table III-5: 

Table III-5: Optimal parameters for PPy:HADA synthesis. 

Oxidizing 

Agent 

Py : Oxidizing Agent HADA Mw 

APS 1 : 1 6·105 

 

3.3.4 PPy:HADA nanosuspensions and  films characterization  

Once studied the important parameter for PPy:HADA suspension,  guaranteeing that HADA 

fulfils its function as polyelectrolyte, the next steps consisted in the characterization of 

PPy:HADA suspensions and formed films. Considering the restrictions required for HADA to 

work properly stabilizing pyrrole (using APS at 1 : 1 molar ratio under pH 7.6) PPy suspensions 

were evaluated using different monomer : polyelectrolyte ratios (Pyrrole : HADA). The 

modification of Py:HADA ratio shows different properties in terms film conductivity and electrical 

performance under deformation. The suspensions were prepared using HADA and hyaluronic 

acid (HA). This last one without dopamination, only to observe changes in the suspension and 

film properties provided by dopamine groups. Addition of HA to polypyrrole (as well as the 

different HADA concentrations) during its polymerization also resulted in stable suspensions as 

seen in Figure III-33. 
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Figure III-33: Polypyrrole:Dopaminated hyaluronic acid (PPy:HADA) suspensions for different Pyrrole : HADA ratios. 

Once obtained the pyrrole suspensions, the characterization of the particle size was performed 

as well as the changes as function of pyrrole/polyelectrolyte ratio. In Figure III-34 A dynamic 

light scattering measurements (DLS) were carried out. As expected, the PPy:HADA 

suspensions showed particle size variations depending on the Py/HADA ratio. To obtain particle 

size below 200 nm py/HADA ratios lower than 5 were needed. At 8:1 ration the particle size 

dramatically increases to above 800nm, making the formulation unable to form stable 

nanosuspensions. When the PPy:HADA nanosuspension with higher Py/HADA ratios were 

performed, the samples revealed a particle size above 1000 nm resulting in unstable 

suspensions which precipitates within few hours of being synthetized. In addition, the fact that 

polydispersity of studied samples increased with the Py/HADA ratio indicates that the amount of 

HADA in the PPy is critical in order to obtain stable PPy:HADA nanoparticles. This DLS results 

validates HADA , as well as HA, as a polyelectrolyte able not only to obtain suspension but also 

nanosuspension, even under 200nm.  

 

Figure III-34: PPy:HADA particle and film characterization: A) DLS particle size measurement of PPy:HA and 

PPY:HADA suspension, B)  Stretch performed on a PPy:HA films, C) Stretch performed on a PPy:HADA film, D) and E)  

PPy:HADA and PPy:HA samples before and after water submersion,  
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Once deposited onto PDMS substrate, PPy:HA and PPy:HADA films were observed to have an 

idea of the mechanical properties. The obtained films for PPy:HA and PPy:HADA with a 

Py/HADA ratio 2:1 are shown in Figure III-34 B and Figure III-34 C. Considering that the 

obtained conducting films have to maintain a level of mechanical properties for its final 

application, film scratch resistance was evaluated performing direct scratch with a lab spatula 

on the PPy:HA and  PPY:HADA films. Figure III-34 B shows the PPy:HA film deposited onto 

PDMS after perform a scratch with the lab spatula. The film looks completely removed from the 

zone where the spatula has scratched the film. Figure III-34 C shows the PPy:HADA film 

scratched similarly with the lab spatula observing that polypyrrole remained on the PDMS 

substrate after the scratch. This evaluation showed that PPy:HADA presented better film 

resistance to scratch when is compared to PPy:HA film. This can be consider an indication of 

the potential use of PPy:HADA films for stretchable electronic devices. 

During these preliminary tests, an interesting water resistance behavior of PPy:HADA was 

noticed. PPy films were incubated in water as seen in Figure III-34 D and E. Figure III-34 D 

shows PPy:HA and PPy:HADA films deposited onto PDMS just submerged in water. After few 

seconds, PPy:HA dissolved completely in the media as it can be seen by the disappearance of 

their characteristic black colour (Figure III-34 E). In contrast PPy:HADA films maintained their 

integrity for prolonged times indicating that the incorporation of catechol groups to HA improves 

the adhesion of the films on PDMS substrates, even in the presence of water.  

The differences in film forming and particle size observed in Figure III-34 A, B. C, D and E 

which may be attributed to changes in morphology due to HA and HADA produced diferent 

polypyrrole structures. With this in mind, nanosuspensions were studied by Scanning Electronic 

Microscopy. SEM images revealed that films presented particular topographies dramatically 

different from characteristic globular polypyrrole fibrous morphology of PDA-PPy30. In Figure 

III-35 A, B and C, the globular shapes of pure PPy could be observed indicating a randomly and 

polydisperse particle formation, resulting in different sizes domains. In Figure III-35 C it can be 

observed that, far from present a definite particle morphology, polypyrrole aggregates around 

100nm. This chaotic structure is characteristic from PPy when the synthesis is performed 

without the assistance of a polyelectrolyte48. 

However, the synthesis of PPy in the presence of HA resulted in a more ordered and 

compacted structure, suggesting the beneficious role of HA in nanoparticle formation and 

stabilization (Figure III-35 D, E and F). Specifically, in Figure III-35 F was observed that 

PPy:HA presented a defined globular shape in contrast with pure PPy (Figure III-35 C). Careful 

analysis of PPy:HADA films revealed that the Py/HADA ratio plays a critical role in the final film 

conformation. For low Py/HADA ratios (Figure III-35 G and H corresponding with a 2 : 1 

Py/HADA molar ratio), homogeneous films with dispersed structures with a size below 200 nm 

were observed. The space between the particles that formed the film could not be observed at 

this resolution, which indicated that the HADA has a more cohesive effect to the pyrrole 
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structure resulting in a less dispersed conformation when its compared with HA. When the 

Py/HADA ratio was increased to 8 :1 a growth in the size of the formed structures was 

observed, resulting in the formation of larger connected cohesive structures (Figure III-35 J, K 

and L). The predominance of pyrrole turns the structure to a globular shape but with significant 

topological differences compared with pure PPy or PPy:HA (Figure III-35 C, F and L). These 

more cohesive structures of PPy:HADA for both molar ratios matches with the observed size 

distribution on the DLS and explains the film scratch and humidity resistance (Figure III-34 A, B, 

C, D and E). 

 

Figure III-35: SEM images of PPy/PPy:HADA: A, B and C pure polypyrrole, D, E and F PPy: HA, G, H and I PPy:HADA 

at molar ratio 2 : 1 and J, K and L PPy:HADA at molar ratio 8 : 1. 
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PPy:HA and PPy:HADA films were also characterized in terms of electrical conductivity to 

evaluate its suitability as an electronic device. Conductivity measurements of PPy:HA and 

PPy:HADA films are shown in. PPy:HA films exhibited a conductivity of 1.1 x 10-2 S cm-1 

corresponding to similar conductivity values found in bibliography for direct casting of PPy films 

polymerized with biomolecules46. 

 

Figure III-36: PPy:HADA electrical behavior: A) Initial conductivities of PPy:HA andPy:HADA films on PDMS and B) 

Conductivity changes for a tension. Conductivity measurements are shown as mean and standard deviation of n = 3. 

For the three studied ratios of Py/HADA, an increase in electrical conductivity was achieved by 

increasing the Py/HADA molar ratio from 2:1 to 8:1. As it is shown it is a clear correlation 

between the Py/HADA molar ratios and the conductivity achieved. As it can be expected, an 

increase in the Py quantity implied higher conductivity of the film obtained. Despite not reaching 

the maximum conductivity value, PPy:HA and PPy:HADA films showed similar level of 

conductivity compared with PDA–PPy samples described in literature,29 indicating that the 

range of application of both materials might be similar.As stated above, the Py /HADA 8: 1 

sample conductivity can be explained by the higher concentration of pyrrole during the 

polymerization. 

A dopant effect of the attached dopamine to hyaluronic acid was not observed to explain a 

significant enhancement of the conductivity values of studied samples. 

More important is that the film conductivity of presented samples allows to transport electric 

current trough stretchable substrates as PDMS, accomplishing one of the requirements for 

stretchable electronic applications. The remaining condition is the showing electrical 

conductivity under deformation. It would be very interesting to measure the conductivity 

changes at a specific value of deformation. Conventional PPy and PDA-PPy formulations 

cannot be deposited on PDMS through solution casting method due to the low adhesion of the 

PPy on PDMS making impossible to obtain electrical conductivity values and even less to study 

the conductivity changes against tension deformation. Nevertheless, PPy:HA and PPy:HADA 

adhered strongly enough to PDMS films to perform such mechanical tests.   
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The film conductivity of the mechanical tests performed showed different behaviour of PPy:HA 

and PPy:HADA films under deformation (Figure III-36 B). The PPy:HA film conductivity, which 

started with a conductivity value of  1.1 x 10-2 S cm-1 maintained its conductivity up to 100% 

deformation, reaching a 1.5 x 10-3 S cm-1 conductivity value at the end of the deformation. 

Although PPy:HA films showed less water resistance than PPy:HADA, the electrical stability 

was excellent maintaining similar electrical conductivity values during tension deformation test 

making PPy:HA a good candidate for conventional stretchable electronic applications. It should 

be noted that the studied film, only lost one order of magnitude conductivity at the end of the 

test when deformation was reaching 100% of deformation.  

For the PPy:HADA film, the conductivity behaviours  behaviour depended  on the PY / HADA 

ratio. PPy:HADA samples with Py/HADA ratios of 2 and 5 presented a similar behaviour where 

the conductivity decreased with a slight slope change during all deformation until reach a 

different magnitude order (2.5 x 10-5, 2.3 x 10-5 S cm-1 for Py/HADA  2 : 1 and 5 : 1). 

PPy:HADA films of Py/HADA ratios below 2 : 1 produced brown nonconductive films on the 

PDMS surface in the direct casting process, probably due to the insufficient amount of pyrrole 

during nanoparticle formation. Electrical conductivity performance of PPy:HADA for a Py/HADA 

ratio of 2:1 and 5:1 was stable and similar as PPy:HA films, but one order of magnitude lower, 

making these films interesting for stretchable electronic tissue engineering applications where a 

low intensity of current is required.  

In contrast, PPy:HADA films with a Py/HADA ratio of 8:1 presented a dramatically different 

behaviour. For this sample, a decrease in 3 orders of magnitude in conductivity was observed 

ranging from 2.4 x 10-1 to 2.8 x 10-5 S cm-1 for 0% of deformation to 26%. After this 

deformation the film became non-conductive.  

These results can be related with the film structure observed in figure 4. An increase in the 

Py/HADA ratio changed dramatically the film structure that provokes changes in material 

stiffness. A Py/HADA ratio above 8:1 seems to produce rigid films due to the amount of PPy 

formed being unable to maintain film adhesion to PDMS at high deformation rates. 

To sum up, in this section polypirrole was successfully modified with dopaminated hyaluronic 

acid in order to improve its adhesion onto PDMS substrates. Compared with PPy and PDA–PPy 

studied in the previous part, PPy:HADA was able to be adhered onto PDMS presenting good 

mechanical properties. PPy:HA and PPy:HADA films shown similar values for electrical 

conductivity compared with DPA–PPy and other modified PPy observed in literature. Moreover, 

this films maintained these conductivity values under mechanical deformations, depending on 

the Py/HADA molar ratio. Improvement of mechanical properties of PPy could be explained 

through changes in the structure, where HADA promotes a higher cohesive globular structure. It 

is believed that this structure is the main effect that let to maintain the conductivity value among 

the mechanical deformation. This modified PPy is especially interesting due to fulfils all material 
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requirements in terms of biocompatibility, stretchability, electrical conductivity and mechanical 

performance which bio–integrated opening the possibility to a wide range of new applications. 
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3.4 Concluding remarks 

If in the previous chapter the efforts were focused on implementing conductive polymers to 

flexible substrates, in this chapter we intend to go a step further by exploring new strategies that 

allow them to be deposited in stretchable substrates. At the beginning of the chapter it has been 

shown that activation of PDMS by plasma treatment is not enough to provide the degree of 

adaptability required by conducting polymer nanosuspension obtain conductive polymeric films 

with stable conductive properties on stretchable substrates. 

On the contrary, it has been observed that when the PDMS is modified with allylamine it is 

possible to deposit conductive polypyrrole films with stretchable behavior. The incubation of 

PDMS modified with allylamine substrates during PPy nanoparticle synthesis works as a 

platform that allows the formation of conductive polymer thin film whose morphology depends 

on the parameters of nanoparticles synthesis. 

Looking for a more direct and applicable method to obtain conductive polymer films on PDMS, 

the possibility of using a hyaluronic - dopamine polyelectrolyte base was studied to improve the 

adaptability of the PPy particles on the PDMS. The PPy:HADA films obtained from direct casting 

were completely adapted on PDMS substrates revealed electrical conductivity as well as 

promising water resistance and scratch resistance properties. The modification of the PPy / 

HADA ratio revealed changes in electrical behavior under mechanical deformation easily 

attributable to changes on the morphology. 

These contributions to the improvement of the implementation of the conductive polymers in 

stretchable substrates have great value not only because of the few strategies that allow direct 

deposition. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Electronics materials are the union of three main groups: insulators, semiconductors and 

conductors. At this point, this thesis presented novel approaches in the field of semiconductor 

materials, specifically conducting polymers which were studied and successfully implemented 

on stretchable substrates. In the previous chapter, novel strategies have been developed to 

provide stretchable behaviour to conducting polymers. The final goal was to implement the 

materials developed in stretchable electronic devices. Chapter II shown a methodology to 

implement PPy:PSS and PANI:PSS nanosuspensions printable through an inkjet printer to be 

deposited onto flexible substrates. Moreover, in chapter III was studied how increasing the 

adaptability of deposited conducting polymers to substrates the stretchability of conducting 

polymers nanosuspensions directly deposited onto PDMS were improved. Is in this chapter 

where a simple promising approach to provide stretchability to polypyrrole nanosuspensions 

was presented: HADA, a polyelectrolyte based on a dopamine modified hyaluronic acid, which 

assist pyrrole in its synthesis obtaining stable nanosuspensions. 

 

Figure IV-1: Schematics of biological applications of stretchable electronics: A) Schematic exploded view of a 

photolithographical patterned n-doped Si electrodes encapsulated on a PLGA matrix1 B) Image of a representative 

device integrated on a Langendorff-perfused rabbit heart containing nanotextured platinum – Iridium alloy electrodes2. 

The PPy:HADA not only implies one of the easiest ways to deposit PPy on stretchable 

substrates obtaining a film which presents promising electric performance under deformation. 

Once studied the proposed approaches to provide stretchability to conducting polymers, in this 

chapter it is presented our novel approach to provide stretchability to the other huge group of 

electronic materials: The conducting materials. Stretchable conducting materials are specially 

interesting because are the only ones that can work as electrodes interconnecting the different 

electronic device part as well efficiently transports the charge along the device3. The electrical 

behaviour that conductor material exhibit under mechanical deformation will be the determinant 

when fitting it in an application on the field of stretchable electronics.  

A wide number of examples of stretchable – approach and its corresponding application have 

been explained on chapter 1 but it is worth to mention two examples to understand the potential 
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of the conducting materials. Figure IV-1 shows two biologic applications for stretchable 

conducting materials. The schematics of a real bioresorbable silicon sensor for mapping the 

electrical activity of the cerebral cortex is presented in Figure IV-1 A. This technology offers 

general applicability in neural interfaces, with the additional potential utility in treatment of 

disorders where implant integrity and tissue recovery are required1. Figure IV-1 B show a 

cardiac membrane electrodes for cardiac electrotherapy. The array of 8 electrode distributed 

around the circumference of the heart provided a direct interface for delivery temporally 

programmed electrical stimulation across a large area of epicardium2,4. This sensors and 

electrodes applications described before shares an accomplished achievement the approach of 

a new implementation for a conducting material.  

Considering this challenge, in a previous work carried out at GEMAT group, was developed a 

technology able to successfully modify a surface depositing a controlled silver thin film5. The 

original purpose of the technology was for the deposition of a silver coating on implantable 

flexible medical devices which presented high risk of being infected by bacterial colonization6. 

Silver is an excellent agent against bacterial infections as it has been corroborate in several 

clinical cases7.  

 

Figure IV-2: Schematics of the work of the antibacterial silver coating on tracheal stents5. 

From a different point of view, silver also is a material with an excellent bulk conductivity, nearby 

1,59·10-8 Ω·m8,9. Silver nanoparticles has been widely used as filler for electronic material paste 

due to its stability and electronic properties10,11 but its electrical behavior and its applications 

have not been studied much further. The fact of having a technology capable of deposit 

continuous silver coating on elastomeric materials, such as those which are made medical 

devices, opens the door for an implementation on electronic applications. 

Focusing on the developed technology until now, the adhesion of silver onto stretchable 

substrates can be achieved modifying the substrate surface though plasma polymerization. A 

coating of a polymerized monomer with a terminal reactive which can be adapted to flexible 
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substrates. This groups can react preferably with amine bearing molecules to obtain the silver 

deposition with antibacterial properties12–14.  

As it was introduced in the previous chapter, plasma treatments are effective methodologies for 

surface modification with interesting effects such as change chemical properties15or adhesion 

improvement16 among others. Plasma polymerization (PP) also known as plasma enhanced 

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) consist on the deposition of thin films on the surface of the 

substrate without significant changes on the material properties 17. Exist a wide range of 

different monomers that can be used though plasma polymerization to form films such as allyl 

alcohol/1,7-octadiene18, acrylic acid19 or allylamine20 (which its grafting in a similar procedure 

has been explained on chapter 3). In this las years, GEMAT group has been developing highly 

reactive functional groups coatings by using the polymerization od a monomer with a terminal 

reactive group as is the case of pentafluorophenyl methacrylate (PFM). PFM is a monomer that 

combines the presents a high reactive ester group that reacts efficiently with secondary amines 

with a vinyl group easily polymerizable trough PECVD21.  

Once the poly-PFM coating is obtained on the PDMS substrate, the samples were incubated in 

the presence of glucosamine to exploit the affinity of PFM for amine groups. Poly -PFM reacts 

with amine groups immobilizing the sugar chains on the PDMS functionalizing the surface. To 

obtain the silver deposition, its carried out through the silver mirror reaction (Tollens’ reagent)22. 

This method consists of the complexation of the silver ions with ammonia obtaining diamine 

silver (I) and its subsequent reduction using a reductive sugar on a heated bath. By using an 

immobilized sugar, the diamminesilver (I) ions will be reduced to metallic silver resulting in a 

surface coating.  

The obtained silver coating shows stretchable behavior due to elastomeric nature of PDMS. 

However, electrical conductivity of the silver deposition is a complex property to achieve: It 

depends on coating thickness and homogeneity, the amount of silver deposited or the gap 

between silver particles. This films parameters have a direct dependence of the deposition 

process: the PECVD of poly – PFM, the sugar immobilization or the silver mirror reaction. So, 

the study of relevant procedure parameters as well as the understanding of silver deposition 

mechanism may be critical to obtain control in the silver electric properties.  

With this in mind, in this chapter it will be evaluated the applicability of the silver – mirror 

approach to obtain conductive silver path on PDMS substrates as a material for stretchable 

electronics. The results shown the key parameter of the procedure that allow to obtain 

conducting silver on a fully stretchable material.  

The future applications of the obtained stretchable conducting silver require an exhaustive 

characterization of the resistance variations during mechanical test. The result of this 

characterization is also presented in this chapter revealing an interesting strain gauge behavior 

of the silver films. Strain gauges are one of the most interesting sensors for body integrated 
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applications representing a key part of biointegrated electronic devices such as electronic 

skin23,24, bodily motion sensors25,26 or for study of complex tissue behavior such as epicardium 

27, brain mapping28 or electronic eye29,30. After the characterization, the range of applicability of 

the silver coating as a strain gauge is discussed. The applicability of the conducting stretchable 

silver strain gauge on a real bio integrated device is discussed and developed in the Chapter V. 
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4.2 Experimental section 

4.2.1 Plasma polymerization 

Materials 

Argon 5.0 and oxygen 5.0 were purchased from Abelló Linde S.A. (Barcelona, Spain). PFM was 

purchased from Apollo ScientificLTD (Stockport, UK). D-(+)-Glucosamine hydrochloride, sodium 

dodecyl sulphate (SDS), Hellmanex, Triton X100 and silver nitrate were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. Ethanol were purchased from Scharlab (Barcelona, Spain), a Sylgard 184 kit was 

purchased from Ellsworth Adhesives (Madrid, Spain) and Si-wafers were purchased from Wafer 

World (West Palm Beach, FL, USA).  

Plasma polymerization  

Plasma polymerization is also used with the objective of obtain a thin film by using a monomer 

that, when polymerized, leads to a reactive group exposed on the surface. The monomer, 

pentafluorophenyl methacrylate (PFM) is activated by plasma excitation being able to form thin 

films of polymerized PFM (pPFM) on the PDMS substrate. Its exposed ester groups of PFM are 

highly reactive especially with amine groups, which makes conducting polymers with amine 

groups interesting candidates to be attached to the polymer substrate. 

 

Figure IV-3: Plasma polymerization of PFM illustration. 

Before introduction of the substrate, the chamber was cleaned in continuous wave O2/Ar (1:1) 

plasma for approximately 1 h at a power of 150 W. Samples were placed on the centre of the 

coil in the HPR or in the centre of an aluminium plate in the SSVPR reactor. Vacuum was 

started until the base pressure of 0.02 mbar for HPR or 0.001-0.003 mbar for SSVPR was 

reached, respectively. Then, PFM was regulated trough the needle valve and introduced to the 

reactor chamber in a vapour phase (heated at 75 ºC) until 0.15 mbar for HPR and 0.02-

0.03 mbar for SSVPR, respectively. The continuous radio frequency power was fixed at 15 W 

(working power) and pulsed plasma polymerization duty cycle (DC) of 10/was carried out for 3-

10 min. Plasma discharge was then turned off, and the PFM vapour flow rinsed was kept 

constant for additional 15 min. After the polymerization process, plasma-polymerized PFM (p-

PFM) samples were carefully removed from the reaction chamber and stored until further use 

under argon atmosphere. 
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Substrate preparation 

Substrate preparation was carried out the same way that in the Chapter 2. Briefly, the 

substrates used were Si-wafers and PDMS samples. The PDMS plates where fabricated using 

the Sylgard kit (10:1) was spread by a paint applicator to obtain films of 500 µm thickness. 

Additionally, cylindrical PDMS tubes (10 mm of internal diameter, 45 mm of length) were 

obtained by spreading the kit (10:1) into PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) cylinders with PTFE 

concentric tubes. Both films and tubes were incubated overnight at 70°C. The PDMS films were 

cut in circular shapes of 21 and 10 mm and conventionally washed. 

4.2.2 Silver deposition  

In order to achieve silver deposition, the silver was reduced by a reductive sugar using the silver 

mirror reaction (Tollens’ reagent)22. This method consists of the complexation of the silver ions 

with ammonia and its subsequent reduction using a reductive sugar on a heated bath. By using 

an immobilized sugar, the diamminesilver (I) ions will be reduced to metallic silver resulting in a 

surface coating. The glucosamine solution was prepared by dissolving glucosamine 

hydrochloride in Milli–Q water at 1 M. Then, pH was adjusted to 7.4 with concentrated sodium 

hydroxide. The reaction between glucosamine and the modified surface was performed by 

incubating the modified samples in a glucosamine solution for 6 h. Tollens’ reagent was 

prepared by adding 25 µL of 15% ammonia to 1 mL of 0.1 M silver nitrate, observing the 

precipitation of the silver oxide. Then, another 25 µL of 15% ammonia was added, and the 

complete dissolution of the precipitate was observed due to the complexation of the silver by 

ammonia. The modified samples with the attached glucosamine were introduced on a vial with 

4 mL of Milli–Q water. Then, 1 mL of the Tollens’ reagent was added and heated on a water 

bath at 90 °C for the desired time of reaction, 60 min.  

Surface characterization 

The modified surfaces were characterized through water contact angle (WCA; DSA100, Krüss) 

to evaluate the water contact angle on the modified surface.  

4.2.3 Characterization of electrical signal output under mechanical test 

The film conductivity of the samples was studies with a Keithley 2600 Sourcemeter four points 

probes as it was detailed in Chapter 2. To obtain electrical output signal during an applied 

deformation a digital caliper with to clamps with electrodes attached was used in an identical set 

up to that used in Chapter III for PPy:HADA characterization.  

For the characterization of strain gauge behaviour of silver coated PDMS samples, the same 

set up described in the Chapter III for conductivity vs. mechanical deformation analysis was 

used (Figure IV-4). Briefly, the sample was placed between two clamps isolated with Kapton 

film, to avoid electrical interferences. Flexible copper film was used as electrode and was in 

touch with the conductive part of the sample and connected to Keithley Sourcemeter. The 
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Sourcementer was recording the intensity value at a constant potential though time using a 

custom program creating with LabView.  

 

Figure IV-4: Set up of electrical output signal characterization using a DMA BOSE Electroforce. 

The required set up for the bodily monitoring experiments was similar to the described before. 

Silver film was placed on an isolated clamp connected to the Sourcemeter to obtain electrical 

signal output using the LabView. The silver coated PDMS was attached to the human skin 

directly using double side adhesive tape. The final set up can be observed on Figure IV-5 

during a hand behaviour monitored test. 

 

Figure IV-5: Set up of real time measurements for bodily monitoring. 

Resistance variation measurements 

During the evaluation of the silver deposition onto PDMS stretchable substrates as strain gauge 

sensor, the electrical output signal under mechanical stimulation was evaluated. In these thesis, 
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there are three different expressions for represent the resistance variation of a strain gauge 

sensor when its loaded. Figure IV-6 shows a schematic of how evolves the resistance value of a 

strain gauge sensor along time when a stress is applied. It can be observed how original film 

resistance (ROff) changes under deformation until a new resistance value (ROn). To express this 

change, the first and more simple way was directly subtraction both values ROff – ROn obtaining 

the resistance variation (ΔR) along time. 

 

Figure IV-6: Schematics of resistance variation along time. 

This resistance variations can also be expressed normalizing the ΔR value with the original 

resistance value and also expressed in a percentage form. These expressions are summarized 

below as Equation 4. 

Equation 4: Film resistance variation expressions. 

 

During this chapter, the three film resistance expressions were used depending on the 

performed test always expressing how the film resistance evolves during a time dependence 

measurement.  

4.2.4 3D printing of mask for selective PECVD 

The developing of customized mask to evaluate the selectivity of silver deposition was 

performed using 3D printed technologies. For the mask design an student version of Solidworks 

2016 Edition from Dassault systems was used to obtain a model on an stereolithography file 

(.STL). The STL file was printed through fused deposition method technology using a Fortus 

400mc 3D printer. The material used to fabricate the mask was the polycarbonate like material 

provided by Stratasys. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Evaluation of electrical behaviour of silver deposition on poly – PFM 

coating  

The first step on this part of the thesis is to validate the electrical behaviour of the silver 

deposition on poly – PFM coating through PECVD. With this purpose plasma polymerization of 

PFM, the incubation with glucosamine and the silver deposition was carried out onto PDMS 

substrates as it was described on materials and methods section in this chapter. 

The obtained samples presented a silver – metallic colour appreciable at glance. To evaluate 

the correct development of poly – PFM film formation and posterior silver deposition SEM 

images were taken to observe the characteristic nanostructure5 (Figure IV-7 A and B). 

 

Figure IV-7: SEM images of silver deposition coatings: A) Poly - PFM film on PDMS substrate and B) Poly - PFM film 

on PDMS after silver deposition. 

Figure IV-7 A shows a PDMS sample where the polymerization of PFM has created a 

homogeneous nanostructured film with wrinkle and fold – like structures of 100 – 200 nm. After 

glucosamine incubation and following silver deposition through Tollens’ reagent, a film structure 

growth can be appreciated due to the silver reduction on the PDMS substrate. The deposited 

silver shows a perfectly adaptation to the PDMS – poly – PFM substrate in the nanostructure 

level. Once validated this procedure to obtain silver coating on stretchable PDMS substrates, 

the evaluation of this coating as conducting material for stretchable applications were studied. 

The conductivity measurements of the studied silver coatings revealed that despite is quite 

evident that silver is deposited on the PDMS substrate, all studied samples presented poor 

electrical conductivity. As it is show in Table IV-1 the conductivity values are really low for a 

metallic sample showing an average conductivity over 2·10-7 ± 1,24·10-7 Siemens/□. A 

conducting material must present a conductivity around 1 – 10-1 Siemens/□ being these 

samples below 7 magnitude orders. This conductivity behaviour is taken from the intensity 
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measured at a range of potential between 0.1 to 2 Volts, observing current intensity nearby the 

equip limit detection (10-9 A). This behaviour can be attributed to the silver thickness. The silver 

deposited using this methodology perfectly fulfils the requirements of antibacterial coating but 

the amount of silver is obviously not enough to obtain a good electrical performance.   

Table IV-1: Conductivity of Silver deposited onto PDMS. 

Sample: Conductivity ( S / □ ) 

Sample 1 2,6E-07 

Sample 2 1,0E-07 

Sample 3  2,6E-07 

Sample 4 5,2E-08 

Sample 5 3,5E-07 

 

Table IV-2: Factors used in the design of experiences for glucosamine immobilization improvement. 

Factor Level - Level + 

Ethanol 0% 1.5% v/v 

Triton X100 0% 1.5% v/v 

 Glucosamine pH 7.5 9 

 

Keeping this in mind, in the following parts, a set of methodologies will be evaluated with the 

objective of increase the conductivity values of the deposited silver. The translucency of the 

silver deposition leads one to think that one of the ways of getting the conductivity to increase is 

to get more silver deposit deposited. With this purpose, the amount of deposited silver onto 

stretchable PDMS must be increased to reach conducting material conductivity values. 

4.3.2 Optimization of glucosamine incubation  

The first attempt on improve silver deposition conductivity consisted in the improvement of 

glucosamine immobilization. Glucosamine reduces diamminesilver (I) to metallic silver through 

sugar reduction, which makes that the amount of immobilized glucosamine on PDMS surface is 

directly proportional to the reduced silver. So, in this part, influencing factors for a correctly 

glucosamine deposition were studied observing the conductivity values of the silver films. 

The selected factors are 3: The inclusion of ethanol during the glucosamine incubation, the 

inclusion of Triton X100 and the pH at which the incubation was carried out. The incorporation 

of ethanol and triton X100 were added with the purpose of increase the wettability of the 

glucosamine solution. Increasing the wettability and reducing the surface tension, glucosamine 
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would present more easily to be immobilized. The study of two different ranges of pH was 

because glucosamine have to be deprotonated to correctly react with the esters groups present 

on poly – PFM.  

As it was described on materials and methods section, the pH at which the incubations were 

prepared was 7.5, enough to deprotonate the major part of glucosamine, but a more basic pH 

may deprotonate the entire amount of glucosamine showing changes in the conductivity of 

silver film deposited. The factors were studied through a saturated design of experience of 3 

factors between two levels (Table IV-2).  

The incubation and the silver deposition was carried out obtaining deposited silver on the PDMS 

substrates looking very similar with the obtained in the previous part (Figure IV-8 A). The 

conductivity measured revealed conductivities around 10-7 Siemens/□ meaning that the studied 

factors do not influence in electrical conductivity as it is shown in Figure IV-2 B. The effects 

presented in Figure IV-8 B revealed that there is no factor that produce an effect higher than 

mean, presenting high standard deviations. This confirms that the studied factors have no 

influence on silver deposition. Seeing that, it cannot be said that glucosamine immobilization 

has been improved but if so, it has not measurable effect on silver deposition. Observing that 

the glucosamine solution variations presented poor effects on silver deposition, the next step 

were focused on the formulation of the Tollen’s reagent. 

 

Figure IV-8: Effect on electrical behavior of the silver deposition for the studied parameters: A) Some samples after the 

silver deposition B) Effect on conductivity of the various factors studied. 

4.3.3 Tollens’ reagent formulation for silver – deposition improvement 

To study the effect that the different compound presents in the silver mirror reaction have on 

silver deposition, four formulations with variations of the Tollens reagent were studied. Table 

IV-3 shows the exactly formulation used on the different evaluated Tollens’ reagents. 

Tollens_F4 was the used successfully in the previous work and in the previous part of this 

chapter to make the silver deposition on the coatings of poly-PFM / glucosamine. As exposed in 

the previous part, silver depositions obtained through Tollens_F4 not revealed electrical 

conductivity. The first variation consisted in the implementation of sodium hydroxide instead of 
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ammonia for the oxidation of silver ion to silver oxide as it has been observed in other 

publications31. Tollens_F3 and F2 differ in Tollens_F4 because the utilization of sodium 

hydroxide and the amount of ammonia used to form diamminesilver (I). The purpose of the 

excess of ammonia is because a possible stabilizing effect that ammonia may present.  

Table IV-3: Formulation of the different modification of the Tollens' reagent evaluated. 

Sample Formulation 

Tollens_F1 1ml AgNO3 0,1 M / 200µl NH3 (15%) + 100 µl NaOH (0,8 M) / 200µl 

NH3 (15%) 

Tollens_F2 1ml AgNO3 0,1 M / 100 µl NaOH (0,8 M) / 100µl NH3 (15%) 

Tollens_F3 1ml AgNO3 0,1 M / 100 µl NaOH (0,8 M) / 200µl NH3 (15%) 

Tollens_F4 1ml AgNO3 0,1 M / 50µl NH3 (15%) / 50µl NH3 (15%) 

 

The Tollens’ formulation F1 was used to evaluate if the presence of ammonia during the silver 

ion oxidation causes a synergic effect with the sodium hydroxide. During the synthesis of the 

different Tollens’ reagent it was noticed higher amounts of silver oxide during the first step of 

preparation when sodium hydroxide was used instead of ammonia.  

To validate the correct performance of the developed formulations, 0,1 ml of a sucrose 0,1M 

was added to each Tollens’ formulation. In few minutes, the presence of sugar revealed the 

characteristic silver mirror that was formed on the bottom of the reaction vial. This behavior 

validates the new formulations as a Tollens’ reagents. 

 

Figure IV-9: Silver mirror produced by the different Tollens' formulations in glucose media. 

Once the formulation is validated, film incubation was carried out as described previously. After 

the incubation step, there was an observable amount of silver in the PDMS samples where 

sodium hydroxide was used in the Tollens’ formulation (Figure IV-10. B). For these set of 

samples a silver – metallic color was observed much intense than seen in the previous 

samples. A difference in the thickness was also noticed by touch. As was expected, the 
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samples of Tollens_F4, the original methodology, showed the same silver coating than 

observed before. 

 

Figure IV-10: Conductivity behavior for new Tollens’ formulations: A) Conductivity of silver deposition on PDMS for 

each Tollens' formulations, B) Silver deposited samples on PDMS. 

The electrical conductivity of the studied samples revealed that the Tollens’ formulations F1, F2 

and F3 presented metallic conductivity as it is shown in Figure IV-10. This represents a high 

contrast if it is compared with the formulation 4 samples, which represents a 5 orders of 

magnitude difference between conductivities.  

This effect may be because ammonia was not able to completely oxidize the silver ion, forming 

much less diamminesilver (I) in the following step. In contrast the sodium hydroxide oxidized all 

silver ion present in the media obtaining higher amounts of diamminesilver (i) and subsequently 

silver deposited. 

These results validated the hypothesis that modifying the Tollens’ reagent different amounts of 

silver can be deposited on the substrate. Observed conductivity values were significantly higher, 

the new Tollen’s formulations presented some conductivity differences. Excess of ammonia 

concentrations in the second step allows a more stabilized diamminesilver complex, which may 

explain a less reactivity effect with immobilized sugar presenting less film conductivity.  

Despite the positive results providing conductivity to PDMS samples, there was observed high 

deviations on the conductivity values that makes the methodology poorly robust. For the five 

samples evaluated using F2 formulation the sample with the maximum electrical conductivity 

presented a resistivity value of 1,01·10-6 Ω·m which is only two orders of magnitude below silver 

bulk conductivity (maximum value for seen). In contrast, few samples show low conductivities 

similar with the observed with Tollens’ 4 formulation samples. Figure IV-11 Show how an 

intense applied deformation affects the silver coating on PDMS. The stretchable behavior of the 

formed films resulted very promising allowing high deformations without observing scratch 

formations or injures on the silver coating.  
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Figure IV-11: Deformation of silver deposited on PDMS sample. 

Despite a full characterization of the obtained silver deposition must be performed to evaluate 

the possible applications of the technology, a simple test using a light emitting diode was 

performed. A potential difference of 1,7 Volts was applied between two samples the same of 

Tollens’ formulation connected each other by the led closing the electric circuit.  

 

Figure IV-12: Led test on silver coated PDMS substrates. 

The explanation of why modifying the tollens’ reagent the electrical conductivity of the films was 

enhanced may be provided through field emission microscopy images (Figure IV-13). When the 

silver deposition was carried out using the conventional Tollens’ reagent, it can be observed 

how nanometric size silver was attached to the PDMS homogeneously covering the surface ( 

Figure IV-13 A), The maximization of the observed area revealed how silver nanoparticles 

where small enough to provide definition to the silicone shapes providing a contrast to the 

“worm” structures (commonly observed in PDMS SEM images32) that are observed in Figure 

IV-13 C.  

By contrast, when the formulation F2 was used for silver deposition, the “worm” structures of 

PDMS were less defined and silver particles presented different morphology (Figure IV-13 B). 

When the image was maximized (Figure IV-13 D), it was observed that “worm” structures were 

completely covered by silver nanoparticles. The size of the new silver particles was bigger than 

the particles obtained using the F4 formulation, but they are still in the nanometer range.  
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All this morphology changes suggested that with the F2 Tollens’ new formulation a higher 

amount of silver is deposited on the PDMS surface during the silver reduction. This silver was 

able to form the required continuous path for facilitate the electron conducting increasing the 

bulk electrical conductivity.  

Once found the critical parameters to increase the film conductivity of silver deposition as well 

an explanation of why this conductivity was increased, the next steps were focused to improve 

the repeatability on film conductivity of silver coating.  

 

Figure IV-13: FE - SEM images of silver deposited on PDMS substrate. A and C shows the silver morphology of 

formulation F4 and B and D shows the silver morphology of formulation F2. 

4.3.4 Optimization of new modified Tollens’ formulations 

This section is focused on the optimization of the methodology used to carry out the Tollens’ 

reaction to improve the wide deviation on conductivity that presented the silver samples. The 

conductivity value of obtained silver coating must be as similar as possible to obtain a material 

applicable to a stretchable material on a final device. Apart of conductivity values, samples 

studied in the previous part presented some differences on deposition times and color 

homogeneity with may indicate the influence of an uncontrolled factor. This factor may be the 
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amount of free oxygen presented in the Tollens reagent which may cause local oxidation sites. 

The evaporation of ammonia also may cause diamminesilver (I) destabilization and a filtration 

process may be studied in order to avoid false positive of the Tollens’ reagent silver mirror 

deposition. With this purpose, this set of experiences was carried out under a sealed boiling 

flask round bottom to control reaction environment and to studding the effect of present oxygen 

on the reaction media during the silver reduction. The selected formulation from the previous 

part was TF2 because presented the maximum conductivity values among the studied 

formulations. 

A saturated design of experiences was set up considering filtration and the effect of oxygen. To 

eliminate oxygen of the media an argon flow was bubbled directly on Tollens reagent and on the 

inside of the boiling flask. The factors of the design of experiences were separated as follows 

(Table IV-4 and Table IV-5):  

Table IV-4: Tollens reagent optimization design of experiences factors description. 

Factor Level - Level + 

A No filtration Filtration 

B No argon bubbled in the 

media 

Argon bubbled in the 

media 

C No argon bubbled in the 

media 

Argon bubbled in the 

media 

 

Table IV-5: Tollens' reagent optimization design of experiences levels description. 

Factors Description 

Factor A: Filtration The Tollens’ reagent was filtered using a 

0,2 µm PFTE filter 

Factor B: Ar2 sol. An argon stream was bubbled on the 

Tollens’ reagent media to eliminate 

oxygen. 

Factor C: Ar2 sol. Air present on the boiling flask was 

removed with an argon stream. 

 

The effects obtained from the design of experiences revealed an unexpected behavior of the 

modified Tollens’ regent. When the argon stream is used to completely remove all oxygen from 

the reaction media an environment (When factors B and C are simultaneously present in the 

level +), the silver deposition is not carried out obtaining a non-conductive darkest PDMS film. 
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By contrast, if there was oxygen on the reagent medio or in the boiling flask environment, the 

modified PDMS sample was slowly changing its color until reach the characteristic metallic 

silver color presented in the previous part. A possible explanation of this observed behavior may 

be attributed to the excess of ammonia ion which provides the Tollens reagent formulation of a 

high stabilization. The presence of a different oxygen concentration between the reaction media 

and the inside environment seems to be a driving effect necessary for metallic silver to 

successfully deposit (Figure IV-14 C).  

Observing the effects provided by the design of experiences on Figure IV-14 A and B, it could 

be said that factor which affect the standard deviations were found. The filtration of the Tollens’ 

reagent allowed a slight increasing on conductivity but which really has been a significant factor 

that impact on the repeatability of samples conductivity was differences on oxygen 

concentration. 

 

Figure IV-14: Results of the design of experiences for silver deposition optimization: A) Effects of optimization Tollens' 

reagent design of experiences and B) Effect of changing from level - to level + and C) Schematics of sample 

requirements  

When Tollens’ reagent was filtered and exist an oxygen concentration difference it was 

observed a homogeneous coating formation along the incubation process which leaded 

conductivity values with small standard deviations. Samples where the factor A was in level + 

presented a conductivity of 5,2·104 ± 3,9·103 Siemens/m which represent an improvement of F2 

which originally obtained a conductivity of 2,5·105 ± 4,6·105 Siemens/m. With this methodology, 

a more repeatable conducting silver deposition was obtained improving the standard deviation 

of conductivity value only losing part of a magnitude order.  
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The explanation of the needing of oxygen concentration during the silver deposition may be 

provided through a kinetical analysis of the first stages of the silver sugar reduction with this 

new methodology. As could be observed in Figure IV-15 two differentiated steps can be 

identified during the silver coating process when Tollens’ reagent was filtered and exist an 

amount of oxygen present in the reaction media. The first reaction step corresponds with the 

first 20 minutes where the PDMS modified film was becoming brown transparent color. The 

samples studied during this time interval revealed that the formed film had no electrical 

conductivity. This process does not take place if there is no oxygen in the media. 

 

Figure IV-15: Conductivity of silver deposition coating through time. 

After 20 minutes, brown-colored film started turning into metal silver as the observed before 

followed by a sudden increase on electrical conductivity. The last 30 minutes presented a slight 

increase of the conductivity until reaching an equilibrium above 105 Siemens / m. Taking a 

closer look to the evolution of brown colored film through optical microscopy, in Figure IV-16 

can be observed the evolution of the silver film formation. In the first steps (Figure IV-16 A and 

B) the differences with conventional PDMS were indistinguishable, but with the reaction 

progress, micrometric black particles start appearing on PDMS surface providing this brown 

color. The only explanation for the origin of these particles is that oxygen slowly oxidized part of 

the diamine silver in the media leading the formation of silver oxide particles/nanoparticles33. 

After the first 25 minutes, when the coating starts conducting electrical current, the thickness of 

metallic silver is appreciable adapting its shape to PDMS roughness. The black silver oxide 

particles where still present on metallic silver shapes until the end of the silver deposition. 
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Figure IV-16: Microscopy images of PDMS silver coating evolution through time during A) 5 min, B) 15 min, C) 20 min, 

D) 25 min and E) 40 min. 

To sum up, in this part the problems with the silver conductivity repeatability were solved finally 

achieving high stretchable conducting silver coatings on PDMS. It was found the optimal 

conditions for the sugar reduction through Tollens’ reagent observing that oxygen concentration 

plays a key role on silver deposition. Despite not knowing the exact role that plays silver oxide 
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particles, it was found that its attachment to the surface is a critical step to provide electrical 

conductivity to silver coating. Once validated the conducting silver deposition, the next part of 

the chapter will study the fabrication of conducting paths using this technology and its 

characterization.  

4.3.5 Development of conducting silver paths  

Once obtained conducting silvers coating onto PDMS modified substrates the creation of paths 

with a controlled geometry which allows the transportation of electrons along a circuit is 

mandatory for electronic applications. The following part of the thesis presents a methodology 

that allows the production of silver coating with controlled geometries. With this in mind, a 3D 

printing masking procedure was developed as its show in Figure IV-17 to control the PFM 

deposition selectivity. The mask is placed onto PDMS substrate after being introduced into 

plasma reactor avoiding that PFM present in the reactor chamber get in contact with the PDMS 

surface where the mask is placed. 

 

Figure IV-17: Schematics of silver deposition onto PDMS substrate using a 3D printed mask for region selectivity. 

After the polymerization, poly – PFM films were only formed onto mask holes. This holes have 

the desired geometry achieved through a design printed with a 3D printed. During posterior 

glucosamine incubation and Tollens’ reagent exposition of the PFMS films, silver deposition is 

performed only where PFM was deposited obtaining conductive silver geometries.  

The first approach of these procedure was performed using a 3mm honeycomb grid used as 

sample holder in Transmission Electronic Microscopy (Figure IV-18 A). The honeycomb grid 

was set on PDMS surface before the substrate placement on the reactor chamber. PFM 

polymerization, glucosamine incubation a Tollens’ reagent silver deposition were performed as 

was described in the experimental section. 

Figure IV-18 B shows the microscopy image of the geometry formed on the PDMS surface after 

silver deposition. It can be observed two clearly differentiated zones on the modified PDMS 

substrate: The inside of the hexagonal geometries and the interface zones where the hexagons 

are in touch. The hexagons inside, where the PFM was deposited, showed an appreciable 

shinny – metal color which indicates the presence of the metallic silver. The morphology of the 

observed film at this resolution presents several similarities with the microscopy images of silver 

depositions observed in the previous part. 
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Figure IV-18: TEM grid test for silver deposition: A) 3 mm honeycomb TEM grid and B) Microscopy image of silver 

deposited on honeycomb holes after PECVD on PDMS surface. 

In the interface zone between hexagons it can be observe that silver has not been deposited as 

it has done inside the hexagons. This confirms that masking allows to block PFM during plasma 

polymerization avoiding glucosamine to be immobilized on the PDMS surface and the posterior 

silver deposition. To achieve the level of complexity that electronic requires, it was necessary to 

control the mask geometries through computer assisted design (CAD) and 3D printing 

technologies. With this in mind, a design of a mask printable through 3D printing was performed 

(Figure IV-19 A) As can be observed in Figure IV-19 A, a wide range of mask holes were 

designed in order to test the versatility of silver deposition. 

With this in mind, the 60 x 20 x 1,2 mm mask consist in: a set of rectangular holes with different 

width (from left to right: 2 / 1.5/ 1 / 0.75 / 0.5 and 0.25mm)(Figure IV-19 A 1), a zig-zag path 

with two 5 x 3 mm rectangular endings(Figure IV-19 A 2), pyramidal like geometry (Figure 

IV-19 A 3), a 20mm path with two 2 x 2 mm squares at the endings (Figure IV-19 A 4) and 

GEMAT logo with 0,25 mm paths (Figure IV-19 A 5). The design was converted to stereo-

lithography file (STL) and printed with polycarbonate like material with a fused deposited 

modeling technology (FDM) using a Fortus 400 mc.  

The printed mask presented slight discrepancies compared with the performed design (Figure 

IV-19 B), especially in 90º corners that conforms the rectangle forms where a rounding has 

been formed. Holes for the paths of 0.25 and 0.5 mm have not been performed properly, 

obtaining an almost closed aperture (Figure IV-19 B 1) and the GEMAT logo is barely visible. 
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Figure IV-19: Mask for PECVD selectivity design and fabrication: A) Solidworks design of 3D printable mask, B) 

Polycarbonate 3D printed mask and C) PDMS film with silver deposited on selective regions of the mask. 

The mask is used on PFM PECVD, and posterior glucosamine incubation and silver deposition 

revealing the formation of silver paths where the holes in the mask have allowed PFM to come 

into contact with PDMS surface. There was no silver path formation on the rectangular zones 

with a width of 0.5 and 0.25 mm (Figure IV-19 C 1) due to limitations of the mask fabrication 

which not allows PFM to go through the designed hole. The deposited silver obtained validates 

the procedure of using masks during PECVD to control the selectivity of the deposition limiting 

the created geometries directly to the resolution of the 3D printing impression. 

With the idea of deepening how the selectivity of the silver coating is realized, microscopy 

images of the surface were studied (Figure IV-20). A closer look in a region where the 

selectivity is present can be observed 3 parts of interest: Zones where silver was deposited 

(Figure IV-20 B), zones where silver is not deposited (Figure IV-20 C) and the interfacial zone 

between both previous zones (Figure IV-20 C).  

The maximization of the images set on the silver zone (Figure IV-20 B) revealed silver 

deposited with a very similar appearance to the previously observed for fully silver deposition. 

The zones where PFM was blocked using the mask during its polymerization showed a non-
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conductive particle deposition which have not formed a film. The composition of this zone may 

be conformed mainly of two kind of particles: Silver oxide particles conformed during the 

previous 20 minutes of the Tollens’ exposition (as it was exposed in the previous part) and 

deposited silver due to the PFM percolation through mask apertures between fused deposition 

cords. The interface between conductive silver and PDMS using this masking procedure can be 

observed on Figure IV-20 D where a 100µm gradient border is following the silver shapes. This 

interface gradient may be an inconvenient for possible microelectronic application under 100µm. 

 

Figure IV-20: Microscopy images of silver deposition areas: A) Zig zag silver path B) maximizations of silver deposited 

zone, C) maximizations of zones where silver is not deposited and D) Interface zone between silver and PDMS. 

The conductivity measurements of the silver deposited path formed through mask holes are 

shown in Figure IV-21 A confirming the conductivity behavior observed in the previous part of 

this chapter. Is interesting to validate that zones where PFM has not been polymerized do not 

show electrical conductivity. 
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Figure IV-21: Electrical behavior of silver different areas: A) Microscopy image of straitgh silver path and conductivity 

measurements of the two regions of interest and B) Zig zag and straight silver path used as conducting material to close 

a light emitting diode circuit. 

To validate its applicability as conducting material the formed path finally The PDMS films with 

the deposited silver on the surface where cut off and used to complete a light emitting diode 

circuit. Applying a potential difference of 1,7 V trough the zig-zag and silver paths the light 

emitting diode was lit up (Figure IV-21 B).  

All tests presented on this part validated the masking process to provide selectivity to silver 

deposition through PFM – PECVD and posterior glucosamine/Tollens’ incubation. The obtained 

silver paths showed good conductivity values to be in the range of conducting materials. 

4.3.6 Electromechanical behavior of silver paths 

Future applications for the developed silver paths will be limited by their electrical behavior 

under mechanical stress. With this in mind, the first evaluations of changes on electrical film 

resistivity under mechanicals test were performed. Depending on the results, the silver paths 

may be considered for a deeply characterization and for an implementation in a stretchable 

electronic device. The two-preliminary analysis performed were evolution of resistivity against a 

constant deformation and evolution of resistivity under cyclic deformation.   

The evaluated silver path of 20 x 2 mm was obtained from the masking procedure described in 

the previous part of this chapter (Figure IV-22 A). Static deformations were applied to silver 

path using a modified digital caliper as it was described in the experimental part (Figure IV-22 

B). 
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Figure IV-22: Silver path obtained through PECVD masking with a penny to scale A) and Digital caliper adapted with 

clamps to obtain electrical out during controlled deformation B). 

The resistivity evolution of the straight silver path under constant deformation revealed two 

different profiles: before and after 11% of deformation. The first step is the most interesting 

because reveals a clearly correlation between deformation and film resistivity. From 5 to 11% of 

deformation resistivity values measured were comprised between 10 and 104 Ω · □. This range 

of resistivity allows to extrapolate the deformation from electric signal output. With this purpose, 

experimental data was adjusted on an exponential function revealing that the data fits perfectly 

this tendency (Equation 5). This idea was also reinforced due to the value of the determination 

coefficient (0.996) which is really close to 1. 

Equation 5: Exponential adjustment showing the relation between deformation and resistivity. 

 

The fact of data behavior was able to be represented using a mathematical function is 

especially interesting for strain gauge applications where a deformation has to be calculated 

from an electrical output. Specifically, due to its tissue adaptability, stretchable strain gauges 

are interesting as attachable and wearable sensor to monitor the health status of humans25,26,34. 

These results shown a promising strain gauge behavior. However, a deeply characterization of 

the relationship between the mechanical behavior and the electrical output signal must be 

performed.  
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Figure IV-23: Deformation vs resistivity of straight silver path. 

An interesting property to test to evaluate strain gauge suitability was the stability under 

deformation cycles. Figure IV-24 shows the evolution of silver path resistivity after 10 cycles of 

2,5% of deformation revealing that not only for the same amount of deformation the electrical 

response present the same value but also the value is maintained along the deformation cycles. 

There was not observed a loss in silver conductivity that indicates a cracking process avoiding 

stretchables applications.  

 

Figure IV-24: Resistivity of PDMS silver deposited path during 10 cycles of 2,5 % deformation 

Seeing that conductive silver deposition technology developed in this chapter present a 

promising strain gauge behavior, a more deeply characterization must be carried out to evaluate 
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its applicability. In the following sections, full mechanical characterization as well as electrical 

signal output evolution will be presented. 

4.3.7 Stain gauge characterization  

Considering the promising behavior that silver path reveled to work as a strain gauge, in this 

section it will be studied important parameters related with strain – gauge sensors such as 

sensibility, time dependence or time respond among others. The analysis performed below will 

allow to obtain a wide picture of the situations in which this technology can be used as a sensor. 

Sensibility  

The first evaluated strain gauge parameter was sensor sensibility. Sensibility was defined as 

minimum value where the strain gauge provides a signal output allowing to perform a 

displacement / tension measurement. Figure IV-25 A shows how a water droplet of 50µL was 

deposited on PDMS silver strain gauge placed between two sample holders. As it is seen in 

Figure IV-25 B the resistance variations registered through time shows a behavior that fits with 

the deformation caused by the water droplet. 

 

Figure IV-25: Sensor sensitivity: A) Image of strain gauge PDMS silver path and B) Resistance variations during a 

water droplet deposition. 

Before the droplet deposition resistance variations remains constant showing that the sensor 

remains undisturbed. Once the droplet is deposited on the sensors causing a deformation, a 

peak on the resistance variation appeared with a maximum value nearby 0.05( (R – R0)/R0) 

which correspond with the maximum deformation caused by the 0.49mN of force provided by 

the droplet. This sensitivity values were really promising compared with literature similar 

sensors. For example, an arbitrary finger for the strain gauge sensor using interlocking of 

nanofiber for Kahp – Yang Suh et al. has a sensitivity on resistance variation of 0.04 for an 

arbitrary finger touch34. Finger movements on the gum / carbon nanotube membrane sensor for 

movement determination of Malcom Xing et al. showed resistance variation of 0.1. These 

comparisons demonstrate that the silver deposited strain gauge on PDMS has a sensitivity 

value placed between standard strain gauge sensor used for bio-applications. Is worth of 
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mention that silver deposited on PDMS requires an easy technology for strain gauge fabrication 

than the mentioned above. 

Hysteresis cycle response to deformation  

Considering the good sensitivity values obtained in the previous part, the next step on a strain 

gauge characterization was the study of one of the most important parameters to evaluate if a 

sensor presents reproducibility on its strain gauge behavior: the hysteresis cycle. Hysteresis 

cycle provides information about the resistance variations depending on the deformation 

direction. If strain gauge sensor is loaded to a strain value and then unloaded, it may be found 

that the resistance values are all slightly higher when uploading revealing a dependence on 

deformation direction. 

If the hysteresis cycle shows high differences depending on the deformation direction, the 

deformation value cannot be extrapolated through the resistance variation limiting the range of 

applicability or directly excluding the evaluated sensor as strain gauge. Considering the small 

amounts of deformations that stretchable strain gauge sensor applied as a bio – interfaces 

sensor has to detect, silver strain gauge was placed on BOSE Electroforce using the set up 

described on the materials and methods, to obtain the evolution of resistance changes during a 

continuous tension cycle.  

Figure IV-26 shows film resistance changes during constant loading (red data series) and its 

posterior unloading (blue data series). As it could be appreciated, the differences observed 

between loading and uploading the strain gauge was really slight, achieving the maximum 

different value close to 0.4 % of deformation. At this value, the maximum difference between the 

two cycle steps was 0.097, a difference which does not prevent the correct operation of the 

silver coating as a strain gauge sensor. 

 

Figure IV-26: Hysteresis cycle of silver strain gauge: Resistance changes during small % of deformation 
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Other interesting information obtained from Figure IV-26 was that the deposited silver was able 

to notice deformation changes below 0.2%. This value for the sensitivity limit fits into 

bibliographic values were sensing below 1% of deformation is useful for a technology to perform 

a strain gauge sensors34. The information provided by Figure IV-26 only reaffirms silver 

deposited film as a good technology for strain gauge applications.  

Response to tension  

Once studied how the silver deposited on stretchable PDMS was able to accurately provide a 

numeric relation between deformation percent and electrical output signal, the same 

characterization was carried out for the applied stress. Figure IV-27 shows the resistance 

variations for a deposited silver path on PDMS deformed using a range of applied tensile stress. 

The applied stress was presented in the Figure IV-27 revealing a lineal correlation between 

stress a resistance variations for the studied interval. The deviations presented on the evolution 

of the film resistance along applied stress range were small which was another evidence that 

reinforces the idea of using silver deposited onto PDMS as a robust strain gauge sensor. 

The results presented until this point reveled not only that stretchable silver samples reveals a 

good behavior to be a strain gauge sensor able to take deformation measurements but also to 

stablish a relation between the applied stress and the resistance variations. After the study of 

the tension stress response, the only test to carry out in matter of strain gauge behavior 

characterization was the performance in real time of a cyclic deformation. 

  

Figure IV-27: Silver deposited resistance variations under applied stress. 
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Cyclic deformation response on real time 

The last step on strain gauge characterization was the evaluation of electric output signal under 

cyclic deformations. The importance of these measurements was because human body tissues 

or bio – integrates electronic systems are not static, are a complex time dependence systems. 

These systems require an accurate time responding measurement device able to show 

accurately the evolution of a deformation at real time.  

With this in mind, 3 cycles of deformation were applied to the conducting silver sample to see 

how the film resistance changes along time. The displacement of the performed deformation 

was really small (100 µm) due to the focus in bio-integrated applications for strain gauge sensor 

where the amount of deformation could be really small. As could be observed in Figure IV-27, 

when silver samples were studied under deformation on real time measurements, the 

resistance variations followed the performed deformation. This behavior of the electrical output 

signal is perfect fulfilling again the requirements for a strain gauge sensor.  

It is also interesting to notice that the response times where really accurate: When the 

deformation begins, automatically film resistance start changing following the deformation 

tendency. When the deformation reach the maximum value so does the film resistivity with a 

difference smaller than a second.  

 

Figure IV-28: Resistance variations of a silver sample under cyclic deformation of 100µm at a deformation speed of 

100µm/min. 

During the unloading stage, when the sample is recovering its original size, there was a 

complex film resistance changes due to a small rebound performed by PDMS due to it intrinsic 

stretchability. The same essay was carried out using a slower deformation speed to observe 
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differences in film resistance evolution (Figure IV-29). The response times remained similar as 

the observed on the Figure IV-28 as well as the effect caused due to the PDMS rebound at the 

end of each deformation cycle. 

 

Figure IV-29: Resistance variations of a silver sample under cyclic deformation of 100µm at a deformation speed of 

100µm/min. 

The only  appreciable difference was that slow deformation ratios produces a noisy effect on the 

general evolution of the film resistance. This may be attributed due to sample vibration 

generated during the essay. Despite this effect, the two studied deformation speeds showed no 

significant differences on the real-time evolution of film resistance during a cyclic deformation. 

These results were the last evidence required to make a verdict about the applicability of the 

deposited silver on PDMS substrates as a stretchable strain gauge sensor. All studied 

parameters were intimately related with strain gauge performance playing a key role in the data 

output obtained for deformation / stress analysis. Not only a deeply characterization was 

provided but also the comparison with bibliographic values situates our strain gauge approach 

as one of the most suitable for bio applications such as body tissue mapping or electronic skin.  

In the next parts of this chapter, other properties study will be provided in order to evaluate if 

silver deposited onto PDMS is able to have a promising applicability in other fields of the 

stretchable electronics.  

4.3.8 Evaluation of silver deposited on PDMS as sensor for bodily monitoring 

In the previous section of this chapter it was presented the characterization of a conductive 

silver deposited path onto PDMS substrate to evaluate its performance as a strain gauge 

sensor. The test performed revealed that silver deposited method allows to obtain conductive 

path geometries with an electrical performance under mechanical stress able to work as a strain 
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gauge sensor. Further, other exist an interesting field of application in medical device consisting 

in wearable devices that measures bodily motion26,35,36. The materials used to fabricate this kind 

of sensors not only must present electrical conductivity but also an electric output signal able to 

provide different identifiable signals depending on the deformation caused by the body 

movement.  

In this section, will be evaluated the behavior of a silver deposited path onto PDMS as a bodily 

motion sensors. With this purpose, the silver sample was attached directly to the skin on the 

hand of a test subject using a set up detailed in the experimental section. During 250 seconds, 

the test subject performed hand movements obtaining different electric signals. Figure IV-30 

shows the resistance variations during the performance of the movements set revealing that for 

each movement exist a particular signal.  

The fact that all observed signals presented such a differenced behavior in terms of shape and 

intensity was really promising for identify each set of movements. There were 4 characteristic 

signal regions observed in the resistance variation along time: Close – open hand (blue region), 

close hand holding it closed during few seconds and then open it (green region), twist hand 

movements (yellow region) and the repetition of two “close hand and holding” (red region). 

 

Figure IV-30: Silver sample film resistance differences obtained after 250 seconds of hand movements. 

Subsequently, a maximization of the regions is presented to study the obtained electrical 

response in each situation. The first studied region was the blue one corresponding with the 

resistance variations signal when the hand goes from repose to fully opened. As it was shown in 

Figure IV-31 when the hand was suddenly opened, the electric signal output experiences a 

suddenly increase revealing a defined peak. When the hand stops being tensioned and went to 

repose, the recorded resistance variations slowly recovered the original film resistance value. 
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This recorded response allows the identification of the movement in an intuition way revealing 

that the bodily motion application may be suitable for the silver path samples. 

The next region to study (Green one) corresponds to the resistance variations recorded when 

the hand is completely closed, then remain in that position and then becomes in a rest position. 

The first interesting difference between the first region (blue) and the second (green) was the 

signal intensity. A possible explanation is that the second movement presented in the blue 

region required from more hand muscles than the previous one, producing more hand 

movement and subsequently, more stress on the silver path sample.  

 

Figure IV-31: Evolution of resistance changes along time during hand movements: From reposes to fully opened to 

reposes again. 

As it has been shown in the previous section, the silver path presented good strain gauge 

properties so different intensity on skin deformations presented differences on the intensity of 

the recorded signal. Taking a closer look to the electrical output signal of green region (Figure 

IV-32) it can be observed that, when the hand was closed, the resistance difference had a 

suddenly increase in a similarly as happened in the previous region.  
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Figure IV-32:Evolution of resistance changes along time during hand movements: From reposes to closed to reposes 

again though a holding stage. 

After second 75 the hand was barely opened to revealing a change in the resistivity value which 

achieve a stable value until second 90, where the hand returned to the repose position. All the 

movements performed by the hand presented an associated signal change in the electric output 

signal. Therefore, the silver path electric signal was able to differentiate complex movement 

reflecting the hand behavior. 

The purpose of the movements set performed on the yellow region were to evaluate the 

resistance difference for small rapid movements. Figure IV-33 reveals three different peaks 

similar in shape but different in intensity. The first to signals corresponded with the bending of 

two and four fingers respectively revealing a similar peak observed in the blue section. This 

similarity was because the realized movements in each section uses the same hand muscles. 

The differences in signal intensity were according the amount of movements performed: The 

lower signal was the “two fingers movements”, then the “four finger movement” and at last the 

complete hand movement, maintaining the correlation between resistance variation and 

performed movement shown in the previous regions.  
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Figure IV-33: Evolution of resistance changes along time during hand movements: Small twisted movements. 

The last signal on resistance variation evolution showed on Figure IV-32 was a twist movement 

with the back of the hand finally returning to the repose position. When a different movement 

was realized using different muscles in the hand the recorded signal showed a different signal 

which includes the apparition of a different peak (second 147). 

 

Figure IV-34: Evolution of resistance changes along time during hand movements: Movement repetition. 

Finally, Figure IV-34 shows the red region corresponding with the evolution of resistance 

variation for two continued movements. The same movement performed on the blue region was 
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repeated twice to study the transition between movements. As it is shown in Figure IV-34, when 

the movement ends at second 210, to immediately start the second movement, the resistance 

variation value did not reach the original resistance value, but maintains the same shape and 

intensity. 

The evaluation of the previous resistance variations on real time measurements revealed that 

silver path deposited on PDMS has a promising bodily monitor behavior. During monitoring, the 

movements performed by the hand produced changes in the film resistance. These changes 

were singular for each movement producing different signals changes in intensity and shape 

covering a wide range of movements. 

4.3.9 Pressure sensor device evaluation  

One last application of the deposited silver path onto PDMS was evaluated as a proof of 

concept in this section. Considering the interesting applications and the good behavior of 

stretchable silver path as a strain gauge sensor and bodily monitoring sensor, it was considered 

the fabrication of a pressure sensor capable to detect when a pressure is applied. Our approach 

consisted in two circular electrodes, one on top of the other, making contact as it shows Figure 

IV-35 A. The idea is that when a pressure is applied in the circular zone the silver deposited in 

both electrodes gets closer, producing changes in the film resistance. 

 

Figure IV-35: Pressure sensor design: A) Schematics of the sensor fabrication, B) 3D printed Fortus mask for the 

selectivity of silver deposition and C) Image of the final prototype. Evolution of resistance changes along time during 

hand movements: Small twisted movements. 

For the fabrication of the sensor, a 3D printed mask was designed and fabricated (Figure IV-35 

B) using a Fortus printer as well as the other mask fabricated in this chapter (Detailed in the 

experimental section). After the silver deposition, to ensure that both parts of the sensor were 

connected, they were stuck with PDMS reticulated under temperature. Finally, the obtained 

sensor is shown at Figure IV-35 C. 

The pressure sensor was connected to the source-meter to perform real time measurements of 

the resistance variation. Figure IV-36 shows the evolution of resistance changes along time 

under finger tapping. As it could be observed, when a single tap was applied to the pressure 
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sensor, a single well defined peak appeared on the resistance changes graphic. When the tap 

is repeated on the sensor, another identical signal appeared showing good reproducibility for 

the developed sensor.  

In the last part of the Figure IV-36 intense tapping was applied to the pressure sensor with the 

objective of create an stress prove of the system, The resistance changes observed reveled 

that despite the tapping intensity did not allow the recovery of the original resistivity, it could be 

observed tapping signals for each performed tapping. This reveals an interesting sensor 

sensitivity level for pressure stimuli. 

 

Figure IV-36: Real time measurements of resistance changes of silver deposited pressure sensor. 

Considering the results of the proof of concept, the applicability of stretchable silver deposited 

as a material for pressure sensor application was validated. A new fabrication process for this 

kind of sensors was performed obtaining a stretchable sensor pressure that can be adapted to 

curved geometries detecting when an amount of pressure is applied. This technology seems to 

fulfill the requirement that the major stretchable electronics applications requires in the 

framework of a proof of concept.  
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4.4 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter presents a fully study of the silver deposition technology originally developed for 

the fabrication of antibacterial surfaces. Silver deposition on stretchable PDMS substrates 

presented a promising material for stretchable electronics applications due to its good 

stretchability, biocompatibility and stability with only a critical drawback: The silver films 

presented practically no electrical conductivity. 

Throughout the chapter, the conductivity of silver deposition was improved nearby the 

conductivity values of the bulk metallic silver, finding that Tollens’ reagent formulation played a 

critical role in the amount of silver deposited. Sodium hydroxide presence as well as oxygen 

concentration in media have a non-negligible effect on silver conductivity. 

In order to obtain conductive stretchable path for electronic applications, a methodology using 

3D printed masking was successfully developed. Poly – PFM only modifies the PDMS regions 

that it was not covered by the mask, allowing high geometry control through the CAD/CAE mask 

design. The validation of this methodology allows to obtain a wide range of shapes opening the 

door to a high number of electronic applications.  

The applicability on stretchable electronics was evaluated on this chapter starting for a strain 

gauge sensor. The conducting deposited paths showed an interesting correlation between film 

resistivity and applied deformation. The dynamical mechanical analysis characterization of this 

sensor revealed that silver deposited on PDMS was a perfect strain gauge sensor with high 

sensitivity able to recreate the deformation of 100µm on real time.  

It was also found that stretchable silver coating fulfills the specifications to work as a bodily 

monitor sensor, being able to obtain different signals for each performed movement. This 

validates other field of applicability for the stretchable silver paths, specifically in the field of 

medical device for diagnosis and monitoring.  

Finally, the proof of concept of a pressure sensor was developed evaluating the integration of 

silver paths on a more complex device. The reported behavior show that silver path can be 

successfully implemented as pressure sensor being able to report signals for different applied 

inputs.  

Considering all evidences, silver deposition on stretchable PDMS is successfully validated as a 

novel approach in the field of stretchable electronics being one of the most promising 

technology in terms of applicability.  
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5.1 Introduction 

In the introduction chapter of this thesis (Chapter I) it has been exposed the main strategies 

developed in stretchable electronic field, as well as its limitations, to get new stretchable 

electronic materials. The goal of these material is to solve the mismatch between the curvilinear 

shapes of the body and the planarity of the silicon based electronics, developing devices able of 

intimate with biological tissues for applications ranging from electrophysiological signals 

monitoring, delivering of advanced therapies or to establish human – machine interfaces.  The 

amount of efforts deposited in this field as well as the research developed in the past years 

reflects the importance of stretchable electronics as a key technology in medical applications.  

Moreover, to cover drawbacks of current electronic stretchable technologies are necessary the 

evaluation of the applicability of the new strategies of this field. Thereby, developed 

technologies may find its place as part of a more complex stretchable electronic system 

contributing to the emergence of new medical devices. This chapter presents the proof of 

concept study for the stretchable electronic technologies developed in the previous chapter 

evaluating its applicability in medical devices to solve specific problems.  

The first technology evaluated was the PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS nanosuspensions developed in 

Chapter II. In that chapter, it was studied the nanosuspensions printability finding being able to 

obtain conducting polymer thin films onto flexible substrates. With this in mind, this chapter 

presents the evaluation of this polymeric thin films when are implemented to work as a pH 

sensor. A pH sensor is a versatile tool in the medical field really interesting in the treatment and 

diagnosis of a wide range of diseases. One example that gives an idea of the importance of pH 

measurement in the medical area is wound healing.  

Chronic non-healing wounds such as leg ulcers, which affects a 2% of worldwide population, is 

a disease that continue pose a treatment challenge1. Clinical assessment of the wound is 

complex and predominantly based on subjective interpretation performed by the medical 

professionals  with little recourses to objective analysis2.  The pH environment of chronic 

wounds has been recorded within the range of 7.15 – 8.93,4. This variability on the pH as well as 

the evolution over time may indicate the healing or the non-healing behaviour of the wound. 

Acute and chronic wounds with an elevate alkaline pH have demonstrated lower healing rates in 

comparison with wounds in which the pH is closer to neutral5. The monitoring of the wound pH 

would become a critical diagnosis tool to assist in the wound treatment improving subsequently 

characteristics such as reducing the frequency of dressing changes or improving the patient 

confort6. In this context, a completely adapted pH sensor attached to the wound surface able to 

provide real time data using a wireless technology will be the optimal device for wound 

monitoring. Nowadays, there are several attempts to fulfil all these requirements in wounds pH 

measuring devices which involves dyes and fluorescents sensors7, three electrodes graphene 

electrochemical sensors8 or conventional gold wire sensors integrated in textile devices9.  The 
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major of this approaches are in proof of concept stages and completely disattends the issue of 

the adaptability giving rise that other technologies could be validated for this application. 

With this interest in new pH sensors, PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS printed thin films were evaluated 

as a proof of concept pH sensor for aqueous media. Conducting polymers where used as pH 

sensors due to the changes on the charge carrier density produces by the 

protonation/deprotonation of its polymeric backbone10. This behaviour added to the 

biocompatibility exhibit by this kind of polymers11–13 as well as its good stability14–17 make the 

developed nanosuspensions a great candidate for pH sensor implemented in a medical device.  

Apart of wound monitoring, PANI films would be interesting for blood pH changes18 and  with 

some simple modifications the sensors may work as different medical sensors such as glucose 

concentrations sensors19,20, urea concentrations21–23 or cholesterol levels24,25 which show the 

possibilities of the technology in the medical field.  

The second proof of concept it is related with the conductive silver coatings on PDMS substrate 

developed in Chapter IV. The deposition of metallic silver on the PDMS surface through sugar 

reduction of diammine silver (I) complex shown interesting electrical and strain gauge behaviour 

that may be perfect to cover an unresolved need in the medical field: the development of 

attachable and wearable sensors for monitoring health status of humans26–28. As it was detailed 

in the Chapter I, the appropriate development of human activity sensors able to be implemented 

in lightweight wearable device are of paramount importance for a wide range of future 

application on stretchable electronics.  

A clearly example of this applications is in the case of the e-skin, the artificial skin that imitates 

the functions of biologic skin composed of a network of sensors that can convert external 

mechanical stimuli into readable electrical signals29–33. Due to the presented problems in terms 

of adaptability and biocompatibility, conventional strain gauges are unable to operate to 

monitore skin and as a consequence they cannot efficiently fulfil requirements to fabricate a 

wearable electronic device34 . 

To date, sensors oriented to be implemented in the e-skin are pressure sensors typically based 

on force induced capacitance35,36, piezoelectric effect35,37 and resistivity38,39. The advantages of 

resistive pressure sensors lies at good performance, simplicity in the device fabrication as well 

as relatively low energy consumption in operation28. It is for these reasons that, only limited 

successful examples were reported on resistivity-based stretchable sensors38–40. 

Strain gauge sensors based on silver deposition onto PDMS substrates developed in Chapter 

IV demonstrates not only to be a resistivity based sensor with strain gauge behaviour but also 

works accurately as a bodily monitoring sensor. The big question to definitively validate the 

stretchable silver deposition as a component in future stretchable electronic application as e-
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skin, robotic or autonomous bodily monitoring tools was if the silver strain gauge was able to be 

part of a wireless system of data acquisition. 

With this in mind, the second section of this chapter studies the fabrication and implementation 

of the silver strain gauge sensors system of data acquisition using wireless technology. If the 

developed sensor technology can perform measurements on skin deformations, process the 

signals and then send them to a computer for its analysis, then the technology could be easily 

implemented in the wearable devices in the field of medical monitoring. The presented proof of 

concept, shows the different modules of the electronic set up required by the strain gauge 

sensor to process, send, receive and analyse data obtained from the skin movement.  

Still with the silver strain gauge sensor technology, in the last section of this chapter a specific 

application was considered to evaluate the performance of the sensors in a future medical 

application. The studied case was the implementation of the silver strain gauge sensor in a 

completely adapted tracheal stent. Understanding the utility of a tracheal stent with strain 

gauges requires a better definition of the complications present in the airways. A clear example 

that benefits from this kind of medical device is in the tracheal stenosis case.  

Tracheal stenosis is a narrowing of the trachea (Figure V-1) that causes breathing 

complications such as cough, halitosis, suffocation and pain that can become chronic41–44. It can 

be developed when scar tissue forms in a trachea due to prolonged intubation, from a tracheal 

surgery (to remove cancerous tissue for example) or after a tracheotomy45. The only treatment 

for tracheal stenosis consist in the intubation of a stent, a cylindrical tube able to open the 

airway allowing the air circulation to the lungs46–50.  

 

Figure V-1: CT images of a case of tracheal stenosis were the narrowing on the trachea walls can be observed.51 

During intubation period, there are many complications that may lead to reappearance of 

tracheal stenosis such as bacterial colonization, problems in device removing or simply due to 

complications during the treatment of the scars in the trachea wall. In these cases, the 
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reappearance of trachea narrowing is leaded by granular tissue compressing the tracheal stent. 

When the granular tissue comprises the tracheal stent the only possible procedure is the stent 

removement to avoid the airway collapse. Picturing a possible future medical device, monitoring 

the deformations on an implanted tracheal stent would provide important information about the 

recurrence of stenotic tissue.  

In this context, the last part of this chapter studies the implementation of the silver strain gauge 

sensors in an anatomical 3D printed silicone stent. To carry up this proof of concept firstly was 

necessary to fabricate a customized tracheal stent. The implementation of silver strain gauges 

on a cylindrical tube would provide little information about tracheal stent deformations and the 

deposition of silver paths would not suppose a real challenge. For these reasons, the fabrication 

of an anatomical adapted tracheal stent is presented in this section. Once the stent fabrication 

was carried out, the evaluation of the silver deposition on an anatomical surface and its 

performance as strain gauge sensor was performed.  

The procedures and know-how of the trachea 3D models were used in a real medical service of 

a 5-month-old girl case of paediatric tracheobronchomalacia. Paediatric tracheobronchomalacia 

(TBM) is a condition of excessive collapse of the airways during respiration due to a lack of 

thickness of the trachea wall. This disease involves chronic respiratory problems and may lead 

to life-threatening cardiopulmonary arrest52. When the children grow, the airway cartilage is 

reinforced and the severity of the disease regresses. However, the cases where the TBM was 

severe requires aggressive therapy and are exposed to complicated pulmonary infections and 

at risk of death from refractory respiration failure53. In this TBM case, the design and fabrication 

of a 3D structure completely adapted to the patient main bronchus was required to maintain the 

opening of the airways. 

To sum up, in this sections three proof of concepts that validates the applicability of the 

technologies developed during the thesis were presented. The conducting polymer 

nanosuspension as well as the silver deposition revealed a high versatility to be implemented in 

future stretchable electronic devices of the medical area. 
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5.2 Experimental section 

5.2.1 Conducting polymer pH sensor proof of concept 

Inkjet printing of conducting polymers ink 

The PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS nanosuspensions were formulated using 1,5% of Triton x100 to 

fulfil the requirements to be deposited though inkjet printing. A filtering process using a polar 

filter of 0,45µm was required to avoid nozzle clogging. The same methodology than in Chapter 

II was used. Briefly, the inks were printed using a Dimatix DMP 3000 printer on a PEN substrate 

containing an array of platinum electrodes. The cartridges used during the printing were the 

provided by Dimatix releasing 10pL in each drop. Different square dimension where printed on 

the platinum contact electrode. After the printing the films were dried and cured under 

temperature during 30minutes at 120ºC (Figure V-2 A and B).  

 

Figure V-2: Printed film curing process A) Schematics of inkjet printing and curing process of the polymeric films and B) 

Platinum electrode array and its appearance after curing process. 

After the curing process, the electrodes arrays were immediately used to evaluate its suitability 

to perform open circuit potential measurements.  

Open circuit potential measurement set up 

Measurements of open circuit potential at different pH ranges were mandatory to evaluate the 

pH sensor properties of the fabricated sensors. The used set up to where the measurements 

were carried out was presented in the Figure V-3. Briefly, the set up consist on the assembly of 

electrodes presented in Figure V-3 that allows to take measurement of the potential between 
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the working electrode (Where PANI:PSS / PPy:PSS sensors were placed) and an external 

reference electrode (Ag/AgCl (3M KCl ) from Crisom). The pH was also measured to 

determinate the pH of the media with accuracy. 

 

Figure V-3: Schematics of open circuit potential measurements set up. 

The set up that allowed to connect the PANI:PSS /PPy:PSS sensors to the electrochemical 

workstation where the measurements were performed is shown at  Figure V-4. The PEN film 

was placed between two methacrylate clamps which contained an array of pins able to be 

connect each platinum electrode with the electrometric workstation (Figure V-4 A and B). This 

distribution allowed to integrate the printed sensors as a working electrode that can be easily 

submerged into different buffers solutions (Figure V-4 B).  

 

Figure V-4:PH measurements set up: A and B) Two views of the performed set up for taking measurements of the 

platinum array open circuit potential and C) Set up of the electrode array prepared to be submerged in the buffer media. 

The procedure used during the measuring stage consisted in the submersion of the electrodes 

in a pH 7 PBS solution until stabilization, then the platform containing the electrodes was retired 
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and the sensors were submerged into buffers with 6,5 and 3 of pH values. The duration of the 

measurement was 60 seconds for each buffer. From pH 3 the buffers were changed increasing 

the pH values at 5, 7, 8 and 10 repeating the previous steps.  

5.2.2 Wearable platform for silver strain gauge  

Electronic components  

For the fabrication of the wireless platform able to process the strain gauge data it was 

necessary the following components: Microprocessor Arduino UNO, Arduino UNO Wireless SD 

shield, Parallax XBee USB adapter, 2 XBee – PRO OEM RF modules and 3 USB cables (Two 

A/B and one USB – miniUSB). All the material was purchased from RS amidata.   

Software  

The software for electronic circuit simulation was Multisim from National Instruments. 

The software used was Arduino IDE in order to program the microprocessor Arduino UNO, 

XCTU from Digi to configure the RF dispositive  

Equipment 

An oscilloscope XSC1 was used to verify if the designed circuits showed the same output signal 

for different electrical input signals. 

5.2.3 Customized medical device using silver strain gauges 

CAD/CAM Software 

The software used for the design of the anatomical adapted tracheal stent as well as the 

tracheal splint for paediatric tracheobronchomalacia was the Mimics Innovation Suite of 

Materialise©. Specifically, within the suite, the Mimics module was used to perform the 

modelization of the trachea through CT images and the 3 – Matic module was used to design 

the trachea mould through the previously obtained trachea models. The design and calculations 

to fabricate the tracheal splint were performed using Solidworks from Dassault Systems. 

3D printing fabrication technologies 

For the manufacturing parts fabricated with 3D printing, two different printing technologies were 

used. The first trachea models were printed using a Fortus mc 400 based on fused deposition 

modelling technology (FDM). During the moulding stage, a Stalactite 102 stereolitography 3D 

printer was used to fabricate the anatomical stent mould. The stereolitography resin used was 

Standard Resin purchased from stalactite3D.  

The printing of the tracheal splint for the paediatric tracheobronchomalacia case was 

generously printed in collaboration with the Mitchigan University through a laser sintering 

process using a Formiga P 100 System from EOS.  
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Silver deposition and film characterization 

The silver deposition was performed with the same procedure described in the experimental 

section of Chapter IV. Briefly, PECVD was used as a technique to deposit poly -PFM films on 

PDMS substrate. Glucosamine was incubated with poly-PFM modified PDMS in order to 

immobilize sugar groups on the surface of PDMS. The sugar groups leads the reduction of 

metallic silver though Tollens’ reaction. 

The electrical characterization of the silver films was carried up with a Keithleu Sourcemeter 

2600 with the same set ups described in the previous chapters. 

Tracheal splint for paediatric bronchomalacia medical consent  

The tracheal splint procedure was approved by the institution of autonomous government of 

Andalucía (Junta de Andalucía) and the Ethical committee of the Reina Sofia Hospital. The 

patients parents also signed and informed consent. 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

In the introduction was clearly exposed a set of unmet needs of medical device field that can be 

covered using stretchable electronics technologies. With this in mind, in this section it will be 

exposed three proof of concept applications of the stretchable electronic materials studied in 

this thesis: A pH sensor using the deprotonation behaviour of polyaniline and polypyrrole 

evaluating the printable inks performed in Chapter II, a wearable stretchable strain gauge for 

monitoring and diagnosis device using the silver deposition technology developed in Chapter IV 

and a a3D personalized silicone stent was developed with deposited silver path to work as 

strain gauges  

5.3.1 Conducting polymer pH sensor proof of concept  

Considering the relevance of pH measurements in the field of medical devices, in this section a 

proof of concept of a electrochemical pH sensor using inkjet printing ink based on PANI:PSS / 

PPy:PSS developed in Chapter II is presented.  Open circuit potential measurements provide 

the electrochemical potential existed between the developed conducting polymer sensor and a 

reference (in this case an Ag /AgCl electrode) at different pH values. For each pH value the 

sensor has to present different open circuit potential with a lineal correlation of the data.  

The slope of the lineal relation between pH values and the open circuit potential is the sensor 

sensitivity. High sensitivity value implies that the sensor present more potential range and the 

pH can be determined with higher accuracy. In this part, the sensitivity of the polymeric sensors 

developed will be taken in account to consider future applications with the developed materials. 

Open circuit potential vs. pH for polymeric inkjet printed sensors 

Considering the results obtained in the printability evaluation of PANI:PSS and PPy:PSS 

nanosuspensions (Chapter II). It was obtained well defined printed squares on an array of 

platinum electrodes for the PANI:PSS formulated inks of both polyelectrolyte molecular weight: 

70.000 and 200.000. The PPy:PSS ink where a PSS of 70.000 was used presented difficulties 

to be deposited trough inkjet printing. A reason for this behaviour may be attributed by a wider 

size distribution as it was shown in the DLS results (Chapter II). Despite all this, the PPy:PSS 

with a PSS molecular weight of 200.000 was easily printed 

With this in mind, the inks used in this section as a pH sensor proof of concept were presented 

in the Table V-1. The open circuit potential measurements were performed in Microelectronic 

National Center (CNM) in a collaboration with Dr. Gemma Gabriel. The inks were printed in the 

platinum electrode array and cured under temperature as it was described in the experimental 

section of this chapter and in the printing evaluation of chapter II. 
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Table V-1: Developed inkjet inks for its evaluation as pH sensor. 

Inkjet inks 

PANI:PSS Mz 70.000 

PANI:PSS Mz 200.000 

PPy:PSS Mz 200.000 

 

After the curing process, when the sensor array was submerged into the first PBS buffer, an 

unexpected behaviour was observed.  For PPy:PSS Mz 200.000 ink, the printed polymeric film 

was completely resuspended in the media  few seconds after the submersion in the buffer.  

A time lapse of how the polymeric film was taken off the electrode in the first second to be 

submerged can be observed in the Figure V-5. It indicates that PPy:PSS nanosuspension were 

more stable in water than attached to the platinum sensor. This behaviour suggested that new 

approaches must to be considered to improve the stability of PPy:PSS if it want to be 

implemented as a pH sensor. 

 

Figure V-5: PPy:PSS Mz 200.000 ink resuspension process. 

The polyaniline based ink presented more stability than the polypyrrole ones, presenting several 

differences when PANI:PSS Mz 200.000 and PANI:PSS Mz 70.000 were compared. Sensors 

fabricated with PANI:PSS 200.000 were able to take open circuit potential measurements, but 

at the end of the measurements was observably at naked eye that part of the polymeric film was 

resuspensed in the buffer solutions.  Despite the lack of stability, the open circuit potential of the 

measures sensors presented the desired behaviour for a pH sensor (Figure V-6 A and B). 
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Figure V-6: Open circuit potential vs. pH of PANI:PSS Mz 200.000 sensors. 

The obtained information of the measurements performed Figure V-6 A and B showed a 

characteristic lineal tendency of potential over pH54 confirming the sensor behaviour of the 

PANI:PSS Mz 200.000 films. The sensitivity of the sensors was around 35,5 mV /pH which is a 

correct value for a potentiometric polyaniline pH sensor15. The only main drawback presented 

was the poor stability on water media that dramatically decrease the life of the printed sensor. 

However, printed PANI:PSS 70.000 sensors not only presented a pH sensor behaviour but also 

presented an unexpected good stability on buffer media. 
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Figure V-7: Open circuit potential vs. pH for PANI:PSS Mz 70.000 sensors. 

Figure V-7 A and B shows the open circuit potential measurements for PANI:PSS 70.000 

revealing the same pH sensor behavior due to the lineal tendency of the potential over the pH 

values. The sensor sensitivity was similar than in the case of printed PANI:PSS 200.000 but 

PANI:PSS 70.000 revealed higher values for the coefficient of determination R2 indicating a 

better adjustment of the data. The good data adjustment along the water stability reflects how 

promising is the PANI:PSS as pH sensor.  

At this point, considering the information observed in the open circuit potential graphics, it can 

be assumed that developed PANI:PSS 70.000 sensors not only validates the proof of concept 

of a pH sensor but also reveals and interesting performance if its compared with the other pH 

sensors based on polyaniline.  

The first parameter to compare is the pH range of measurements. The developed PANI:PSS 

sensor clearly present a lineal tendency in the range between pH 3 and pH 10. This is a wide 

range of pH values if its compared with the main PANI sensors that present irregular intervals 

such as from 3 to 9 for PANI-doped sol-gel/ITO electrode55, from 4 – 8 pH for PANI /Urease 
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sensor56, from 1 – 6 pH for PANI nanowires57, from 1 -2 and 7- 8 pH for PANI thick film18 or 1.81 

– 5.46 and 5.46 – 9.91 pH for PANI coated pencil graphite electrode58. The only PANI sensor 

that covers a similar range reported at the moment of writing this lines was PANI/MWCNT that 

presents a measurement range from 1 to 12 pH. However, the sensor was based in optical 

principles to provide a pH measurement thought colour changes which is a complex technology 

to be implemented in a medical device and it is very difficult to obtain a numerical value for 

advanced medical devices that requires from computer monitoring.   

If the PANI:PSS 70.000 sensor range is compared in the framework of conducting polymer 

sensors It was found that there was only few strategies that presents higher ranges. 

Potentiometric polypyrrole microarray electrodes present the same range that PANI:PSS 

sensor: From 3 to 10 pH59. Exceeding this range there are only the  polybisphenol A films on 

ITO sensors (From 1 to 12 pH)60 and polydopamine films sensors (From 1 to 12 pH)61. The fact 

that there are so few sensors that present a superior measurement range confirms that 

PANI:PSS 70.000 sensor present promising properties to pH measurement, specifically for a 

medical device.    

The sensor sensitivity value was correct for pH measurements: 43,9 mV/ pH is between the 

common sensitivity interval (Between 30 and 50 mV/pH)15,18,54–65. The highest sensitivity 

achieved by a PANI sensor consisted in an amino-functionalized graphene fragments in a PANI 

matrix providing a 51,1 mV/pH sensitivity15. In future works, the incorporation of modified 

graphene to PANI:PSS 70.000 sensor should be studied in order to evaluate if a similar 

sensitivity enhancement is observed.  

To sum up, in this part of the thesis a pH sensor proof of concept was performed to evaluate the 

applicability of conducting polymer nanosuspension films printed on a platinum sensor array. 

The sensitivity and pH range observed during the open circuit potential revealed that the 

characteristics of the developed sensors were promising when its compared with the nowadays 

conducting polymer pH sensors.  

Furthermore, the technology also presents strengths such as the geometry versatility provided 

by the inkjet printing and the large area applicability of the PANI:PSS ink. Placing the 

technology in the framework of the thesis, the PANI:PSS 70.000 shown interesting properties to 

be a part of an flexible medical device for pH measurements. The PANI:PSS sensors presents 

a measurement range that covers interesting medical applications for pH sensors such as 

monitoring chronic skin wounds2,66 or blood pH changes18. It is also interesting to note that with 

some simple modifications, PANI-based sensor may work as different medical sensors such as 

glucose concentrations sensors19,20, urea concentrations21–23 or cholesterol levels24,25.  

To continue evaluating the properties of the sensor, more long term test must be carried out. 

However, in the terms of a proof of concept, the PANI:PSS 70.000 exceeds expectations being 

a fully inkjet printed pH sensor on a flexible substrate for a wearable device. The potentiality of 
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polypyrrole / polyaniline films as a material for implantable device should be discussed. The last 

decade, promising biocompatible results have been described for bulk polypyrrole67–69 and 

polyaniline70–72 in in vitro and in vivo assays and even in implantable medical devices73. 

Recently, Fahlgren et al. remarked the critical role that dopant anions and surfactants plays in 

the final biocompatibility of polypyrrole coupons in direct contact with human cells67. The 

polyelectrolyte used for PPy/PANI formed films, which contains the dopant groups, (PSS) 

should be studied to evaluate the biocompatibility. Literature indicates that PSS presented good 

biocompatibility when its used to obtain PEDOT:PSS films in biological aplications74,75 and when 

its used to obtain PPy76,77. Other elements such as Triton X100 used in the formulation of 

PPy/PANI inks were also used in similar publications without revealing direct effect on 

biocompatibility78 which suggests that the presented inks can be implemented in implantable 

medical applications.      

5.3.2 Wearable platform proof of concept for stretchable silver strain gauge   

In this section, the fabrication of a wireless platform capable to send the acquired data from a 

stretchable strain gauge sensor (Developed in Chapter IV) was evaluated. The first steps in this 

kind of electronic device manufacturing consisted in an accurate design of the required 

modulus. The design and the programmed code was performed in collaboration Sauro Yagüe 

and Bernat Cortes. 

The required modulus will need to fulfil the following requirements: To be able to obtain data 

from the strain gauge, send this data in a wireless way, the reception of this data, and the 

subsequently data analysis. With this in mind, the modulus required for the design of the 

wireless platform consisted for sensor data analysis is exposed in Figure V-8.  

 

Figure V-8: Schematics of modules design for the connection between strain gauge and PC using a wireless platform. 
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As it is represented in the Figure V-8, the device was designed in two blocks: First, a block 

formed by the sensor, the microprocessor and the radiofrequency emitter which must be able to 

be adapted to the patient. This block also will contain all the required components for signal 

processing such as a Wheastone bridge to obtain a voltage value from the strain gauge, an 

amplifier to maximize the signal, a filter to avoid signal noise and signal converter from analogic 

to digital for appropriate data processing.  

By contrast, fewer elements were required in the second block, which was formed by an RF 

receptor with an USB adapter connected to the computer, it is the block in charge of the 

correctly monitoring using a programmed software. 

In the following sections, the design decision for each electronic blocks will be detailed. The 

main design criteria were to guarantee the correct work of the silver strain gauge sensor.  

Sensor and Wheastone bridge 

The first module to be taken into consideration for the wearable device fabrication was the silver 

strain gauge and how its connected to the rest of the circuit. The standard methodology to take 

measurements consist in the adaptation of a Wheastone bridge. A Wheastone bridge was a 

system that allows to measure resistance changes from the comparison of its value with the 

resistance value of other of known value. 

Figure V-9 shows the schematics of Wheastone bridge set up. There are four resistance: One 

of this resistance is the strain gauge sensor (R1) and the other ones are constant resistance at 

fixed value (R2, R3 and R4). A potential difference (V0) was applied between corners 1 and 4 

(Figure V-9) which is divided between resistances. When a deformation is applied to strain 

gauge it changes its resistance value, modifying the potential difference between corners 2 and 

3 (US). Due to the resistance value variations, the US value also varies, being is the signal that 

reflects the strain gauge variations used as output signal. 

 

Figure V-9: Schematics of a standard Wheastone bridge 
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The potential difference variations on a Wheastone bridge using a 100 Ohms resistance was 

simulated using Multisim to observe how the US signal output is modified. With this in mind, 

strain gauge sensor was represented in the simulation through a 500mV at 1Hz source of 

alternating current (Figure V-10 A). 

 

Figure V-10: Wheastone bridge simulation: A) Multisim strain gauge sensor and Wheastone bridge simulation and B) 

Oscilloscope output signal. 

Oscilloscope XSC1 from the simulation reveals that the potential difference on the US (Sig – and 

Sig +) presents a sinusoidal wave following the same behaviour than the programmed for the 

strain gauge (Figure V-10 B). Seeing that US is a valid signal to be used for the microprocessor 

and for the subsequently RF emission the designed Wheastone bridge was fabricated on a 

protoboard. 

Signal conditioning: Amplifier  

Once evaluated the variations of the signal output at the end of the Wheastone bridge, the 

signal must be conditioned to ensure that will stay between the range of values measurable by 

the microprocessor. Incorrect conditioning of the signal can lead damages to the 

microprocessor if the potential difference is too high (over 5V), or lose resolution if it is too small.  

With this in mind, a standard amplifier set up using 3 operational amplifiers for was designed 

(Figure V-11). The data obtained by the simulation carried out with the schematics presented in 

Figure V-11 allows to, once connected to the previous circuit, obtain a stable output signal of 

1.5 V.  If another tension value would be necessary to adapt a different sensor, this amplifier 

disposition presents enough versatility to adapt the tension range of the output signal from 0 to 

5 V only modifying the resistance values. 

So, with this amplifier set up, the electrical output signal provided by the Wheastone bridge 

circuit was conditioned to be correctly processed by the following circuit modules.  
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Figure V-11: Schematics of the amplifier module using 3 operational amplifiers. 

Signal conditioning: Filtering  

Once the signal was conditioned in terms of magnitude and scale the next step was the signal 

conditioning to be used for the microprocessor. For that, it was necessary to eliminate the 

superposed noise signal presented in the real time electric output signal provided by the strain 

gauge. That noisy superposition may prevent the correct interpretation of the output signal 

impeding the appropriate work of the microprocessor to analyse and send the data to the 

analyse centre. So, after signal amplification a low pass filter must be incorporated to the final 

circuit. The low pass filter is able to attenuate the high frequency signals, eliminating the noise, 

and allowing the pass of the low frequency signals, which contains the signal of interest. Figure 

V-12 shows the schematics of the low pass filter considered to reduce the noise of the silver 

strain gauge measurements after amplification.  

 

Figure V-12: Schematics of low pass filter set up. 
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The developed filter set up allows that, when the amplification of the sensor measurements 

signal present sudden variations, the output signal after the filter is smoothed, improving signal 

stability. Figure V-13 shows the behaviour of the low pass filter using an example of 1KHz 

quadratic wave, a signal where the tension suddenly goes from 0 to 1 V (Figure V-13 A). 

 

Figure V-13: Simulation of the filter behavior with a 1KHz square wave signal: A) Signal before filtering and B) Signal 

after filtering. 

After the end of the filter, the electrical output signal reveals a significant softening of the signal 

both in the ascent (from 0 to 1 V) and in the descent (from 1 to 0 V) for each cycle (Figure V-13 

B). This was the required noise - reduction behaviour for a slow pass filter implemented in a 

real-time strain gauge sensor. Even so, the cut-off frequency of the filter must be studied as 

function of the final application of the sensor. If the cut-off frequency value is too small, 

information sent by the sensor will be lost due to the severe filtering condition meanwhile if the 

value is too high the filter will have no effect and the signal will present the associated noise 

signals. 

Signal conversion and management 

Once the signal output was correctly conditioned the next step required is to convert and send 

the data to the acquisition data system.  The appropriated signal conversion and management 

as well as the correct set up of the wireless communication network were critical for the properly 

work of the device as integrated real – time measurement strain gauge.  

The core of the set up for signal conversion and management consisted in a microcontroller 

Arduino UNO (Figure V-14 A), an electronic versatile tool which is able to recognise tension 

values from 0 to 5 V and convert this analogic signal to digital with a resolution of 10bits, which 

was enough for this proof of concept. This microcontroller can also be adapted as a wireless 

platform for real time data sending attaching an Arduino Wireless SD Shield (Figure V-14 B).     

The Arduino Uno Wireless SD shield is a prolongation of the main Arduino Uno board with 

enough pins to attach communication modules for data sending.  
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The communication network used to allow the sending of information between the sensor and 

the computer was ZigBee technology. Personal area network ZigBee consisted in a technology 

able to send data in a personal operation space of 10 meters using radiofrequency. A ZigBee 

communication module was implemented to Arduino Uno microcontroller through Arduino 

Wireless SD Shield using a properly configurated XBee – PRO OEM transmitter.  

 

Figure V-14: Arduino Uno used components: A) Microcontroller Arduino Uno, B) Arduino Uno and Arduino Wireless SD 

Shield with a XBee – PRO OEM RF and C) Module connection XBee with Parallax USB adapter. 

The transmitter allows the real time data reception by the computer though the XBee receiver 

connected though a PC adapter that consist in a mini USB port om a Parallax board where the 

Xbee receiver can be attached (Figure V-14 C).  

The correct integration of the communication network was performed configuring the Arduino 

Uno microcontroller through a computer using the management software Arduino IDE. This 

software allows Arduino Uno microcontroller to recognize the output signal from the strain 

gauge sensor.  XCTU software and Parallax drivers were also used to configure the 

communication network. 

Using this software, a code for Arduino Uno configuration using Arduino Code was 

programmed. The code allowed Arduino Uno microcontroller to receive the input voltage 

reading of the analogical pin and subsequently print the value on the communication port. A 

certain timeout was required between operations with the idea to not saturate the 

communication between devices. In this case, 70ms was the timeout value that allows the 

correct reception of the real-time data.  

The described set up allows the connection of the silver strain gauge with a computer where the 

real-time measures can be analyzed. The next step consists in the data acquisition to obtain the 

real-time values sent from the Arduino to the PC.   
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Final set up, data acquisition and validation of the proof of concept 

The configuration of the communication network was the final step of the set-up of the proof of 

concept device for validate the silver strain gauge sensor to be implemented in a wireless 

medical device. With the idea of the validation of the proof of concept, a Matlab code with a 

graphic user interface (GUI) was programmed to allow the interaction of the user with the 

software. The program has two main functions: To open and close the communications port 

allowing to read the measured data emitted by the sensor and the management of this data, 

plotting the real-time information on the GUI.  

The final set up which includes all the modules described in the previous sections can be 

observed in the Figure V-15 A, B and D. A silver strain gauge was placed on the electronic set-

up to perform the deformations produced when the hand was opened and closed. Figure V-15 

C shows the real-time plotting of the voltage output signal of silver strain gauge after the 

emission through Arduino Uno. The observed variations on the potential signal plotted on the 

GUI (Figure V-15 C) corresponding with the hand movements indicates that the silver strain 

gauge output signal can be processed and sent adequately to be received by the PC obtaining 

the signal monitoring in real time.  

 

Figure V-15: Strain gauge prototype set up: A) and B) Final set up of silver strain gauge proof of concept. C) GUI of the 

program during strain gauge measurements, D) Maximization of the Arduino set up connected to a protoboard 

The plotted signal presents a smoothing and stabilization not observed in the previous real time 

measured performed in the Chapter 3 indicating that the signal conditioning modules perfectly 
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fulfilled the design requirements. With all this, the validation of the designed proof of concept 

was successfully validated: Silver strain gauge output signal was amplified, filtered and sent to a 

computer using RF wireless technologies. The silver strain gauge developed on the Chapter 4 

not only represent a valuable strain gauge sensor in terms of sensitivity but also can be easily 

implemented to a wireless platform for data processing, a factor that is not present in most 

applications of stretchable electronics. 

In the next section, the implementation of the silver stain gauge on a 3D personalized medical 

device will be studied with the objective to create a complete wearable medical device 

personalized to the patient anatomy.  

5.3.3 Customized medical device using silver strain gauges 

Previous section shown that silver strain gauge sensors not only represents a novel technology 

for deformation measurement and bodily motion but also the data generated during the test may 

be sent though a wireless platform to a computer for data analysis. This opens-up the possibility 

to integrate the silver strain gauge, with the capacity of determine the deformations/stress 

present on the attached surface, on functional medical device. The first device considered to 

implement this stretchable electronics technology was a tracheal stent. 

As it was detailed in the introduction of this chapter, after long intubation periods or due to a 

cancer, granulose tissue appears and trachea walls were comprised reducing its lumen. This 

disease is called tracheal stenosis and nowadays the only treatment consist in the long-term 

implantation of a tracheal stent, which is an elastomeric medical device that allows to maintain 

the airway opened.  During stent implantation, complex deformations were produced by the 

trachea walls on the stent surface indicating stenosis recurrence. The implementation of 

deformation sensors on the tracheal stent will provide an interesting deformation/tension 

mapping allowing to improve the knowledge of stenosis disease and maybe arriving a model 

that can predict the recurrence. Considering the development of a proof of concept of silver 

strain gauge implementation on a tracheal stent, in this section, two main ideas were carried out 

that lid to this objective. 

In one hand, the developing of a personalized 3D stent able to be completely adapted on the 

trachea surface was required. Conventional stent presented poor adaptability to the surface due 

to the limitations of manufacturing technologies79,80,81. Tracheal stents are basically cylindrical 

tubes anchored to trachea walls through punctual support. The deformations produced in these 

supports were not representative of the main behaviour and poor data may be extrapolated. In 

this context, the implementation of strain gauge sensor to this kind of medical device has no 

sense. Thus, the fabrication of a customized 3D stent with high adaptability able to provide high 

relevant trachea deformation data was developed. 
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In the other hand, the silver deposition and selectivity on the developed 3D personalized stent 

was evaluated. The success on coating performance on a volumetric object will define the final 

silver strain gauge implementation and the final electric performance.  

The next step details the fabrication of a personalized 3D printed tracheal stent using CAD/CAE 

software with the idea to create a 3D model of the patient trachea, the device design and the 

casting and moulding process.   

3D modelling of medical DICOM data 

The first step required to fabricate a patient anatomy customized tracheal stent was the creation 

of a 3D model of the patient trachea. From this point, the personalized medical device could be 

designed. To obtain a 3D model of the trachea it was required data extraction from scanned 

thorax using a CT and importing the data to the program Mimics© for the visualization of the 

medical images.  

Once the files were loaded in the Mimics© software it was possible to observe the three 

characteristic views: Coronal, sagittal and axial planes of the patient thorax (Figure V-16). The 

different body tissues were high defined by the characteristic grey threshold of the medical 

images. During the CT, the differences in the radiation absorbed by the body tissues allows to 

obtain the medical image. Hard tissues such as bones absorbs more radiation obtaining a clear 

white colours meanwhile soft tissue such as organs absorb less radiation obtaining grey 

colours.  

 

Figure V-16: Thorax CT images: A) Coronal, B) sagittal and C) axial planes of thorax CT. 

Identifying sections of the threshold, the software allows to isolate the desired tissues presented 

on the thorax CT. To do this, once identified the threshold interval that compresses the tissue of 

study, it has to be highlighted in each slice that conforms the CT data. This definition allows to 

obtain a mask which is a segmentation of the tissue of study with which the software will 

produce a volumetric image and the subsequently 3D model.  

To obtain this segmentation two main techniques can be used: Through manual segmentation 

or using a threshold range. Manual segmentation requires to perform the entire structure 

delineation in each slice that composes the CT being an impractical and time-consuming 
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procedure. By contrast, the selection of a threshold range offers a practical and precise 

alternative as long as the threshold selection has been adequate.  

To obtain the trachea 3D model, the threshold selection method was used. The developed 

process starts from bibliographic threshold values, where trachea generally is found between 

threshold values between -990 HU to -50HU82. These threshold values where slightly adjusted 

in order to obtain a more definite 3D model showed in the Figure V-17.  

 

Figure V-17: Mimics user interface showing the colored trachea mask (dark green) in the axial, sagittal and coronal 

thorax CT views. In green the result of threshold segmentation. 

Due to the differences in radiation absorption which differs depending on the patients is 

impossible to establish a generic threshold value for high definite trachea segmentation and the 

process must be performed by trial and error or using specific algorithms. To show the 

importance of the segmentation process, two 3D models are presented in Figure V-18. Both 

models were obtained from the same CT set of images and the only difference between models 

was the selected threshold. The Figure V-18 A, despite isolating the trachea geometry, 

presented high noise level and poor definition being impossible to use the obtained 3D model 

for subsequent device design.  

By contrast, Figure V-18 B shows trachea 3D model obtained using a threshold compressed 

between 330HU to 5270HU. The 3D model shows high definition and low noise values making 

a perfect candidate as a starting point for the design of the customized tracheal stent. So, with 

this tracheal model, in the next part it will be detailed how the 3D model was prepared to design 

an anatomical customized tracheal stent. The 3D model of the tracheal stent that perfectly fits in 

the anatomical region is necessary to design a mould that allows its fabrication. 
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Figure V-18: 3D models of trachea using different threshold values A) -1024 to -943 B) 330 to 5270 

Design of anatomical trachea stent  

As mentioned before, to obtain an anatomical adapted trachea stent advanced manufacturing 

techniques as well as CAD/CAE softwares will be required. Once finalized the extraction of the 

anatomical data, the design stage can be performed. 

After data segmentation, threshold selection and 3D model creation, the resulting file obtained 

using Mimics© was imported to 3 – Matic© the other part of Mimics Innovation Suite© which 

provides the tools for 3D model manipulation. This software allows the manipulation of the 

model in order to obtain a 3D model of anatomical adapted tracheal stent, which in subsequent 

parts, will be fabricated through moulding.  

The tracheal 3D model was easily imported through an stereolithography file (STL) to 3 – 

Matic© software. A 3D model converted to STL file is made up with orientated triangles forming 

a geometry called a mesh. The inadequate distribution, orientation or interaction of the triangles 

that forms a mesh causes several problems that will drag along the subsequent design.  When 

the 3D model of the trachea was imported to 3 – Matic© the fix algorithm was used to analyse 

and fix the mesh. The fix module analysed if the mesh triangles present problems in terms of 

inverted triangles, bad edges, shell groups, triangle overlapping or intersecting triangles finding 

errors about the las three common problems. The fix module was able to correct inverted 

triangles, bad edges and triangle overlapping and intersection but in the case of shell groups or 

planar holes, a manual interaction was required to fully eliminate all the errors presented in the 

mesh. To solve these problems manually, the Trim command was used to eliminate the noise 

shell groups and the model section with lower definition. To fill planar holes presented on the 

model, the command Fill Hole Normal was used selecting the regions where triangle continuity 

was lost. 

Once the mesh was cleaned, the model is suitable for the design step (Figure V-19 A). Using 

the trachea model as starting point, the main idea consist in the obtainment of the same 
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geometry profile with a 1 mm offset of oversize to ensure the adaptability of the prosthesis as 

well as avoids the migration83,84.  

 

Figure V-19:Development of Tracheal stent using tracheal 3D model: A) Trachea 3D model after the repair of the mesh, 

B) Selection of the region of interest, C) and D) Hollow performance on trachea model to obtain a 3D stent. 

The region selected to accommodate the tracheal stent was the tracheal upper part (Figure 

V-19 B) that was isolated from the original model by direct cutting using Local Boolean as 

command and a plane parallel to the axial plane as cutting entity. The geometry profile of the 

isolated part of the trachea model will be the used for the stent design.  

Using the Hollow command, the isolated model presented in Figure V-19 B was emptied to 

obtain a “empty trachea geometry” presented in Figure V-19 C. During the Hollow operation, an 

offset of 1mm on the external side of the geometry surface was provided to achieve the desired 

adaptability. The final stent model was obtained remaining the upper and lower end of the 

model as can be observed in the Figure V-19 D. The ends of the model where removed directly 

using the Trim command obtaining an anatomical customized tracheal stent 3D model. 

In the next section, the obtained 3D model of the stent will be used to design a 3D model of a 

direct casting mould for its fabrication.  
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Mould design of anatomical tracheal stent 

Once obtained the 3D model of a tracheal stent adapted to patient anatomy this work present a 

procedure to obtain the 3D model of a direct casting moulding of the designed stent for its 

fabrication. The material requirements of such a medical device in terms of flexibility and 

resistance reduces the candidates to medical silicone as a material for the designed stent. Due 

to the technological challenge that supposes the 3D printing of silicone85, to fabricate the 

anatomical tracheal stent the approach used in this part of the thesis consisted in the 3D 

printing of the stent mould capable to be injected with silicone. 

The first step for moulding creation consisted in the definition of the mould walls. The command 

Create Mold Shape allows to directly obtain a defined geometry able to host the tracheal stent 

model (Figure V-20 A and B). The command Boolean Subtraction was used to remove the 

stent model from the mould shape obtaining and empty tracheal stent geometry host into the 

mould body (Figure V-20 C). 

 

Figure V-20: Different stages of the moulding shape creation: A) Defining the selection, B) creation of the shape and C) 

Stent geometry subtraction from mold body. 

At this point, the first steps towards a stent mould have been taken. The gap created into the 

mould after the subtraction of the stent 3D model will be used to obtain the device after the 

silicone injection. However, the design requires injection channels capable to communicate the 

inside of the mould with the injection point.  

To create these injecting channels, a set of sketches were created perpendicularly to the axial 

plane using random points (Figure V-21 A). With the command Import, the intersection of the 

3D model with the sketch plane sketches can be reflected on the sketch scene as well as it is 

shown in Figure V-21 B. This projection allows to draw strait lines on the sketch that connects 

the inside of the tracheal stent with the outside of the mould. These lines can be converted to 

solid cylindrical paths of 1.5 mm of diameter using the command Create Runner in the moulding 

module. The Boolean subtraction of the cylindrical models obtained with the Create Runner 
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command allow to obtaining injection channels (Figure V-21 C). Though this channels the 

silicone will be able to fill the empty spaces inside the mould creating the geometries required to 

obtain an anatomical tracheal stent.  

 

Figure V-21:Channel design steps: A) Insertion of a sketch on the mould model, B) Intersection of the mould profile with 

the sketch plane and C) Mould model with injection channels. 

Finally, to ensure the demoulding of the stent, the command Hollow was used on the mould 

model to completely empty it. In the next part, it will be described the manufacturing of the 

anatomical tracheal stent of silicone using 3D printing stereolithography to obtain the mould. 

Fabrication of silicone anatomical trachea stent using 3D printing technologies 

Once the 3D model of the mould was obtained the next steps was to use the 3D printing 

technologies to its fabrication. Considering the complexity of the geometries used in the mould 

design, the additive manufacturing technology selected for its fabrication was stereolithography. 

The support material used in other processes such as fused deposition modelling would not 

allow to obtain empty geometries.  

The stereolithography 3D printer used to the mould manufacturing was a Stalactite© where the 

STL file of the mould design was exported to the printer software for its segmentation. The 

mould was printed attaching the top of the mould box to the printing platform to avoid the use of 

supplementary supports as it is observed in Figure V-22 B.   

After the printing, the mould was washed vigorously with water and ethanol to ensure the 

complete elimination of non-cured resin. When the mould was completely dry, PDMS silicone 

was injected using a 1 – 2mL syringe through the designed injection channels. The mould was 

injected with silicone until the saturation of the inject channels indicating that the inner 

geometries were completely filled. After the injection, the filled mould was cured at 75ºC for 3h 

in order to reticulate the PDMS.  
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Figure V-22: Mould printing:A) Stalactite 3D printer based in stereolithography technology B) Stereolithographic printing 

process of the trachea mold. 

The designed cavities in the mould structure allows that when the PDMS curing was over, the 

release of the tracheal stent can be performed by breaking the mould. The mould resine 

material was easily broken with a lab spatula. Figure V-23 A and B shows different angles of 

the mould during the process of releasing the stent. T The broken mould box shows how the 

trachea geometry was attached at the mould box though the injection channels. 

 

Figure V-23: Images of tracheal stent mould during the stent release. 

The released tracheal stent was washed vigorously with a 2% solution of Hellmanex and 

subsequently washed and stored with ethanol. In Figure V-24 the obtained personalized 

tracheal stent was shown. It is interesting to notice that PDMS has reticulated correctly 

observing no sticky areas where a post curing process would be necessary. Moreover, the 

tracheal stent resisted the process of demoulding by breaking the mould reflecting the adequate 

mechanical properties of the device.  
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Figure V-24: Anatomical tracheal stent fabricated in silicone. 

In terms of homogeneity, the tracheal stent presented the characteristic transparency of PDMS 

silicone along the obtained stent. There were no areas where the moulding resin used during 

stereolithography printing was mixed with the PDMS. The good finish of the stent validates the 

technology as a process to obtain an anatomically personalized tracheal stent using real 

medical data from patient geometries. 

The stretchability presented by the tracheal stent shows that the devices may be perfect for its 

implantation in a real case, where the stent must be compressed to be released into patient’s 

trachea. This stretchability was also perfect to use the tracheal stent as a platform to deposit the 

silver strain gauges for deformation / tension measurements. In the next part, it will be studied 

the applicability of the conducting silver deposition on a personalized 3D PDMS surface.  

Evaluation of silver strain gauges deposited on 3D personalized PDMS surfaces  

Considering that deformation data measured by the silver strain gauges can be successfully 

sent to a computer for its real-time analysis, the applicability of this technology to medical 

device for wearable diagnosis monitoring tools may be an important approach that will provide 

interesting applications. The application studied in this part consisted in the fabrication of a 

personalized tracheal stent, as seen before, able to be improved the developed silver strain 

gauge. The silver strain gauge could be an interesting sensor to determine the deformations to 

which is subjected the trachea. The ability of the silver deposition to generate defined 

conductive path on a 3D surface will determine the suitability of the technology to finally be 

implemented as a functional trachea device for monitoring. In this final part, a proof of concept 

of the exposed device was developed. 

The PDMS silicone tracheal stent obtained though CAD/CAE design and manufactured using 

the 3D printing procedure for moulding described in the previous section (Figure V-25 A). Due 

to the geometry complexity, the 3D printed mask used in Chapter IV to provide selectivity to the 

silver coating cannot be used. Instead of this, for the performance of the proof of concept, 

tracheal stent was covered using an aluminium foil with path shape holes performed with a 

scalpel (Figure V-25 B). The orange bands  
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Figure V-25: 3D selectivity of silver deposition: A) PDMS silicone stent obtained using 3D printing stereolithography, B) 

PDMS stent covered using alumminium foil and C) PDMS tracheal stent after silver deposition treatment. 

The tracheal stent was placed on the plasma reactor in order to deposit the poly – PFM coating 

through PECVD on the stent surface. After the polymerization, the silver deposition using 

Tollens’ reagent was carried out to form the silver paths on the tracheal stent as it is shown in 

Figure V-25 C. All procedures were performed as indicated in the experimental section of 

Chapter IV.  

The obtained silver paths on the tracheal stent were perfectly differentiated from the zone 

covered with the aluminium foil showing a characteristic metallic colour instead of the dark 

brown colour observable in the rest of the device. The electrical conductivity measurements 

revealed the same conductivity observed in the Chapter IV: Each sensor had a conductivity 

around 104 S/m. To evaluate if the conductive paths had the same strain gauge behaviour, the 

deposited silver paths were connected to the Keithley Sourcemeter to measure the electrical 

conductivity during deformation (Figure V-26 B). When the metallic bar deformed the tracheal 

stent, the conductivity of the silver path changed revealing different silver conductivity (Figure 

V-26 D). The conductivity values among strain gauges are enough different implying that each 

strain gauge sensor was subjected to different deformation values.  

This resistivity changes confirms that silver strain gauge sensor is able to be deposited on 

complex surface maintaining a film conductivity and strain gauge behaviour. These results, 

combined with the wireless platform for real time monitoring presented in this chapter, becomes 

an important proof of concept of the applicability of silver strain gauge as stretchable electronics 

application in the field of medical devices. 
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Figure V-26: Strain gauge behavior of silver deposited on personalized tracheal stent: A) Tracheal stent with silver path 

after silver deposition, B) Tracheal stent under deformation, Schematics of the trachea stent with silver strain gauges 

before C) and after deformation D). The color legend shows the conductivities under deformation. 

5.3.4 Real medical case of designed tracheal splint  

In the previous part, fabricating a 3D personalized tracheal stent, know – how on 3D trachea 

modeling as well as protocols for 3D modeling of personalized medical device were developed. 

This technology was applied to solve a real clinical case were a 3D printed personalized 

tracheal splint for paediatric case of tracheobronchomalacia was required.  In the next part, it 

will be detailed how a procedure based on the design of a 3D medical device using able to 

perfectly fit into the patient anatomy using advanced CAD/CAE tools was the only chance to 

provide an efficient treatment without requiring lung extirpation.  

Pediatric life-threatening tracheobronchomalacia case definition 

Pediatric tracheobronchomalacia (TBM) is a condition of excessive collapse of the airways 

during respiration due to a lack of thickness of the trachea wall. This disease involves chronic 

respiratory problems and may lead to life-threatening cardiopulmonary arrest52. When the 

children grow, the airway cartilage is reinforced and the severity of the disease regresses. 

However, the cases where the TBM was severe requires aggressive therapy and are exposed 

to complicated pulmonary infections and at risk of death from refractory respiration failure53. 

The TBM patient was a 5-month-old girl admitted to the “Reina Sofia” Children’s Hospital in 

Cordoba, Spain. The Pediatrician at charge was Dr. Javier Torres - Borrego member of the 
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pediatric pulmonary unit. Upon receipt of clinical case, the patient presented respiratory 

difficulties due to the completely collapse of the left lung. This collapse was caused for a TBM 

located in the main left bronchus that can be observed in bronchoscopy images (Figure V-27). 

Figure V-27 A, B and C shows the two-main bronchus of the patient, the right bronchus reveals 

an opened airway, while the other bronchus shows a mucosal fluid originated on the collapsed 

lung. When the main left bronchus was cleaned though aspiration of mucosal fluid, the 

bronchoscopy images of the left bronchus revealed a narrowing of the bronchus wall caused by 

the TBM.  

The different attempts to keep the airway open with conventional procedures such as stent 

implantation failed preventing the patient from breathing without assistance. To avoid 

completely lung collapse, the mucosal fluid observed in the Figure V-27 images had to be 

removed when it reached critical levels, which was a couples of times a weak.   

 

Figure V-27: Different bronchoscopy images of main bronchus where a mucosal fluid can be observed in the TBM 

bronchus A), Endoscopic image of the TBM affected bronchus (B, C and D). 

Looking to Figure V-28, the computer tomography (CT) images of the TBM zone showing the 

dimensions of the tracheal anomaly that occasioned the lung malfunction. The tracheal 

dimension measured by the radiologist of “Reina Sofia” Hospital using the CT images revealed 

that the trachea bronchus of the 5-month-old patient presented a section with elliptical form 
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which longitudes contract from 4,9 x 2,2 mm to 4,3 x 1,3 mm in the malacic zone (Figure V-28 

A and B). After the malacic zone, the bronchus recovered normal dimensions for infant 

bronchus with dimensions of 5,7 x 2,8 mm (Figure V-28 C). The possible treatment for the TBM 

have to maintain the TBM zone expanded to normal values in order to ensure the correct 

ventilation of the airways.  

Due to the depth of the TBM and the small dimensions of the 5-month-old patient trachea, 

conventional implantation of an airways stent that maintained opened the airway was 

impossible to perform.  

  

Figure V-28: Computer tomography images during expiration of the TBM zone specifically: A) Zone before TBM, B) 

TBM and C) Zone before TBM.  

Due to the complications that a collapsed lung can lead to the patient, the manual elimination of 

the lung mucosal fluid every week could not be prolonged. Furthermore, in these lung 

conditions, the lung could stop working at any time. The the only remaining treatments 

determined by the medical team was the completely extirpation of the affected lung, which will 

limit the patient lung capacity for life, or an experimental treatment based on the design of a 

customized scaffold to maintain the airway opened.  

Customized tracheal splint for pediatric TBM 

The tracheal splint procedure developed in Michigan University by Dr. Glenn Green (pediatric 

otolaryngologist) and Dr. Scott Hollister (Professor of biomedical engineer) consisted in the 
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developing of a biodegradable scaffolding which can be designed and manufactured into 

tracheal splint using patient imaging, computer aided design and laser-based 3D printing 

systems86,87. The design device was an open, bellowed cylinder that can be placed on the 

external wall of the collapsed airways as well can be observed in Figure V-29. The bronchus 

wall was attached to the internal part of the splint via stitches using the designed holes. After 

the implantation of the splint, an immediate increase of the lumen of the airway with the 

associated increase un airflow must be observed.  

 

Figure V-29: Schematics of the mechanism of action of the tracheobronchial splint for tracheobronchial collapse 

treatment. 

Despite the improvement in airflow, the long-term benefits were dependent on how the device 

respond to the bronchus contractions during respiration. With this in mind, the design described 

by Dr. Gleen and Dr. Hollister was an open cylinder splint with the ability to be opened during 

the airway respiration. Being a pediatric case, the device must contemplate the growth of the 

bronchus along years avoiding suffocation by a possible constriction of the device. To 

accommodate the airway growth there are two approaches: The first one consisted in the 

geometrical design of the device using the anatomical data provided by the CT. This allows a 

natural accommodation of the splint to the bronchus wall. The other approach, from the point of 

view of the material selection, consisted in the utilization of a biodegradable material which 

allows accommodation of the airway growth simply owing to the reduction in device stiffness 

from material degradation.     

Taking these considerations, a customized 3D splint for pediatric TBM was designed using the 

bronchus information provided by the CT of the patient. In the following part, the creation of a 

3D model for the first design steps that allows to visualize the TBM is described. Through this 

3D model, the design of the customized splint as well as its interaction with the bronchus can be 

observed. 
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3D model creation  

The creation of a 3D model of the trachea and main bronchus was created using the Mimics 

Innovation suite© in the same way the anatomical trachea stent was created.  The trachea 3D 

model was obtained with a manual selection of the threshold values. The threshold values of 

the trachea walls for the paediatric tracheobronchomalacia were comprised between -990 HU to 

-50HU (Figure V-30). 

 

Figure V-30: Images of the Mimics GUI during the creation of the trachea model. 

In this scenario, obtaining a trachea model was useful to fulfils two goals. In one hand, allows a 

better understanding of the tracheobronchomalacia case observing the affected area were the 

tracheal splint must be implanted while provides information to the medical team. In the other 

hand, the trachea model was used a support and starting point of design the tracheal splint.  

The trachea model obtained from the CT data is shown in Figure V-31. The malacia formed in 

the main bronchus was highlighted with the red circles. The malacia area represent the part of 

the bronchus that collapses avoiding the correct air pass through the airway. The tracheal splint 

has to pull the trachea wall in the malacia area in order to maintain this airway opened. The 

trachea model also reveals that the malacia localization was nearby the secondary bronchus, 

which may suppose a complication during the medical intervention and must be taken into 

account by the medical team.  

Once the 3D model was obtained and the position of the malacia evaluated, the next step was 

the design of the 3D printed scaffold that must be completely adapted to the main bronchus of 

the TBM patient. 
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Figure V-31: Trachea model obtained from the CT data of the pediatric tracheobronchomalacia case. 

Design of customized 3D printed splint 

During the design stage of the splint for pediatric TBM generously assistance was provided by 

Dr. Scott Hollister and Dr. Glenn Green (Department of Biomedical Engineering of the University 

of Michigan, and Department of Otolaryngology and Neck surgery of the University of Michigan, 

respectively). Both authors successfully fabricated a 3D printed device for trearment of TBM 

designed to accommodate airway growth while preventing wxternal compression over a 

predetermined time period before bio-resorption. The device was successfully used in three 

cases of pediatric TBM with clearly contributed to mitigate the malacia and reducing the 

breathing problems  presented by the patients87–89. 

Based on the experience of these cases, an open cylindrical device was designed using the 3D 

model of the patient trachea. The inner diameter was 8 mm which perfectly fits in the main 

bronchus while allows enough opening of the airway. Four rows of six though holes were 

performed to allow the fixation of the stent to trachea wall using surgical suture. The 3D model 

of the performed is shown in Figure V-32 A.    
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Figure V-32: Designed tracheal splint for TBM case: A) 3D model of tracheal splint for TBM B) Assembly recreation of 

how the tracheal splint will be placed during the intervention. 

The length of the tracheal splint was designed over the 3D model of the trachea as it is shown 

in Figure V-32 B.  The assembly model reveals how the designed tracheal splint can be 

perfectly adapted to the main bronchus. Figure V-33 A, B and C present different views of the 

designed tracheal stent placed on the bronchus reflecting the adaptability on the anatomical 

surface.  

The splint will be placed in the main left bronchus during a median sternotomy, a complex 

medical procedure where the medical team can access the trachea. The final position and 

direction that will have the splint in the main bronchus will be given by how the medical team 

performs the sternotomy. With this in mind, it was considered of critical importance that the 

medical team that would perform the intervention will evaluate the design of the splint. 

 

Figure V-33: Different view images of the tracheal splint adapted to the main bronchus (A, B and C). 

Medic considerations on the splint design 

To show the tracheal splint design to the medical team, a prototype of the tracheal splint was 

printed using yellow stereolitography resin (Figure V-34 A) for the trachea model (1:1 scale) 
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and a red stereolitography resin for the device. The final assembly is shown in the Figure V-34 

B. 

After the evaluation of the model by the medical team, the surgeon suggested some 

modification from the original design. The medical team found that the length of the device 

should be reduced from 15mm to 13 mm to allow the bronchus mobility during respiration. They 

also required a wall thickness reduction for the same reasons.  

The inner diameter of 8 mm and the aperture angle of 90º was considered that perfectly fits the 

anatomic surfaces of the TBM patient trachea. 

 

Figure V-34: Printings of the trachea model: A) Trachea model moments after being printed using a 3D Stalactite 

printer, B) Assembly of a prototype of the prototype of the tracheal splint and the trachea model and C) marked sign on 

the trachea model where the surgeon will place and position the device 

With all the recommendations and advices of the medical, the next steps after the performance 

of design changes was the fabrication and implantation of the tracheal splint.  

Fabrication of tracheal splint 

After the considerations of the medical team, the tracheal splints were printed using a 

polycaprolactone, a biocompatible and bioresorbable polyester which is able to remain in the 

body for 2 to 3 years before resorption. The strategy exposed by Dr. Hollister consisted in the 

completely reasorbation of the splint when the bronchus wall is strong enough not to collapse. 

This way, the procedure avoids complications derived from the growth of the bronchus or a 

second intervention for device removing.  

During the manufacturing step, the Dr. Hollister group fabricated different versions of the 

tracheal splint design using laser sintering of PCL.  Figure V-35 shows the splint design models 

whose STL was used during the fabrication through 3D printing technology. The design from 

splint 1 to splint 4 were designs obtained using the methodology described in Mitigation of 
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tracheobronchomalacia with 3D-printed personalized medical devices in pediatric patients. 

These designs were performed by Dr. Hollister group using the 3D models obtained from CT. 

 

Figure V-35: Different versions of the tracheal splint design. From 1 to 4 were Dr. Hollister versions of tracheal splint 

with different inner diameter. Splint 5 was our original tracheal splint design and splint 6 was the revised version of our 

design after medical team advice.   

Splint 5 and 6 was our original design of tracheal splint and the splint after the modifications 

suggested by the medical team respectively. The differences between devices were detailed in 

Table V-2 showing the different measures observed in the tracheal splint design. 
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Table V-2: Tracheal splint parameters for each splint design. 

Splint Max. 

Thickness 

wall / mm 

Min. 

Thickness 

wall / mm 

Length / 

mm 

In. 

Diameter 

/ mm 

Ex. 

Diameter / 

mm 

Angle 

/º 

1 2,3 1,7 13,75 6 8,3 75 

2 2,3 1,7 13,75 7 9,3 72 

3 2,3 1,7 13,75 8 10,3 78 

4 2,3 1,7 13,75 8 10,3 75 

5 3,0 2,0 16 8 11,0 90 

6 2,5 1,7 13 8 10,5 90 

 

Once printed, the fabricated splint shown a good resolution fulfilling the requirements of a 

device of those conditions.  

Figure V-36: Different tracheal splints designs obtained through PCL laser sintering. 

Figure V-36 shows the final tracheal splints set showing a high definition specially on the holes 

for the suture fixation.  
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Figure V-36: Different tracheal splints designs obtained through PCL laser sintering. 

The splints were sterilized using low temperature ethylene oxide during 48 hours in order to be 

prepared for the medical implantation. The idea of the medical team was to have access to the 

full range of tracheal splint designs adapted to the patient’s case. In this way, the selection of 

the splint that best adapts to real trachea would be done during the procedure.  

Surgical procedure for splint implantation 

In this section, it is described part of the medical procedure performed by the surgeon Josechu 

Matute during the implantation of customized tracheal splint in a case of pediatric TBM. The 

main objective of the medical team was the opening of the splint and its placing and positioning 

during the surgical procedure. Due to the proximity of the intervention to the patient’s heart, the 

function of the heart and the lungs was taken over the function through cardiopulmonary bypass 

(CPB).  

The access to left hemithorax was performed through a median sternotomy. After the opening 

of the pericardium, a 10F arterial cannula was placed by the cardiac surgeon in the root of the 

aortic arch and a 16F venous cannula in the right atrium. Normothermic heart-beating was 

instituted to enable a proper manipulation of the trachea, carina and left main bronchus.  After 

the access to hemithorax, the medical team proceed with the dissect of the whole left bronchus 

down to the left lobe bifurcation, avoiding the posterior aspect of it. Then, among all available 
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splint the medical team selected the most appropriate for its implantation as function as the 

state of the bronchus. The selected splint was the splint 6, which used feedback from the 

medical team and in words of the surgeon was more suitable to fit in the anatomical space.  

 

Figure V-37: Two different images of the splint 6, the selected by the medical team to be implanted (A and B) 

Having the bronchus exposed, five prolene® sutures were placed in the perimeter of the 

bronchus, beginning distally and proceeding up towards the carina (the trachea bifurcation). 

These sutures passed through the splint openings, the splint was held in place over the 

bronchus and then, sutures were tied. This moment of the intervention can be observed in the 

Figure V-38. After the splint fixation, the sternotomy was closed finalizing the procedure. The 

patient was 80 min on CBP.  
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Figure V-38: Image of the medical procedure during the splint fixation though sutures. 

State of the patient after the operation 

Once the medical procedure was performed, the patient was transferred to the pediatric 

intensive-care unit (PICU) for her medical monitoring. Five days after the intervention the patient 

was still intubated but alveolar sounds were recognizable in her left lung indicating the recovery 

of the pulmonary function. Three weeks after the procedure the patient breath sound and the 

chest Rx images were almost symmetric in both lung. A month after the performance of the 

procedure the patient was discharged from the hospital without respiratory assistance nor 

oxygen supply 

5.3.5 Concluding remarks 

Considering that applicability is one of the most important aspect in stretchable electronics, this 

chapters has evaluated if the developed stretchable conducting materials along the thesis could 

be used in specific applications in the field of medical devices. Precisely, three proofs of 

concept were carried out validating the how much promising were the developed technology. 

Due to the good properties showed by the nanosuspensions developed in Chapter II in terms of 

stability, electrical conductivity and printability, the first proof of concept conceived was a pH 

sensor. Once printed on a platinum electrode array, the PANI:PSS nanosuspension presented a 

good pH sensor behavior showing a linear tendency between pH and the open circuit potential. 

The PANI:PSS nanosuspension with a PSS with a molecular weight of 70.000 revealed high 
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stability on aqueous medium after curing. The obtained sensor was able to determinate a wide 

range of pH values (from pH 3 to pH 10) values obtained only by few technologies. The sensor 

sensitivity (43,9mV / pH) was a standard value in the range of conducting polymer pH sensors. 

This characterization validates the PANI:PSS films on platinum electrodes as a good flexible pH 

sensor that due to the measurement range covers interesting medical applications for pH 

sensors such as monitoring chronic skin wounds or blood pH changes. Still on the medical field, 

exist applications for PANI:PSS that may be achieved with some simple modifications, such as 

glucose concentrations sensors, urea concentrations or cholesterol levels.  

The second proof of concept studied in this chapter consist in the implementation of the silver 

deposited on PDMS developed in the chapter IV in a wireless platform for the measurement, the 

transmission and the analysis of the real-time deformations. The silver deposition represents an 

interesting procedure to obtain high conductive stretchable films with strain gauge and bodily 

monitoring behaviour. The determining factor that will allow the implementation of the silver 

sensors in future medical applications as implanted sensors for diseases monitoring is if the 

data produced by the sensor could be transmitted from the sensor device to a platform for data 

interpretation though a wireless way.  

Throughout the chapter, the design and fabrication of a wireless platform to obtain the strain 

gauge sensor data was detailed. The developed wireless platform was able to obtain the 

electrical output signal of the strain gauge and, through processing and signal conditioning, 

send it to a computer for its real-time monitoring using radiofrequency technology.  

This platform not only validates the silver strain gauge technology, making it suitable for a future 

implant strain gauge application, but also constitutes a technology by itself able to, with 

minimum modifications, implement other sensors. An interesting example for a future work 

would be the implementation of the PANI:PSS sensors developed in the previous part to study if 

the open circuit potential can be measured with this wireless electronic platform.  

It would be very interesting for a future work to perform a miniaturization of all modules 

developed to study their actual implementation in the human body as well as for the silver strain 

gauge as for the PANI:PSS sensor.  

The last proof of concept consisted in a possible future application in the field of tracheal stents. 

With the silver strain gauge sensor technology, the studied case was the implementation of the 

silver strain gauge sensor in a completely adapted tracheal stent able to monitor the 

deformations produced in the medical device. The information provided by this kind of silver 

strain gauges will be of high interest for treatment and monitoring of the tracheal stenosis.  

In order to be able to carry out a realistic assessment valuation it was necessary to manufacture 

a fully anatomical and personalized tracheal stent and subsequently deposit silver strain gauge 

sensor on its surfaces. This way, a procedure for the 3D printing of a silicone cast mould to 
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obtain an anatomically personalized tracheal stent was developed successfully. The procedure 

uses CAD/CAE software to perform a segmentation of the region of interest to obtain a 3D 

model from which the anatomical device will be adapted. This methodology represents a 

solution to the problem of 3D printing of silicone which may be applicated in other cases in the 

medical field.  

Once the silver was deposited on the anatomical stent, the obtained conductive path revealed 

the same sensor behaviour observed in previous chapters validating that the silver deposition 

can be performed on 3D anatomical substrates. The manufactured device represents a simple 4 

strain gauges’ array on the stent surface showing a simple response to a direct stimulus but is 

enough for validate the proof of concept. The development of a sensor array mask for a 3D 

geometry would be interesting to deposit arrays of sensors able to perform a deformation 

mapping on the trachea surface. The last part of the chapter, the tracheal splint for paediatric 

TBM was an application a little far from stretchable electronics but strongly reveals a nowadays 

requirement for new medical devices where adaptability is fundamental. 
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“Endings to be useful must be inconclusive.” 

– Samuel R. Delany 
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Conclusions 

High number of strategies have been explored during this work to accomplish the set up in the 

introduction chapter. 

Stable conducting polymer nanosuspensions based in polyaniline or polypyrrole with the ability 

to form a conductive film have been developed, optimized and characterized. The optimized 

nanosuspensions have fulfilled the properties to be implemented in inkjet printing.  

 Electrostatic interaction method has been demonstrated as a better procedure for 

conducting polymer nanosuspension synthesis than polymerization emulsion method, 

allowing to obtain nanosuspensions with lower size mean and lower PDI values.  

 Nanosuspensions obtained using the electrostatic interaction method allowed the 

formation of continuous films with higher conductivity from that observed for the 

obtained through emulsion polymerization method.  

 The synthesis parameters of nanosuspension have been adjusted to ensure that 

nanosuspensions comply with the size distribution requirements for inkjet printing. 

 The conducting polymer nanosuspensions have been formulated to fulfil the 

requirements of viscosity and surface tension necessary for inkjet printing without losing 

stability or film conductivity. The formulated inks have been successfully implemented 

on flexible PEN with platinum electrodes array with the desired geometry.  

2,2’ – Bipyrrole derivatives modified with ester groups to improve their solubility have been 

studied to work as monomers for conductive film formation using electropolimerization and 

oxidative polymerization.  

 It has been found that 2,2’ – Bipyrrole derivatives presented good solubility in an 

enough range of organic solvents to allow a direct oxidative polymerization. 

 During the electropolymerization of the 2,2’ – Bipyrrole derivatives the passivation of the 

working electrode is produced limiting the applicability of the studied compounds. 

Novel approaches to implement conducting polymers to stretchable substrates has been 

evaluated. 

 Immobilization of polypyrrole nanoparticles on PDMS surface though allylamine grafting 

has been demonstrate as a methodology to obtain conductive stretchable films. The 

comparison with the films obtained by direct casting on PDMS or on plasma modified 

PDMS shows that the strategy based on the grafting of allylamine allows to obtain 

better adhered films, fewer cracks and in general, better electric performance. 
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 Hyaluronic acid modified with dopamine groups (HADA) has been successfully used as 

a polyelectrolyte during polypyrrole nanosuspension synthesis by electrostatic 

interaction method. 

 PPy:HADA nanosuspensions has been easily deposited on PDMS substrates creating 

homogeneous stretchable films with good electrical conductivity under mechanical 

deformation. 

The properties of silver deposited on PDMS substrates in terms of applicability on stretchable 

electronics have been evaluated.  

 Different parameters involved in silver reductive reaction have been studied to enhance 

the silver deposition on PDMS substrates though poly -PFM /glucosamine approach. 

A Tollens’ reagent formulation has been optimized allowing to increase the electrical 

conductivity of the silver films from 10-2 to 105 Siemens·m. 

 Critical parameters involved in the silver reduction process have been studied in order 

to reduce electrical conductivity deviations finding that a driving difference of oxygen 

concentration in the reaction media was required to produce the silver oxide particles 

required during the silver coating formation.  

 A masking procedure using 3D printing technology have been developed to control the 

geometry where poly – PFM is deposited. The validated methodology allowed to 

control the selectivity on silver deposition being able to create conductive silver paths.  

 It has been found that fabricated silver paths present good strain gauge behaviour 

correlating through a exponential function the applied stress with changes on film 

resistivity with precision.  

 The characterisation of silver strain gauge revealed that  was sensible enough to detect 

an applied deformations of 100µ with an hysteresis levels of 0.097% ΔR/R0 %.  

  The silver films also presented bodily monitor behaviour being able to identify specific 

hand movements. 

A set of proof of concepts to study the applicability of the conducting polymer nanosuspensions 

and silver deposition have been performed. The first proof of concept consisted in the 

evaluation of conducting polymer nanosuspensions to be implemented as part of a pH sensor. 

 It has found that Inkjet printed PANI:PSS nanosuspension on platinum electrodes 

formed a continuous polymeric film with pH sensor properties. An open circuit potential 

study against pH has been carried out revealing the characteristic linear tendency.  

 It have been found that sensors fabricated with PANI:PSS nanosuspensions with a 

molecular weight of 70.000 revealed good sensitivity and high stability on aqueous 

medium after the curing process. The obtained sensor could determinate a wide range 

of pH values (from pH 3 to pH 10) comparable only by few pH sensor technologies.  
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The second proof of concept consisted in the study if electric output signal providing from the 

silver strain gauge was able to be processed using a wireless device platform. 

 A wireless RF platform able to record, process and transmit real time data from a 

connected silver strain gauge have been fabricated. The device supposes a promising 

solution implemented wearable electronic devices to achieve the required autonomy. 

The different electronic modules have been optimized for silver strain gauge. 

 It has been studied the transmission of electrical signal output provided by the silver 

strain gauge using RF wireless technology. The obtained signal was able to be 

successfully sent to a computer for its analysis using an Arduino Uno microcontroller 

modified with a RF wireless module. This proof of concept validates the silver strain 

gauge to be implemented as a wearable device for monitoring in future applications.  

The last proof of concept consisted in the development of an anatomical adapted tracheal stent 

with integrated silver strain gauge sensor array. 

 The development of a methodology to fabricate a fully anatomical adapted tracheal 

stent have been performed. The obtained tracheal stents after crafting process 

presented the desired properties that may be an important part of a future tracheal 

stent device with stretchable strain gauge sensors for tracheal stenosis monitoring.  

 It has been validated that the conductive silver deposition can be carried out on a 

selected region of a 3D printed PDMS surface. The obtained silver path revealed the 

same strain gauge behaviour than the previously paths studied on PDMS planar films.  
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